It’s what’s **INSIDE** that Counts!

**Yes...** “ingredients” make the big difference in quality of performance whether the product is a fine watch or a fine building material.

Secret of the success of so many Celotex building products, for example, is the cane fibre at their core.

These long, tough cane fibres form an interlocking “bridge” with each other—endow Celotex board with high tensile strength and endurance, good insulating value, yet extreme lightness and workability. It’s easy to handle, easy to apply, economical to use.

What’s more—special Celotex processing renders the board wind, water, heat, cold and vermin-resistant . . . makes it one of the most practical building materials on the market.

Look to The Celotex Corporation for these quality cane fibre building products. And remember: on literally millions of building jobs, they’ve proved beyond a shadow of a doubt that they’ve got the **inside quality that counts**!

---

**Quick Facts on Celo-Siding—a typical Celotex cane-fibre building material**


Tongue and Groove joint on long edges of 2’ x 8’ panels.

Core of genuine Celotex Cane Fibre. Board furnishes structural strength and insulation.

All edges and sides sealed against moisture by coating of asphalt. Extra coating of asphalt on exterior side. Exterior surface of firmly imbedded mineral granules, providing durable, colorful finish.

**Colors:** Green or Buffstone.

Sizes: ¾” thickness—4’ x 8’ with square edges.

¾” thickness—2’ x 8’ with T & G joints on long edges.

¾” thickness—4’ x 8’ and 4’ x 10’ with square edges.

---
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SPACIOUSNESS

...borrowed from the outdoors!

At first glance this looks like a large room—but look again. That feeling of spaciousness comes from the generous window treatment—the opening of the wall to outdoor view and sunshine.

You'll find this an effective, economical way to "enlarge" any room in the house. Fenestra's standardized line offers a right window for every room. These standard units can be combined to make picture windows with ventilation, as shown here. There's a window of right height for over the kitchen sink—another for over the buffet—others that combine to make an ideal corner window. And so on.

In all of them you'll find the same features that appeal to housewives. Easy opening ... with finger-tip control. Easy washing ... from inside the room. Screens that fit inside ... so uniform that no marking or numbering is necessary. Narrow frames and muntins add beauty inside and out, and provide larger glass areas for more daylight.

Fenestra Windows have been designed for easy installation, too. From the home buyers' viewpoint—and from your viewpoint, as well—they are modern windows in every sense of the word. Write for full details on types and sizes. Detroit Steel Products Company, Dept. AB-2, 2260 East Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, Michigan.
NOW INCLUDE THE ELECTRIC QUIKHETER

No matter how efficient your regular heating system may be, there are always times when extra heat is not only a comfort and convenience but an almost necessity.

There are those cold, chilly and damp mornings, for instance, when the regular heating plant is not in operation. Then, there are those cold, blustery days, when wind and cold just will seep into the room and chill it. Or there are those times when it seems hours before heat begins to filter into the house from the regular heating plant.

Electric Quikheters are ideal for situations such as these. Easy to operate, requiring only the flip of a conveniently-located switch, they send forth billows of warm air that will change the temperature of the average room in three to five minutes.

Install one of these attractive, convenient, fuel-saving, comfort-giving units in your home today and thus provide against unusual weather variations.

Built-in Electric Quikheters are available in single units of 1,000 and 1,500 watts and twin units of 2,000 and 3,000 watts, for immediate delivery. Contact your nearest electrical contractor for details or send for Bulletin No. 77.
For Outside Walls —
GIVE YOUR CUSTOMERS

Double FOR THEIR MONEY!

Build with double-duty Insulite and do a little bragging. Insulite Sheathing does two things for the price of one: (1st) Sheathes; (2nd) Insulates. That's double service for the money—a feather in your cap. Where else in today's era of high building costs can you tell a customer, "Here's one spot at least where you get double for your money!"
As a result of developments in dry wall construction, there is an increasing insistence that walls and ceilings be constructed of crackproof materials. This feeling is reflected in repair and modernization business as well as in new construction.

In home after home, architects, contractors and carpenters have proved it to themselves—the best material for ceiling repair and modernization is CRACKPROOF Upson Panelling. These panels go on easily right over old plaster . . . make a ceiling as beautiful as it is durable.

Like most good building products today, Upson Panels are not always available. But start now to list the jobs you'll do more profitably, more satisfactorily when these Panels are again in full supply. THE UPSON CO., Lockport, N. Y.
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To Give Your New Homes That Extra Appeal, Choose

CHRYSLER AIRTEMP

AUTOMATIC HOME HEATING

CHRYSLER Airtemp products, backed by Chrysler Corporation engineering and mass production skill, are known for fine quality, dependability. National advertising has given them wide acceptance. This name on the heating equipment gives your new houses greater value. You can choose the heating you prefer—warm air, steam, hot water, vapor (gas, oil or coal fired). For details, write Airtemp Division of Chrysler Corporation, Dayton 1, Ohio; in Canada—Therm-O-Rite Products, Ltd., Toronto.
**Step Up—**
**Sheet Metal Shearing**
**Save Money, Muscle, Manpower**

**Black & Decker** Electric PORTO-SHEARS combine powerful shearing action with surprisingly rapid speed. They cut sheet metal too tough for snips. Speed up jobs where snips are slow. Feed easily with only a light forward pressure.

**Cutting Operation Always Visible**
You can watch PORTO-SHEARS cut through the work. That’s why it’s easier to follow straight lines, irregular patterns, curves down to 3/8” radius, without fear of rejects. There are no burrs or ragged edges, either, because PORTO-SHEARS make cleaner, smoother, more accurate cuts.

**Cut Many Materials**
Black & Decker 16-Gage PORTO-SHEARS cut up to rated capacity in steel or galvanized iron—about one gage thinner in Monel or stainless—50% above rating in copper, aluminum, lead and other non-ferrous metals. Can be adapted to cut thin sections of laminated wood or sheet plastics.

**See Your Black & Decker Distributor.** He’ll be glad to give you full information on time-saving PORTO-SHEARS—or help you with any other tooling problem. For your free copy of our complete catalog, write to: The Black & Decker Mfg. Co., 666 Pennsylvania Ave., Towson 4, Md.
Performance that's Efficient and Economical...

The WESTMORELAND Oil Fired Winter Air Conditioner with its smart, trim lines, lends beauty and distinction to this basement game room. Available as a completely coordinated oil heating unit with American-Standard's own Arcoflame Burner, or for use with any other standard burner. Made in 7 sizes, with capacities at the register ranging from 95,000 to 330,000 Btu. For homes of practically any size.

Design that's Striking and Practical...

The trim, efficient ROYAL HOSTESS Sink is the center of interest in this modern kitchen. Designed for maximum cleanliness and convenience, this double-compartment, double-drainboard model is made in one piece—of rigid cast iron finished with a heavy coating of Acid-Resisting Enamel. A cabinet provides spacious drawers and storage compartments. Comes in white and a choice of many colors.

American-Standard HEATING PLUMBING

- You’re sure of lasting client satisfaction when you specify American-Standard Heating Equipment and Plumbing Fixtures. They’re performance-proved—for efficiency and economy. They’re sturdily constructed—for serviceability and long life. They’re smartly styled—to harmonize with any interior . . . to fit any room arrangement. They’re as fine as money can buy. Yet they cost no more than others . . . and for modernization, are available on a convenient Time Payment Plan. For details, see your Heating and Plumbing Contractor. American Radiator & Standard Sanitary Corporation, P. O. Box 1226, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania.

LOOK FOR THIS MARK OF MERIT—It identifies the world’s largest line of Heating and Plumbing Products for every use . . . including Boilers, Warm Air Furnaces, Winter Air Conditioners, Water Heaters, for all fuels—Radiators, Convector, Enclosures—Gas and Oil Burners—Heating Accessories—Bathtubs, Water Closets, Lavatories, Kitchen Sinks, Laundry Trays, Brass Trim—and specialized products for Hospitals, Hotels, Schools, Ships, and Railroads.
"Planning" Versus Experience

The fantastic difference between the post-war conditions predicted by government "planners," and the post-war period we are having, should not be allowed to be disregarded by anybody. It is actual experience, and should be emphasized by defenders of private enterprise now and used by them in future against socialistic policies the advocacy of which will never stop.

Remember the "National Resources Planning Board?" Appointed by President Roosevelt, its "planners" said that maintenance of "full employment" in peace time should be the objective of all policy. "Full employment" had been caused during the war by government planning, controls and spending. If government spending were drastically reduced, and controls abandoned, we would soon have another depression and 8 to 12 million unemployed. Hence, said the planners, after the war ended many controls must be continued, and we must be ready to begin huge government spending on "public works," on housing, on anything and everything that the ingenious minds of zealous bureaucrats and socializers could think up.

Well, government expenditures have been reduced about $60 billion a year. Most controls have been abandoned. And we have had, not unemployment, but "full employment"—so "full" that most employers cannot get enough labor or get labor to do efficient work. Government sources estimate last year's national income at $164 billion—largest in history—and predict $180 billion in 1947.

Why this fantastic difference between what the New Deal's "planners" predicted and what has occurred? They did not know the economic facts of life. They thought the nation's economy was ill when it was merely pregnant! They believed that if not given their nostrums it might die, whereas, it has had twins. What has occurred had occurred before, when there was no New Deal to prevent it. The fundamental fact is increase of population. It increased 35 million in the quarter of a century ending with 1920, which year in the last post-war period corresponded with 1947 in the present post-war period. It has again increased 35 million since 1920. From the depression of the 90's through 1920 the increase of population was accompanied by almost unbroken prosperity and expansion due to an economy untrammeled by government controls, or big government spending, or heavy taxes. The increase of population after 1920 was accompanied by (1) a depression that was needlessly prolonged for years by economically unsound New Deal policies of "planning," spending and taxing, and (2) an unprecedented war effort. Owing to both there developed unprecedented shortages of almost everything.

This increase of population and these shortages have been confronted since the war by huge buying power accumulated in the hands of the people and in the treasuries of business during the war. Hence the present full employment—which has been provided, be it noted, by that same archaic, inefficient and despised system of private enterprise, which according to the "economists" of the left, never could provide it again.

Now they predict a "bust" closely following the "boom." There were signs of "busts" in 1920 and in 1929; and they came. There are no signs now of a "bust" in the near future. But government, labor, or business can turn the present boom into a bust by doing the things that caused "busts" before—for example, pushing up wages, or prices of commodities, or prices of securities in defiance of the economic law of gravitation.
Specify the screening that can't rust!

8 ADVANTAGES OVER METAL SCREENS

• Permanent — can't rust.
• No upkeep — never needs painting.
• Cannot "bleed" and stain house.
• Easier installation — handles like cloth, cuts with scissors.
• Safer installation — no jagged edges or sharp splinters.
• Six times impact strength of metal.
• Tinted for smarter appearance.
• One-fifth weight of metal.

Firestone Velon

TINTED SCREENING

All metals oxidize, some more rapidly than others. When used in fine strands for screening, any metal will disintegrate before the combined attack of moisture, wind, salts and acids present in every atmosphere.

Velon screens can't corrode, can't rust. Yet Velon costs no more than good metal screening.

And Velon gives you these other advantages over metal screening: no upkeep, never needs painting... cannot "bleed" and stain building... easier installation: handles like cloth, cuts with scissors... safer installation: no jagged edges or sharp splinters... six times the impact strength of metal... one-fifth the weight of metal.

Specify Velon... now available in standard widths and gauges. For full-color booklet on Velon, and free samples, write Firestone, Akron.

*TRADE MARK
A complete, precision-built, Appley production line is now ready for you. You can manufacture all the way from the rough aggregate to the finished block with dependable Appley machines. The new SKIP-HOIST, MIXER and HOPPER have been engineered with the same fidelity that gave THE LITTLE GIANT block machine its reputation for hard work and earnings... The name of J.W. APPLEY & SON stands behind these new, companion machines to THE LITTLE GIANT, and to the manufacturer that means reliability, economy and production.
Opposes lifting restrictions

To the Editor: Home builders' associations, officers of planning commissions, real estate organizations, building and loan institutions, promoters, etc., are shouting with joy over the recent order of President Truman removing building restrictions.

Their joy will be short lived. The grave injustice done by the general public contained in the order will be universally recognized within six short months. The mechanics of the order are such that the small amount of housing now dribbling through will have completely disappeared by that time.

We have only sufficient mechanics and materials at present time to take care of twenty-five per cent of construction requests. Doubling the number of construction requests will double the amount of confusion and bewilderment now blooming abundantly in every phase of the industry.

The order will skyrocket construction prices. Builders of small apartments and homes are now bidding frantically for necessary materials to complete. Double the number of bidders and a child will tell you what will happen to material prices. In some cases the efficiency of the building trades mechanic is now comparable to a skilful portrayal of the slow motion picture act. With a great increase in the demand for labor, that efficiency will quickly sink to an all-time low.

As expected, the veterans will be hardest hit. Where it now takes seven months to complete his home, it will take slightly better than twelve months in the future. The highly overpriced strawberry box now being offered to him at $10,000 will be costing $13,000 by next Labor Day.

The thousands of hungry home seekers will have a wait of at least four more years, before apartments will be available in any appreciable number. At present costs you have to get $23 per room per month to make the investment economically sound. Removing building restrictions will quickly step that figure up to $29 per room or $116 per month for a four-room apartment.

True enough, there are thousands of individuals (not veterans) so hard pressed for housing they would gladly pay $116 for a four-room apartment. But what will happen to the invested capital in the apartment building a year or two from now when the pin enters the balloon?

Certainly private capital will not invest funds in apartment buildings at present inflated construction prices, knowing well that in just a few years the same $116 apartment will cost for $50 per month. Maybe our government plans on one hundred per cent loans on present inflated prices to anyone wishing to construct an apartment building. If such is the case, bear in mind that when the balloon suddenly turns into a pancake, the loss incurred by our government will be shared alike by all taxpayers.

Removing building restrictions makes certain three things: (1) It will be years before apartments are available for the tens of thousands of veterans and other citizens, at a price they can afford to pay. (2) Construction will be stepped up briskly on factories, bowling alleys, commercial buildings, race tracks, automobile agencies, riding academies, schools, night clubs, railroad depots, dance halls, airports, taverns, churches, golf clubs, etc. (3) Removing restrictions cannot and positively will not relieve our housing shortage. It does, however, suggest to those seeking shelter that they play Eskimo and sleep in the snow.—JOHN J. MANGAN, Chicago, Ill.

Building control blues

To the Editor: I desire to give you in writing something of a case history of this investment I made some years ago.

In 1929 through the Oil City Chamber of Commerce, the writer was selected to serve as chairman of a special committee called to work out some plan for housing office men that were to be brought here. After making a survey of the desirability of purchasing a sufficient amount of land to build houses for office men with an income at that time of $200 to $350 per month, a plot of ground was selected at a price of $38,000; the fact is the writer placed a cash payment as required by the city at a depth in the snow.—JOHN J. MANGAN, Chicago, Ill.

Wants restrictions lifted

To the Editor: I have been a subscriber of your publication for the past 25 years, and I want to comment on the lead that your editorial department has been taking on the question of elimination of regimentation of the builders by the various government bureaus in Washington.

For the past four years, I have been president of the Republican Assembly, with the avowed purpose of getting the government out of building. I own several acres of industrial properties in Oakland, as well as many lots, but I cannot do any building until all limitations have been taken off. —HENRY E. TWEED, Oakland, Calif.
Now... CLEAR SPANS UP TO SIXTY-FOUR FEET

WITH TRUSCON CLERESPAN JOISTS

• Truscon "Clerespan" Joists can be used advantageously in buildings for all types of service regardless of their location. They are ideally adaptable for the safe, fire-proof construction of garages, halls, auditoriums, gymnasiums, factories and other structures where wide, column-free areas are required.

Truscon "Clerespan" Joists offer these distinctive features:

1. Can be used for unusually wide spans up to 64 feet.
2. Equally adaptable to roof and floor construction.
3. Economical in cost.
4. Light in weight.
5. Fire-resistant.
7. Can be accurately located in a structure and easily inspected.
8. All connections electrically are welded.
9. Open web system allows passage of pipes and conduits.
10. Completely shop fabricated, and reach the job ready to install.

Ask experienced Truscon engineers for assistance in helping you develop efficient floor areas with Truscon Clerespan Steel Joists.

TRUSCON STEEL COMPANY
YOUNGSTOWN 1, OHIO • Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation

Manufacturers of a Complete Line of Residential Double Hung Windows • Residential Casements • Security and Basement Windows • Screens and Storm Sash • Metal Lath Products • Industrial Steel Doors • Coal Chute Doors • SteelLintels • Concrete Bars • Welded Steel Fabric.
A $16,000 home or a $3,000 cottage can now be built with the new HomeOla house designs and parts. We'll furnish complete equipment—or you can supply it—not in some far off "dream day", but RIGHT NOW!

Two of the standard designs and two of the combination designs of HomeOla manufactured houses are illustrated. Not shown are smaller units which may be erected as cottages, tourist cabins or added as wings to standard models.

Factory-machine and insulated panels are on two and four foot modules; sills, girders and beams, roof trusses, panels and other parts, including plumbing, are all standardized—so you can build whatever kind of house you want with HomeOla parts—and build it fast. Extra rooms are simple to add at any time. HomeOla parts are stocked by retail material yards from coast to coast.

If there isn't a HomeOla house parts dealer near you, phone or wire us for complete information about one or a hundred houses.

KoolShade
SUN SCREEN

Blocks Sun Heat Rays

The most efficient shading device ever developed

Comparative tests prove KoolShade gives more effective shade than awnings, venetian blinds or window shades. Up to 90% of sun heat rays are blocked and radiated outside the window. Vision from inside is not cut-off or blurred . . . every elusive breeze drifts through. Paper-thin slats, in effect, form a miniature outside venetian blind. Sun-exposed rooms stay as much as 15 degrees cooler.

NOTE THESE VALUABLE FEATURES

- Permanently set at 17° angle for greatest shading efficiency.
- Prevents the fading of valuable drapes and furnishings.
- Easy and inexpensive to install—will not rust, rot or rattle.
- Fits neatly and smoothly into modern architectural design.
- Durable bronze KoolShade also effective as insect screen.

Air conditioning becomes more effective and less costly

Sun heat rays pouring through unshaded windows build up room temperatures and put a heavy load on air conditioning equipment. The American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers state in their 1940 guide, "...by reflecting, absorbing and radiating most of the sun’s heat rays outside the window, KoolShade has been shown to account for as much as 75% of the cooling necessary."

An overloaded air-conditioning unit can become effective by installing KoolShade. On new installations an excellent cooling job can be accomplished with lighter, less expensive equipment if KoolShade is used on all sun exposed windows—electricity and maintenance costs are lowered by reducing the load on present equipment.

Ingersoll Steel Division
Borg-Warner Corp., Dept. BS
310 South Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, Ill.

Please send free sample and literature.

Name:

Company:

Address:

City: State:

PRODUCT OF
BORG-WARNER

A Subsidiary of INGERSOLL STEEL DIVISION © BORG-WARNER CORPORATION
Production line of Ingersoll Utility Units. Here basic plumbing connections for the Ingersoll's kitchen and bathroom fixtures are fitted into the frame of the engineered core by journeymen plumbers.

Acres of mechanical cores about to move onto the final assembly line where they become a single engineered utility unit. Ready for shipment with ALL equipment for Kitchen, Bathroom and Heating Plant.

Furnaces, electrical connections, hot water heaters and all basic plumbing are tied-in to form the complete core of the Ingersoll Utility Unit.
Builders in half a dozen states are rapidly piling up actual on-the-job experience in installing the Ingersoll Utility Unit. They and their sub-contractors agree that Ingersoll's accurately engineered, practically designed Utility Unit not only speeds construction, but gives them an excellent workmanlike installation that adds greatly to the utility and appearance of any home.

Here is the bathroom side of the Ingersoll Utility Unit installed and in use. Note also the recently installed unit of the right ... see how neatly kitchen utilities and bath fixtures fit into the central mechanical core.

The Ingersoll Utility Unit can solve many of your 1947 building problems. Mail the coupon today for the Ingersoll book of house plans specially designed for the efficient use of this Unit.

Ingersoll Steel Division
Borg-Warner Corp., Dept. BL
310 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, Illinois

Please send me a free copy of the Ingersoll book of house plans.

Name: __________________________________________

Company: _______________________________________

Address: ________________________________________

City: ____________________________________________

State: ___________________________________________
The TUBULAR LOCK and LATCH was invented by DEXTER

Dexter originated the tubular lock and latch in 1924. The leadership of being "first" has been maintained by being "best." They are the first choice of progressive builders because they install easier, faster, and because they assure guaranteed lifetime satisfaction.

Catalog No. 121½ A 122 Bedroom and Bath Set. Locking Rose inside, passed by emergency key outside. Solid wrought brass trim.

NATIONAL BRASS COMPANY, Mfrs.
Grand Rapids, Michigan
MAKERS OF BUILDERS, CABINET, SCREEN DOOR AND SHELF HARDWARE
Stran-Steel provides a highly practical, economical method of fire-resistant construction for light buildings. This modern framing material is not only non-inflammable itself, but also permits the most efficient use of fire-resisting collateral materials.

Freedom of choice in selecting collateral materials is made possible by the nailing groove in Stran-Steel framing members. This patented feature, exclusive to Stran-Steel, enables workmen to nail other building materials directly to the steel framing members. Construction with Stran-Steel is fast, rigid, durable ... assures longer building life and simplifies maintenance problems.

Build lasting value into homes, apartment buildings and light commercial and industrial structures . . . build with Stran-Steel! For further information, see Sweet's File, Architectural, Sweet's File for Builders, or the January issue of Building Supply News.

GREAT LAKES STEEL CORPORATION
Stran-Steel Division - Dept. 30 - Penobscot Building - Detroit 26, Michigan
UNIT OF NATIONAL STEEL CORPORATION
You can't 'horse around' with this fact!

- You can't afford to "horse around" with the demonstrated fact that unless new homes are wired for ELECTRIC RANGES, they're not modern now, and will be even farther behind the times a few years hence. Survey after survey proves that statement.

Protect your reputation by building houses that are truly modern. Avoid kick-backs by including wiring for an Electric Range.

An Electric Range requires only: 3-wire service from point of cut-in to the distribution panel; a minimum of two No. 6 wires and one No. 8 wire; a 60-amp. switch with overload protection and a 3-wire circuit from the distribution panel to the range outlet in the kitchen. Make this your minimum wiring specification.

TO KEEP THEM MODERN . . .

wire your houses FOR ELECTRIC RANGES
PRODUCTION of building materials and equipment for houses and other light load structures continues to establish new postwar records and some all-time records. With this composite production curve upward at a time when on-site construction activity is seasonally retarded, output of many key materials will exceed the amount put in place. This should reduce backlogs and help to fill pipelines for many items, especially those not required to complete some 400,000-odd new home starts unfinished in 1946.

There are still some raw material shortages, chiefly in the metals, but with the removal of government controls and a more settled labor situation, these shortages will diminish in severity and should disappear entirely in 1947. Production of such items as warm air furnaces, sinks, lavatories, water closets, cast iron soil pipe and nails has hit record highs in recent months. Despite good production totals, however, there is still considerable unbalance between supply and demand on cast iron soil pipe, bath-tubs, lavatories, water closets, builders' hardware, wiring fixtures and insect screen cloth. Although price increases early in January pressed early correction of some maladjustments in steel, this condition is expected to continue with some degree of severity well into 1947.

Contrary to many predictions made early in 1946, the lumber industry produced an estimated 34,000,000,000 board feet last year, the highest total since 1942 when the figure was 36,000,000,000. This development has eased the lumber supply problem in most quarters. Procurement of pine shop lumber for woodwork, especially sash and doors, continues to be a major bottleneck for that industry.

Both price factors in the building cost index continued to rise into the first weeks of 1947, although for the first time since before the war builders were inquiring about prices and confining purchases to actual requirements on most major items. This is especially true in regard to lumber where, with a greatly improved supply situation, manufacturers were meeting price resistance. There are definite indications buying of all building materials and equipment is going on a more cautious basis.

Despite the rise in building index cost factors in 1946, it is probable that builders on the whole will be able to show some reductions in house building costs in 1947. This will result from more cautious buying of all components of the house plus major economies in labor costs. It is not beyond the realm of possibility that an appreciably improved supply situation may cause prices to soften on some of the major home building items. The savings in labor costs will be accomplished by having a steady flow of materials to the job site to permit maximum man-hour efficiency, plus elimination of the need for compliance with numerous government regulations.

**A HOUSE WIRED FOR AN ELECTRIC RANGE IS...**
Announcing

a new Building Material that
moisture will not penetrate!

**BARRIERCOAT**

Only **BARRIERCOAT** provides
all these practical advantages

**EASY TO APPLY:** Barriercoat can be applied by unskilled workmen, and at normal temperatures. No heating necessary. Consistency for brushing, spraying, and troweling. Applied to surface layer of cement or mortar plaster. Self-leveling. Brush and spray coats dry in 6 hours—trowel mastic in 72 hours.

**PERMANENT PROTECTION:** Locks deep into surface pores. Dries as homogeneous, resilient mass—no laminated characteristics. Forms an unbroken, time-defying film which will not crack or disintegrate as long as the building stands.

**ECONOMICAL:** Barriercoat reduces labor costs, spreads well and requires no heating equipment or fuel. Only 2 coats ordinarily, no excessive brushing. Gallon covers about 100 sq. ft., first coat; 150 sq. ft., second coat.

**HIGHLY EFFECTIVE:** Impregnable barrier against moisture-transmission, seepage, soil electrolysis, corrosive and erosive attack of inorganic acids, alkalis and salts. Protects walls from blistering, cracking, and disintegrating.

**SERVICE PROVED:** Leading chemical and building supply concerns, and U.S. and foreign government services specify BARRIERCOAT. Protects concrete, wood and metal. Proven in widely diversified applications over extended period of years.

for moisture-proofing

**BASEMENT WALLS, FLOORS, FOUNDATIONS ... for**

moisture-vapor proofing of
insulated siding

**BARRIERCOAT** is a natural, pure species of hydrocarbon—impervious to acids, alkales and salts—and a barrier to moisture-vapor transmission and seepage. Readily applied to basement walls (preferably on outside surfaces), floors and insulated siding. Makes good homes better, more attractive to buyers. Send coupon for complete details.

CARBOZITE PROTECTIVE COATINGS, INC.
811 South Main Street • Greensburg, Pennsylvania

**SEND FOR BOOKLET!**

CARBOZITE PROTECTIVE COATINGS, INC.
811 South Main Street, Greensburg, Pa.

**Gentlemen:**
Please send me booklet on **BARRIERCOAT**.

**Name:**

**Street:**

**City:**

**State:**
COMBINE the faster erection and first-cost economy of sheet siding with the attractive appearance of "clapboard" lines. It all adds up to what both you and your customer desire—for either new construction or re-siding. Reynolds Lifetime Aluminum Weatherboard Siding is available to you right now in unlimited quantities... at mass production prices.

This is a rust-proof, rot-proof, sturdy aluminum sheet... crimped to simulate 4" clapboard, with 3½" butt depth casting a pleasing shadow line. Special aluminum corner posts finish off walls handsomely. Nails are inconspicuously placed under the crimps. Application is simple, quick. Painting is unnecessary for protection... but easy to do when preferred. Convenient lengths—8', 10', 12''—with 24" vertical coverage.

And you have another big sales point in the effective insulation which aluminum gives—reflecting up to 95% of radiant heat, outward in summer, inward in winter.

You are assuring your customer not only good appearance and lifetime economy, but extra comfort and heat saving as well... when you build with Reynolds Lifetime Aluminum Weatherboard Siding.

Available now—through established trade channels. Detailed literature on request.

REYNOLDS METALS COMPANY
Building Products Division
Louisville, Kentucky

See the Reynolds exhibit at the National Association of Home Builders Convention in Chicago.
Profitable home building calls for quick construction, quick sales and satisfied customers. You have all of those when you include products of Alcoa Aluminum in the homes you build. Specify aluminum in your next construction job.

**WINDOWS AND SCREENS**

Aluminum windows, manufactured in a variety of standard sizes and designs, are delivered to the building site ready for installation. No sash or cords to install, no painting is required. Aluminum screens are long-lasting and stainproof.

**WINDOW SILLS**

Window sills of Alcoa Aluminum can be laid in a fraction of the time that it takes to lay sills of brick, stone or other materials. Once in, costs are over. They never rust, rot or warp.

**HARDWARE**

Aluminum hardware blends with all types of decoration, adds a note of modern design to new homes. Nonstaining, nonrusting, it keeps its good appearance despite time and constant use.

**GARAGE DOORS**

Quick selling points for any home are easy-to-open, nonwarping garage doors of Alcoa Aluminum. Light in weight, they can be installed in less time and with less labor than conventional garage doors. Once in, they never need painting; never stick or rust.

For information on these and many other building products made of Alcoa Aluminum, write to ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA, 1914 Gulf Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania. Sales offices in leading cities.

MORE people want MORE aluminum for MORE uses than ever
MONARCH * UNI-POINT is *First* with a PORTABLE radial saw built of magnesium!

LIGHTEST — Rust-proof magnesium, war-proven for toughness, makes the Portable Monarch Uni-Point the lightest 12-inch radial saw in the world . . . permits construction so compact it slides right through a 30-inch doorway. Now, at a low first cost, you can have Monarch Uni-Point’s extra profit advantages from frame to trim, right on your building job.

AT LEAST 25% FASTER — Exclusive one point cutting with the Portable Monarch Uni-Point, ends costly waste motions . . . slashes one-fourth from your saw time. Pay yourself this extra dividend of nearly two whole days’ saving time saved each week.

ALL-PURPOSE — The new Portable Monarch Uni-Point makes every kind of production cut in wood. From a rafter compound miter to stairway stringer routing, it is a matter of seconds. Its rigidity and machine tool construction assure absolute accuracy. Its 3 by 16-inch crosscut and 20¼-inch ripping capacity is greater by far than any other radial saw of similar size and mobility.

SAFEST — The portable Monarch Uni-Point has no jutting arm, so there’s never any menacing obstruction while you saw or lay out work. This and other outstanding protection features make this revolutionary magnesium radial saw your safest bet for more profitable production. Get more facts about the amazing savings possible. Send for the Portable Monarch Uni-Point booklet today.

Write for your FREE MONARCH PORTABLE booklet

AMERICAN SAW MILL MACHINERY CO. 50 MAIN STREET HACKETTSTOWN, N. J. Manufacturers of Saw Mill and Woodworking Machinery

A MONARCH UNI-POINT TO FILL EVERY NEED

See this lightweight Model TNT and the stationary Model AJ, for heavier production, at Booth 55, the National Association of Home Builders’ annual convention and exposition, Stevens Hotel, Chicago, February 23rd-27th, 1947.

IMPORTANT! — for a watertight Asphalt Shingle Roof

WATCH THESE TROUBLE SPOTS!

9 OUT OF 10 LEAKS are usually the result of improperly applied valleys and flashings.

WATER DOESN'T GO THROUGH shingles but it can go around them. The efficiency of shingle roofs can be impaired by inadequate valleys and flashings.

THESE ARE THE TROUBLE SPOTS. Careful application by experienced workmen will pay dividends ... insure a tight roof ... eliminate complaints.

EXTRA CARE should be taken with valleys and flashings when re-roofing over old roofs, for the original valleys and flashings probably cannot be relied on. New valleys and new flashings are usually necessary. (Particularly important is the flashing where shingles meet vertical walls.)

THE TEXAS COMPANY
... manufacturers of Texaco Asphalt Shingles and Roofing
We're On The Road Back to INCREASED PRODUCTION BUT—

It's a long road, and too soon to predict how far we must travel before booking orders.

Recent further easing of building restrictions is good for your morale . . . and ours . . . but the net result is still heavier demand for flooring we don't have.

WHILE YOU'RE STILL WAITING
Be Sure Of These Two Facts:

1. We're exerting our utmost effort to catch up.
2. We're making certain that Bradley quality is kept up.

BRADLEY LUMBER COMPANY of Arkansas
Manufacturers of Pre-Finished (Straight-Line) Flooring in Oak, Beech and Pecan.

WARREN, ARKANSAS
Insulating Efficiency Equal to 12" Brick Wall
Tests by F. B. Rowley (Prof. of M.E., Univ. of Minn.), Midwest Research Institute and National Housing Authority. The easily applied blanket insulation, coupled with the reflective insulation of aluminum makes the Butler Boulevard an all climate home—cool in warm countries and warm in cold regions.

Home building contractors are invited to visit and inspect exhibition homes at Kansas City, Galesburg and Minneapolis.

You Can Finish The Interior In Metal Or Any Conventional Material Such As Lath and Plaster, Plywood, Composition Board, Etc.

Note the wood furring strip above. It's locked into the jaws of the metal stud. It's grooved to receive and hold inside walls of metal. Or, to it may be attached plywood, sheetrock, composition board, or lath for plastering. Customers' choice of interior decorative wall finishes may be applied. EXTERIOR WALLS ARE TREATED FOR CONVENTIONAL PAINTING WITH PLAIN, SAND FINISH OR STUCCO TEXTURE. From every standpoint Butler Built Boulevard Homes are arrangeable to present varying customer appeal.

At left, compact utility room.

A Packaged Home Which You Can Construct in 20 Modern, Yet Traditionally Styled Arrangements To Fit Customer Personalities.

People are living in Butler Built Aluminum Houses—enjoying a new high in safety and comfort—a new low in economy of ownership and maintenance. At Butler plants production is going up fast. Deliveries are being made. Home building contractors are constructing others to suit individual tastes from precision parts delivered on the site in packages. No waiting. All materials of uniformly high quality. No need to resort to inferior materials or substitutes. From foundation to finished home is a matter of about 3 weeks. Think what that means to your turnover. Here is a combination of factory and on-the-site construction which brings the modernity of metal to home building as surely and soundly as it came to motor cars, planes, trains and ships.

Studded Metal Panels Key-lock Together To Form One of Strongest of Structural Systems.

The Key to speedy, high strength home construction is an entirely new patented system of structural members integrally formed into panel sections of skin stressed aluminum. Placing a panel and key-locking it into position is a matter of minutes. It is a simple operation comparable to setting studs and attaching sheathing and siding in conventional construction. Framework, walls, partitions, ceilings and steel rafters can be constructed in 3 or 4 days. Throughout, the construction is such as to facilitate window and door hanging, wiring, plumbing and other finishing operations.

Butler Boulevard Homes
OF ALUMINUM OR STEEL
ONE EVERY 80 MINUTES

Price with 8.5 Per Cent interest
Although Butler Boulevard Homes are built in tractor-trailer units for conventional trucking, a conversion to rail or water transportation is possible for all locations.
You Can START and FINISH HOMES In DAYS Instead of MONTHS!

Priced to compete with conventional construction.
Although of Aluminum, the base price of Butler Built Boulevard Homes is such as to permit home building contractors in most areas to finish and sell profitably against conventional construction. Garage, breezeway and extras for altering the styling are nominally priced.

Now Being Delivered—Now Being Lived In.
Sold Only To Qualified Home Building Contractors.
Butler Built Boulevard Homes, F.H.A. financed, are being lived in. Deliveries are being made. Production is going up rapidly toward a potential factory capacity of 3 every 4 hours. Home building contractors WHO want to cash in on going production and a growing trend should SEND FOR FULL DETAILS NOW, then visit our exhibition homes.

BUTLER MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Factories: Kansas City, Galesburg, Minneapolis
SEND COUPON TO
7366 E. 13th St., Kansas City 3, Mo. Or
966 Sixth Ave. S. E., Minneapolis 14, Minn.

We plan to build ________ homes. Send full information.

FIRM NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE
From every angle

CHROMEDGE offers more

CHROMEDGE advantages are all-inclusive—important to everyone who specifies, distributes, sells, installs or uses decorative moldings. For example, Chromedge gives you simplified tube packaging that protects your stock, simplifies handling, speeds inventory, cuts scrap losses...a streamlined choice of ready-to-ship stock lengths that fit every need...the biggest selection of highly practical designs, assuring easy, low-cost installation on any part of every job...special features like the famous, original Chromalite Finish that does not rub off black, stands up longer under all kinds of wear and tear. And remember, Chromedge trims are designed, extruded (or manufactured) and packed for shipment right at the B & T Metals Company plant...you get all the advantages of dealing with one group who is responsible for the whole fabricating job! If you don't have full details on Chromedge and the B & T dealer policy, write today!

The B & T Metals Company
Columbus 16, Ohio

This attractive matched set of trims for all materials from 3/8" to 1/2" in thickness, is typical of the famous Chromedge line!
**Why buy an obsolete compressor when you can get a JAEGER?**

With their giant "ultra-lapped" valves, slower piston speeds, bigger air receivers, interchangeable precision parts, full force feed lubrication and latest type Continental, International and Caterpillar engines, Jaeger "AIR PLUS" compressors are delivering cooler air for less cost in fuel and upkeep than any compressor you've ever owned. Ask for Catalog JC-5.

**JAEGGER "SURE PRIME"**

...the only pumps with protected performance

All-weather enclosures keep them clean, dry, quicker-starting, smoother running — for the life of the pump.

Extra powered, conservatively rated and faster and doubly-sure to prime, a Jaeger is a more efficient pump to start with and maintains that high efficiency for longer years of life. Sizes to 10". Send for Catalog P-45.

Ask your Jaeger distributor to show you these and many other advanced features developed in 3 1/2S, 6S, 11S and 16S size trailers, by the world's largest manufacturer of concrete, plaster, mortar mixers.

3 1/2S "AUTO-LOADER" with Measuring Batch Hopper that automatically SHAKES the load in, quick-as-a-flash. Good for 15 to 20 EXTRA batches a day — today's fastest small mixer on the road and on the job.

3 1/2S "BIG BOY" TILT-TRAILER: Huskiest half-bag tilter Jaeger has ever built, with the famous Dual-Mix "V"-bottom drum that DOUBLES the mixing action and speeds the discharge.
High in quality, low in price, the attractive Eljer Vitreous China Crystal Fountain features gleaming chrome-plated fittings and a completely automatic regulator that maintains a steady stream height—regardless of variations in supply pressure. Water cannot be squirted by placing a finger over the nozzle. That's a real plus-value in schools, factories and public buildings.

When planning, building or remodeling most all types of structures, you can wisely recommend extra Eljer Crystal Fountains in convenient locations at small additional cost. No other fountain in a comparative price range offers the features of the Eljer Crystal... and it's a money-maker, too. For complete information, see your Eljer Distributor or write Eljer Co., Ford City, Pennsylvania.
President Meyerhoff "Takes On" Public Housing Advocate in Radio Debate

In a nationwide broadcast over the facilities of the Columbia Broadcasting System, NAHB President Joseph Meyerhoff recently debated the question, "What Should the Government Do Now About Veterans Housing?" with well known Washington public housing lobbyist, Lee Johnson, executive secretary of the National Public Housing Conference.

The program, "Open Hearing," a regular CBS weekly discussion feature, was moderated by CBS newsman Winston Burdett, who appears between Mr. Meyerhoff (left) and Mr. Johnson, in the above photograph. In his opening statement, Mr. Meyerhoff declared: "The nation's home builders since October, 1945, have conscientiously struggled with and without government directives to provide new homes for veterans. But, whether a veteran gets a new home or new apartment is of less importance than that he gets a comfortable, decent home at a price he can afford to pay. This can be best accomplished by building a really large volume of lower cost and moderate cost housing, quickly, so that the total supply of houses can be increased and the cost of existing houses and apartments be reduced through the economic law of supply and demand."

Mr. Meyerhoff continued by pointing out that the only way to build housing in volume is "through the operation of our competitive free enterprise system" and concluded his opening statement with: "And above all, government through its actions, as well as through its statements, must regain the confidence of the industry in its desire to make private enterprise work in the housing field. It must not through its program to aid veterans on an emergency basis set up a planned or socialized economy in housing."

In his opening statement, Mr. Johnson, not unexpectedly, said, "Real estate lobbies and home builders have stated that they can do the complete job if let alone. Now they have the opportunity to prove their contentions—their candidates for top executive posts now sit as housing administrator and housing expediter. These groups scored a tremendous victory at the expense of the American people. For nearly a year, the President, through his Administrator Wilson W. Wyatt, gave this country vigorous, constructive leadership. That hope is gone; how long the veteran's patience will hold out is a question."

"The one hope that I can see for salvaging a housing program for this nation is the early passage of the Wagner-Ellender-Taft General Housing Bill." Mr. Meyerhoff countered this argument with the statement, "If materials and labor are available, we can build all the housing the nation needs. That's our job, and we'll do it. We agree with President Truman that 1947 can be the biggest home construction year in history."

As was to be expected these two proponents of opposing housing philosophies did not reach agreement on the question during the broadcast. Impartial listeners reports, however, were unanimous in stating that President Meyerhoff's case for private building sounded more plausible than Mr. Johnson's plea for more government regimentation and the W-E-T bill.
Home Exposition, and other exhibitions.

Shown in the photograph, signing the Home Show contract, is Henry J. Shaheen, chairman of the Council. Otto J. Hartwig, secretary of the Council, is seated at his left and Charles W. Strong, representing Campbell-Fairbanes, is at his right.

Following the closing of the negotiations, Mr. Shaheen declared, "With a constant and steady flow of materials promised for the spring we expect the greatest volume of new construction in the home field we have ever known. We plan to show the home-hungry public what it can reasonably expect from us, the builders, in the months and years ahead. The latest ideas and developments in the way of products, appliances, equipment and design will be offered, with a stringent effort on our part to keep out the 'illusory' and 'miracle-promising' in any form. As realistic builders, we know what we can deliver and we are anxious to deliver it."

"Present indications are that exhibitors will include nationally-known materials and equipment manufacturers, trade and consumer magazines in the home field, suppliers and manufacturers of home furnishings, and several of our well-known builder members."

The Home Builders' Council includes the Long Island Home Builders Institute, the Home Builders Association of Northern New Jersey, New Jersey Home Builders Association, the Home Builders Association of Westchester and the Home Builders Assn. of Southwestern Connecticut.

Northern New Jersey Builders Hold Annual Dinner Meeting

National leaders in the home building industry were guests of the Home Builders Association of Northern New Jersey at its annual dinner meeting held January 17 in the Hotel Pennsylvania, New York. Arthur R. Storms, of Teaneck, N. J., chairman of the banquet committee, reported an attendance in excess of 500 members and guests.

The principal feature of the program was the installation of the 1947 slate of association executives headed by Emmanuel M. Spiegel, of Dumont, N. J., as president. Former secretary of the association, he succeeds Ralph Carletta, of Hasbrouck Heights, N. J., who completed two consecutive terms as president.

Other incoming officers are Carl S. Carlson, of Fairlawn, vice president; Charles Costanzo, of West Englewood, treasurer, and Joseph A. Goldman, of Dumont, secretary. Mr. Carletta was chosen to represent the association as a national director of NAHB.

Benton Lefton Heads Cleveland

At an installation meeting held last month Benton Lefton, prominent suburban Cleveland home builder and developer, was inducted as president of the Home Builders Association of Greater Cleveland, to succeed Nicholas F. Molnar, 1946 president.

Other officers installed at the same time were: Fred Volk, vice president, Maurice J. Fishman, treasurer, and Everett C. Andrews, secretary.

New trustees elected include Mr. Andrews, Al Azolino, Alex Bruscino, Elmer DeFogic, Mr. Fishman, Robert Gaiser, James Humel and Ben Rosing, all for a two-year period. Trustees chosen for one-year terms are Leonard Gunderson, George Selitzer and Peter Sepper.

Messrs. Molnar and Lefton, Hugh Selby and George J. Gourdeau were also named to represent the group as NAHB directors.
Arrangements Being Completed For Chicago Home Show

The Chicago Metropolitan Home Builders Association is busy completing plans and arrangements for their big Chicago Land Home Show to be conducted at the Chicago Coliseum, May 17 to 25, 1947. This is the first Chicago postwar home show and promises to be the largest and most complete in the history of Chicago. The show will be managed by Paul S. VanAukcn, well known to all home builders for his outstanding achievements in handling the NAHB conventions. Arthur E. Fossier, popular president of the Chicago group, is putting his usual intelligent, aggressive talents as a leader to work on the project, which was conceived as a result of urgent and extensive demands from present and prospective home owners in the Chicago area for a comprehensive display of the newest and best in products, methods and services pertinent to the planning and building of homes. This show will be the crowning achievement in Mr. Fossier's successful tenure as president of the Chicago builders, because his term of office will expire in June.

National interest in record-breaking production of homes in 1947 is very much in evidence. The first two messages of President Truman to the Congress devoted considerable attention to the subject. Housing bills were promptly introduced even before Congressional committees were formally designated. The need for more rental housing is receiving very great emphasis. It looks like a lively year ahead.

Home builders are ready and able to build all the homes the nation needs if the government will cooperate with industry. That's the real key to the situation. Proper and orderly aid in financing rental housing will produce more rental units than all the preachments in the book. We hope we get it.

Housing demand is still far ahead of supply, both actual and potential. Housing production is in worse position than other consumer commodities from standpoint of production catching up to demand. However, fantastic estimates of need should not be confused with capacity of the market to absorb production.

We certainly won't be encouraged to put up the rental housing we would all like to see if the government is to jump further into the business of building, owning and renting housing itself. No sooner remedied to choke off production by private builders could be devised than that is the big fear of public housing. Public housing spells the end of home building, one of the prime forces in our economy.

FHA's efforts to encourage construction of three and four family rental units and all types of multiple construction deserve the earnest attention of home builders. FHA is asking for cooperation, and the industry is anxious to give it. As an industry, we are just as concerned as Mr. Foley to see a healthy construction of rental housing everywhere. Many of our builders have achieved excellent records in this field. We will certainly increase this activity if FHA opens the way, but we will have to make appraisal procedures realistic.

Mortgage financing availability appears ample. Mortgage foreclosures rate at lowest point in history; lower even than the delirious days of the 20's. This, of course, affects mortgages psychologically, and agencies such as Veterans' Administration are warning against home purchasing at today's values. These agencies are apparently cognizant of what Wenzlick (Real Estate Analyst Inc., St. Louis) calls "a common trend toward over-lending." Interest rates still down, even show some further downward trend, possibly because of the great volume of refinancing as well as because of accumulated capital reserves of the big lending institutions ... There seems to be no indication of the tightening of the availability of mortgage financing for the standard type of project.

Rapid elimination of the "we've-gotta-control-everything" philosophy in Washington is essential to make a high-production year possible. That process has been started. We hope it will be consistently followed. FHA's procedural changes for processing rental projects are another contribution in this direction. Maybe we're really on the way now.

I hope so.
New Houston Home Builders Officials Meet

Dow J. Zabolio, prominent Houston builder and president of San Jacinto Homes, has been named president of the Houston Home Builders Association for 1947. The election of Mr. Zabolio, who succeeds Frank W. Sharp, took place at the association's annual meeting recently.

Other officers named by the association were J. C. Watts, executive vice president, Preston R. Plumb, of Plumb and Mitchell, vice president, Miles Strickland, treasurer and C. R. Brace, secretary.

In his acceptance speech before some 150 members of the association, Mr. Zabolio praised the membership and its leader for much he has contributed to the housing program with his tremendous developments here in Houston.

Reporting on the year's activities, Mr. Watts listed some of the highlights of the year, including the association's large delegation to the Chicago convention last February, and the work of William G. Farrington and Frank Sharp in the national association's activities.

NAHB Headquarters Staff Has Numerous Service Departments

While the National Association has been going through the rapid expansion that increased its membership from only a few hundred in early 1942 to 12,000 today, its Washington staff has been going through a similarly rapid expansion.

"JIM" Hoag and Mary Ellen Walsh.

The two-man staff of 1941 and early 1942 had increased to five by 1943 and to eight by 1944. In 1945 the Washington staff grew to ten and in 1946 it reached the total of 23 members. During the past year three new divisions were created by the Executive Committee to serve the requirements of the ever-growing membership. They are: Membership department, headed by "Jim" Hoag, membership secretary, and Mary Ellen Walsh, secretary. Department for committee organization and legislative activities, headed by Larry Hansen, with

Stephen Kovach, Jr. Again Heads Allegheny County Group

At its annual meeting, held recently, the Home Builders' Association of Allegheny County elected Stephen Kovach, Jr., president to succeed Fred C. Brown, 1946 president of the association. Other officers elected were: W. S. Tussey, first vice president; Frank Corace, second vice president; Edgar Hagel, secretary; Ralph Scherer, treasurer.

After serving as president of the Allegheny County group in 1942 Mr. Kovach joined the United States Air Force Engineers as a Captain, and was discharged in March, 1946, with the rank of Lt. Colonel.


Memphis Re-elects Goodwin

John B. Goodwin, 1946 president, was chosen to again head the Home Builders Association of Memphis at its annual meeting recently. Other officers elected were: William B. Clark, first vice president, who succeeds himself, I. A. Dobson, second vice president, Charles H. Freeburg, secretary-treasurer. Mrs. Neva Wash continues as executive secretary of the organization.

Directors elected for 1947 include: Harry Dermon, Ben P. Dlugach, Mason Ezzell and J. Ripley Greer.

Last month the association was host to the national association's Slum Clearance Committee, which includes Frank Kirkpatrick, Milwaukee, Ben Wileman, Oklahoma City, Ernest Henry and Larry Hansen, Washington.

Shown in the photo above are: Seated (l. to r.)—Messrs. Goodwin and Dobson. Standing (l. to r.)—Messrs. Clark, and Freeburg.

Larry Hansen and Mildred Lutz.

Mildred Lutz, as secretary, Department for expediting materials under Materials Expediter James Heaton, and Jeanne Aumiller, secretary. Personnel of each of these departments is shown in the accompanying photographs.

James Heaton and Jeanne Aumiller.

JAMES Heaton and Jeanne Aumiller.

Home Builders 1947 Annual Convention and Exposition

Will Break All Records

National meeting to be held February 23 to 27 at The Stevens Hotel in Chicago

W. HAMILTON CRAWFORD

PAUL S. VAN AUKEN

In four years the National Association of Home Builders' annual convention and exposition has grown from a "capacity crowd of 400 from 40 states" and no exhibits into the mammoth 1947 event expected to attract some 10,000 visitors, and with more than 120 major exhibits covering more than 40,000 square feet of floor space, under the capable direction of Paul S. Van Auken, convention and exposition director.

Nationally-known and recognized authorities appear on the programs. The exhibits feature new designs, materials products and services of interest to every one of America's thousands of private home builders. Those who have attended earlier Conventions well know the wealth of ideas and material to be obtained. Many have said "The heart of the Convention program is the panel-discussion." Home builders come to the Convention to learn building facts and to gain building ideas and they have endorsed the panel plan as the best method to improve their building knowledge and techniques.

This year the panels will cover such vital topics as Community Planning and Shopping Centers; Veterans Housing; Financing Outlook and Availability; Apprentice Training, Wages, and Productivity of Labor; and Enlarged Markets Through New Materials and Methods. Other special panels will be conducted by representatives of the industry to demonstrate new uses for tried building materials.

Although the opening date for the 1947 Exposition is Sunday, Feb. 23, and the Convention commences the next day, Feb. 24, many home builders are making their plans to journey to Chicago earlier for committee meetings and directors' sessions. These are set to begin Feb. 20. Final Convention proceedings are scheduled for Thursday, Feb. 27, after which all the delegates with the exception of the new Board of Directors will call it "a day."

The annual national convention and exposition idea sprang from the November, 1943, "War Conference" of 400 Home Builders from about 40 states at the Hotel Cleveland, Cleveland, Ohio. Enthusiasts proclaimed it "a capacity crowd." It took wings with the first full-blown meeting, when 3,000 from 42 states thronged to the Sherman Hotel, Chicago, in January, 1945.

The idea soared to heights unexplored when 6,000 building professionals registered for the 1946 Convention and Exposition, held in The Stevens Hotel—the world's largest—in Chicago.

Today, the talk is of attendance in terms of more than 10,000, Home Builders, and others identified with the vast home building industry from every state in the Union; or, as W. Hamilton Crawford, convention and exposition committee chairman, puts it, "from coast to coast, and border to border."

In 1943, NAHB President Fritz B. Burns, said: "Private building would have been stopped long ago had it not been for the effective and vigilant efforts of the Home Builders' Emergency Committee and NAHB. And, in 1944, President Robert P. Gerholz added, "We are now organized to make our voices heard throughout the length and breadth of America. Truly, we are the 'voice' of the vast building industry."

When in 1945, Joseph E. Merrion was elected to the presidency an optimistic note prevailed and the convention theme was "The Shape of Homes to Come." A somewhat different note was sounded, however, when 1946 President Joseph Meyerhoff, in keynoting that important session, declared: "It is appropriate that the Home Builders of the Nation accept as their primary responsibility a program of 'Homes and Jobs for Veterans.'"

Today, as the great 1947 NAHB Convention and Exposition nears ... again at The Stevens Hotel in Chicago .... a bright, new era looms before the nation's great home building industry as a strange era in government nears an end.
GROWING UP! The Story of the National Association of

THE TIME was November, 1941—one brief month before Pearl Harbor. Washington had become a gathering place for representatives of major industries who wished to discover how their lines of activity would function in the war economy that seemed inevitable. Members of the home building industry were particularly interested in the government's program—for a presidential "stop order" had already called a halt to all residential construction.

It was under these conditions that a group of the nation's leading builders decided that the home building industry needed a national organization, that a recognized voice for the industry was the only means by which the government could be informed that builders were ready and capable to build homes for the hordes of war workers who were converging on the nation's industrial cities.

Although the nucleus of NAHB had come into being in 1923 when the National Association of Real Estate Boards segregated its builder membership into the "Home Builders and Subdividers Division," NAHB in its present form dates back only six years to these pre-Pearl Harbor weeks. NAREB offered its facilities as a medium for the development of the much-needed organization, and it was under its sponsorship that NAHB got off to its start. The executive officer chosen to head the new organization was Frank W. Cortright, who remains in the position. First offices were at 1737 K Street, N.W., in Washington. The staff—including Cortright—totaled two!

The early activities of the NAHB were carried on through the Home Builders' Emergency Committee which was headed by Hugh Potter, later Housing Coordinator.

One of the main accomplishments of the Committee in these early days was to have the home builders' case presented before the President and largely as a result of this the construction "stop order" was lifted and replaced by a limitation order.

NAHB "got off to a hurried start," in the words of one of its founders. Its original membership roster contained the names of many of the most important builders of the nation, but numerically it was weak. First aim of the young organization was to build up its numbers so it could earn the right to speak as the voice of the home building industry. Fritz Burns of Los Angeles, NAHB's first president, traveled throughout the country to urge builders to join the organization so that it could represent their interests. Burns considered this an emergency matter; he was convinced that the welfare of the industry rested on the outcome of this drive for adequate industry representation. One of the early members says, "Fritz Burns was the first real messenger of the need for unity of action in the industry. He did a real job."

Working together was a new idea for the home building industry—builders had traditionally been "lone wolves." Some builders preferred to try to maintain this individualistic policy, but many builders recognized the need for NAHB and membership tripled during the course of the year. It has at least doubled in each succeeding year.

While the drive to gain recruits was waged throughout the country, Cortright was setting himself to the task of getting acquainted with the ways of official Washington. "Within a few months," reports an associate, "he had gained the confidence and respect of every man in government who had to do with housing." As the membership roster grew and NAHB became increasingly recognized as spokesman for the industry, the Association became a medium through which government and industry exchanged views. Heads of government departments came to meetings of the Emergency Committee and there heard of the problems that home builders faced. Their projected orders were discussed in committee sessions so that wrinkles could be ironed out before the orders were promulgated.

Control was a new factor in the home building industry; many builders resented the government's activities while admitting that some regimentation in wartime was necessary. A veteran builder tells of the work of NAHB: "The building industry didn't take kindly to control—it wasn't used to control. It was the NAHB and Frank Cortright largely that produced a cooperative spirit between government and the home building industry at a time when considerable friction had been expected to develop between these two groups."

In May, 1943, NAHB had grown to sufficient stature to stand alone. At that time it gave up its affiliated status with the National Association of Real Estate Boards to take up an independent existence.
Let's Not Forget!
—President Meyerhoff

The home building industry is looking forward. Now, at a time when the relaxation of controls is enabling them to make long-range plans for the future once again, home builders are scanning the horizon. It's helpful to take a look into the future. It's also helpful to keep in mind the lessons of the past. Home building is just emerging from a period of the strictest regimentation. We have learned many lessons.

One of the things we learned during recent years is that men who are newcomers to the housing business can't direct us in the business of housing. The men in charge of government programs in the past have not seen the problem in its basic terms because on the whole they were not sufficiently familiar with the home building industry. Lesson Number One, therefore, is this: Government activities concerning home building can be properly directed only by men who know the industry.

Another thing we have learned regards artificial pricing. The government's scheme to produce a surplus of building materials by an artificial system of rigged prices failed utterly. Lesson Number Two: Man cannot invalidate the laws of economics. Lesson Number Three stems from government's attempt to provide "emergency temporary housing." Here government failed to understand that temporary shelter could only be at the expense of permanent housing, which requires the same materials. Lesson Number Three is obvious: No one can build more houses than there are materials.

We must remember: What has been tried before may be tried again! We have learned the hard way—Let's Not Forget!

A Great Future!
—Exec. Vice Pres. Cortright

Since 1947 is still a comparatively newcomer, it is appropriate to try to look into the future—a risky business, at best. As Shakespeare has pointed out: "We know what we are, but know not what we may be." But, risk not the thought that home builders are making large investments and a long period before turnover, find it necessary to base their operations on predictions of events to come.

Are we to have a boom? Or will some economist's theory of a recession be borne out? Or will it be something in between these two extremes? These are questions the home builder can ask himself. Even the economists can't agree. Some say that a combination of inflationary factors and declining purchasing power will produce a sharp decrease in the volume of building just as the time when production is nearing its peak.

Other economists, equally reputable, see a long period of prosperity ahead. They predict that the accumulated demand for the products of American manufacture plus a stored-up purchasing power of the public will combine to produce a sustained period of high-volume business. Faced with two such opposing views, one can only pay his money and take his choice. My personal prediction is that the demand for housing is so acute in most sections of the country that only a prolonged severe depression can prevent 1947 from being "home building's biggest year," and the next ten years from becoming "Home building's greatest decade." Time alone will prove whether these confidences are justified. It appears, though, that the period ahead is a promising one for our nation's home builders!

NAHB Officials Talk of the Future

Home Builders

In August, the National Association of Home Builders and the National Home Builders Association effected a merger. The Home Builders Association—an organization which also dated from the early days of the national emergency—had a membership roughly equal in size to that of NAHB. Its executive director, William J. Guinan, and its president, Harold Schublenburg of Detroit, frequently met with NAHB officials to discuss the problems which builders all over the country faced in common and in time the plan for merger was developed.

The merger brought new and valuable members into the NAHB fold. It also brought organizational changes for NAHB. NAHB's Board of Directors was doubled so that adequate representation could be given to the enlarged membership. At the same time, new by-laws were devised which gave every local association representation in the National Association in proportion to its size. In this way the Association's democratic practice developed of having at least one representative of every local on its Board of Directors.

This plan has also given NAHB's Board of Directors a national point of view since every city of major size is represented on the Board.

For the 1944 term, Robert P. Gerholz of Flint, Michigan, assumed the presidency. During his tenure of office, NAHB experienced a notable membership gain. The year also saw the formation of many new locals. Local associations already in existence were encouraged to strive for new members, to strengthen their positions in their communities. Inspirational talks by Mr. Gerholz—on the value of "united efforts"—spurred these advances.

By 1945, when Joseph E. Merrion of Chicago succeeded to the presidency, NAHB had achieved one of its primary aims—it was recognized in government circles as the authoritative voice of the men who were building the major portion of emergency wartime residences. Now it could speak out for the home building industry. One member described it in these words, "We had become 'non-ignorable.'"

During Merrion's term, NAHB held its first National Exposition in Chicago. Sponsored by the Chicago Association, which had the courage to assume a real financial risk for an entirely novel undertaking, the Exposition came off on a larger scale than had been thought possible. Its success guaranteed that from that time on the Exposition would be an annual event. It will combine to produce a sustained period of high-volume business.

Joseph Meyerhoff of Baltimore, 1946 president, brought to the office the experience he had gained in two terms as treasurer. He also brought a wide experience, a public relations sense, and a Federal Housing Administration procedure and regulations, The year saw an expansion of the Association's services; a legislative department, a public relations department, and a materials expediting and regulations department were added to NAHB and the activities of the membership promotion department were accelerated. During 1946 NAHB gave much of its attention to the problem of how housing for veterans could best be provided. There was a further increased emphasis on the work of NAHB's committees and increased responsibilities for the committee heads.

While the Association has been going through the rapid expansion that increased its membership from only a few hundred in early 1942 to 12,000 today, its Washington staff has been going through a similarly rapid expansion. The two-man staff of 1941 and early 1942 had increased to five by 1943 and to eight by 1944. In 1945 the Washington staff grew to ten (Continued to page 154)
Board of Directors

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

PRESIDENT........................................... Meyerhoff, Joseph, Baltimore, Md.
1st VICE PRESIDENT.................................. Wilaman, Ben C., Oklahoma City, Okla.
TREASURER............................................. Brock, Milton J., Los Angeles, Calif.

SECRETARY............................................ Goudreau, Geo. J., Cleveland, Ohio
PAST PRESIDENT...................................... Merrion, Jos. E., Chicago, Ill.

Carr, Edward R., Washington, D.C.


REGIONAL VICE PRESIDENTS

Olson, John, Worcester, Mass.
Meager, Gustav A., Roslyn Heights, L.I., N.Y.
Buchanan, J. Wesley, Washington, D.C.
Johnson, Wallace E., Memphis, Tenn.

Boggs, L. J., Atlanta, Ga.
Lindop, John Cummings, River Forest, Ill.
Pearson, S. G., Minneapolis, Minn.
Duke, Ralph S., University City, Mo.

Abbey, M. Sanford, Rochester, N.Y.
Adamson, Alex, Salt Lake City, Utah
Atkinson, W. P., Oklahoma City, Okla.
Babycock, C. I., Miami, Fla.
Baily, Glenn, Santa Ana, Calif.
Barker, Mark C., Richmond, Va.
Barlow, George G., Syracuse, N.Y.
Becker, Gustav A., Point Pleasant Beach, N.J.
Berkeley, Robert M., Clayton, Mo.
Bucasque, Joseph, Rochester, N.Y.
Blietz, Irvin A., Evanston, Ill.
Bohannon, David D., San Mateo, Calif.
Bonelli, Paul E., Portland, Ore.
Bowlman, H. J., Salt Lake City, Utah
Bready, Robert, Baltimore, Maryland
Brown, Fred C., Bridgeville, Pa.
Bruns, Fritz B., Los Angeles, Calif.
Carletta, Ralph, Hasbrouck Heights, N.J.
Cedergren, Donald L., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Chamberlin, Donal L., Kentwood, Chevy Chase, Md.
Chandler, W. C., Memphis, Tenn.
Clarke, George S., Savannah, Ga.
Closs, Willard E., Summit, N.J.
Colomb, C. Earl, New Orleans, La.
Coogan, Thomas P., Miami, Fla.
Dean, Frank E., Albion, Michigan
Dion, William B., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Driksell, Joseph, Fort Worth, Texas
Durbin, Harry J., Detroit, Mich.
Elliott, Wm. J., El Paso, Texas
Enns, Bernard, Pittsburgh, California
Erwin, H. A., Lorain, Ohio
Evans, Col. Wm. H., Long Beach, Calif.
Fite, P. R., Ellwood City, Pa.
Gable, James C., Denver, Colo.
Gensler, Edwin H., Struthers, Ohio
Gerson, Edward J., Fairfield, Conn.

**1946 Directors holding office until successor is elected and qualified.
Affiliated Local Associations of the NAHB of the U.S.

As of January 15, 1947

ALABAMA
Birmingham Association of Home Builders
President—Sam E. Russell, Birmingham.
Exec. Secy.—F. E. Knaff, Birmingham.

CALIFORNIA
Home Builders Institute
President—R. Gibbs, Los Angeles.
Secy. & Mgr.—Clifford L. Rawson, Los Angeles.
Regional Director—John C. Wilson, City of Cimarron, Inc., President—E. C. Muller, Alameda.

Pennsylvania General Contractors and Builders Assn.
President—Bartholomew H. Schaefer, Pittsburgh.
Ex. V. Pres.—Harry E. Smith, Burlington.
Associated Home Builders of Allegheny County
President—Philip F. Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh.
Ex. V. Pres.—George H. Sharp, Oakland.
Marin Builders Association
President—O. D. Smith, Larkspur.
Exec. Director—A. J. Carlsbad, San Anselmo.
Associated Home Builders of San Francisco, Inc.
President—C. C. Johnson, San Francisco.
Exec. Secy.—Wilton M. Morris, San Francisco.
General Contractors Assn. of Contra Costa Co.
President—Bernard E. Eas, Pittsburg.

MICHIGAN
Builders Association of Metropolitan Detroit
President—James B. Tuckett, Detroit.
Ex. V. Dir.—William A. Quinn, Detroit.
Assistant—H. A. MacMillan.
Flint Association of Home Builders
President—Maurice W. H. Flint.
Exec. Secy.—Jay C. Town, Flint.
Grand Rapids Home Builders Association
President—Donald L. Cederberg, Grand Rapids.
Secy-Treas.—Frank E. Edelmeier, Grand Rapids.
Lansing Home Builders Association
President—David S. Davis, Lansing.
Exec. Secy.—Howard Walsh, Lansing.
Saginaw Valley Home Builders Association
President—Gary Jones, Saginaw.
Secy.—W. T. Nagele, Saginaw.
Home Builders Association of Branch and Calhoun Counties
President—George J. Hughes, Albion.
Secy.—Richard J. Ray, Albion.
Battle Creek Association of Home Builders
President—Earl E. Brown, Battle Creek.
Secy. & Treasurer—R. C. Reynolds, Battle Creek.

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis Contractors and Builders Assn.
President—E. F. Krueger, Minneapolis.
Secy.—Robert Hendershot, Minneapolis.
St. Paul Home Builders Association
Secy.—Dr. H. W. St. Paul.

MISSISSIPPI
Home Builders Assn. of Jackson
President—F. R. Kime, Jackson.
Secy.—T. C. Johnson, Jackson.

MISSOURI
Home Builders Division of the Kansas City Real Estate Board
President—John V. Walker, Jr., Kansas City.
Secy.—Frank Lora, Kansas City.
Home Builders Association of Greater St. Louis
President—C. W. Welsh, St. Louis.
Office Secy.—Guy A. Palmer, St. Louis.

OCHS
Omaha Chapter of NAHB
President—E. F. Seastead, Omaha.
Secy.—W. J. Seastead, Omaha.

NEW JERSEY
New Jersey Home Builders Association
President—William E. Clark, Summit.
Exec. Secy.—Frank W. Sumner, Summit.
New Jersey Shore Builders Association
President—G. S. Starnes, Point Pleasant.
Exec. Secy.—Gustav A. Becker, Point Pleasant.
Home Builders Assn. of Southern Jersey
President—Wm. V. Higgins, Camden.

NEW YORK
Long Island Home Builders Institute
President—Kalman Klein, New Hyde Park.
Secy.—O. J. Hartwig, Rockville Centre.
Niagara County Home Builders Association
President—Alfred J. Virtue, Niagara Falls.
Exec. Secy.—E. R. Hubbell, Niagara Falls.
Niagara Frontier Builders Association
President—John H. Snyder, New York.
Exec. Secy.—George F. Prong, Buffalo.
Rochester Home Builders Association
President—Joseph B. Buss, Rochester.
Better Builders Association of Onondaga
President—Earl E. Schuyler, Syracuse.
Secy.—William H. Bateman, Syracuse.
Home Builders Association of Western New York
President—Frank H. Miller, Depew.
Secy.—H. W. Miller, Depew.

OHIO
Charles Worthington Association of Builders
President—C. W. Worthington, Columbus.
Secy.—W. M. Spurrier, Columbus.

OHIO
Home Builders Association of Greater Akron
President—Harry C. Long, Akron.
Secy.—Maurice R. Smith, Akron.
Home Builders Association of Canton
President—C. K. C. Canton.
Secy.—Thomas F. Jones, Canton.

PENNSYLVANIA
Home Builders Institute of Pennsylvania
President—Charles R. Elgin.
Secy.—O. W. Miller, Pennsylvania.

TENNESSEE
Home Builders Association of Memphis
President—B. Goodwin, Memphis.
Exec. Secy.—Mrs. Nancy Wash, Memphis.
Nashville Home Builders Association
President—M. A. W. Nashville.
Secy.—W. J. Davis, Nashville.

TEXAS
Home Builders Association of El Paso
President—William E. Park, El Paso.
Secy.—W. J. Elliott, El Paso.
Home Builders Association of South Texas
President—Roy Hayes, Port Aransas.
Exec. Secy.—E. E. W. Port Aransas.

UTAH
Utah Home Builders Association
President—C. T. Finlay, Salt Lake City.
Secy.—Arch Webb, Salt Lake City.

VIRGINIA
Home Builders Association of Richmond
President—E. W. Wicker, Richmond.
Secy.—T. C. Miller, Richmond.

WASHINGTON
Seattle Master Builders Association
President—Cliff Mortensen, Seattle.
Ex. V. Pres.—V. H. Driver, Seattle.
Tacoma Home Builders Association
President—Edw. F. Miller, Tacoma.

WISCONSIN
Milwaukee Builders Association
President—J. C. Spilker, Milwaukee.
Acting Secy.—T. Florence King, Milwaukee.
List of NAHB Exposition Exhibitors—and Where to Find Them on the Exhibit Floor

Impressive List of Manufacturers Will Have Colorful Displays of Building Materials, Equipment and Services on Exhibit at Home Builders Big Annual National Convention and Exposition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF EXHIBITOR</th>
<th>BOOTH NO.</th>
<th>NAME OF EXHIBITOR</th>
<th>BOOTH NO.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air Control Products</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Kohler Co.</td>
<td>92, 93, 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air-O-Cel Co.</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>Legion Stainless Sink Corp.</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allerton Brothers Co.</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>R. G. LeTourneau, Inc.</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Aluminum Window Corp.</td>
<td>66, 69</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The American Brass Co.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Builder</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Mall Tool Co.</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Central Manufacturing Corp.</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>Jay G. McKenna, Inc.</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Floor Surfacing Machine Co.</td>
<td>121, 122</td>
<td>Masker Brothers Iron Co.</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Gas Association</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Metal Building Products, Inc.</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Radiator &amp; Standard Sanitary Corp.</td>
<td>75, 76, 77, 78</td>
<td>Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co.</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Saw Mill Machinery Co.</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>L. J. Mueller Furnace Co.</td>
<td>80, 86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Telephone &amp; Telegraph Co.</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>Mullins Manufacturing Corp.</td>
<td>65, 66, 83, 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apes All Weather Products Co.</td>
<td>140</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artex Co.</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Nash-Kelvinator Corp.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associated Projects Co.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bell &amp; Gossett Co.</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>National Adequate Wiring Bureau</td>
<td>41, 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berry Door Corp.</td>
<td>56, 57</td>
<td>National Coal Association</td>
<td>147, 148, 149, 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better Homes &amp; Gardens.</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>National Electric Products Corp.</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bisto Co.</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>National Life Insurance Co.</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briggs Manufacturing Co.</td>
<td>105, 106, 107</td>
<td>New Castle Products Co.</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryant Heater Co.</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>Norge Div., Borg-Warner Corp.</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Philip Carey Manufacturing Co.</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>Norge-Heat Div., Borg-Warner Corp.</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genco Steel Products Corp.</td>
<td>31, 32, 33</td>
<td>Nuteens, Inc.</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celotex Corporation</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp.</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceramic Chemical Corp.</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>Owens-Illinois Glass Co.</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Manufacturing Corp.</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>Parents Magazine</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrysler Corp.</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Practical Builder</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clay Products Association.</td>
<td>105, 106, 107</td>
<td>Pratt &amp; Lambert, Inc.</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Coleman Co., Inc.</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>Premier Metal Products Corp.</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commonwealth Edison Co.</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>Reynolds Metals Co., Aluminum Div.</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crane Co.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cresson Corp.</td>
<td>31, 32, 33</td>
<td>Risco Laminated Products Co.</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbus Zebco Co.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>A. E. Rittenhouse Co., Inc.</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit Steel Products Co.</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>R. O. W. Sales Co.</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeWalt Products Corp.</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>F. C. Russell Co.</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duplex, Inc.</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>Servel, Inc.</td>
<td>8, 6, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edison General Electric Appliance Co.</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>Shreveport Engineering Co.</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elfco</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>Skillaw, Inc.</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electro-Matic Doorman, Inc.</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>A. O. Smith Corp.</td>
<td>151, 152, 153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment Engineering Co.</td>
<td>97, 98</td>
<td>Southern Galvanizing Co.</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiddes-Moore &amp; Co.</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>Speakerman Co.</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filabute Co.</td>
<td>144, 145</td>
<td>N. B. Spurgeon Co.</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frigidaire, General Motors Corp.</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>Standard Dry Wall Products, Inc.</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gate City Sash &amp; Door Co.</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>Sterling Tool Products Co.</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Electric Co.</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>Stokol Stoker Co., Inc.</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilman Brothers Co.</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Strand Building Products</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Lakes Steel Corp., Stran-Steel Div.</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>Surface Combustion Corp.</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrison Steel Cabinet Co.</td>
<td>98, 99, 60, 61</td>
<td>Tille-Tex Co., Inc.</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hill Termote Control Systems.</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Timber Engineering Co.</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Hines Lumber Co.</td>
<td>9, 10</td>
<td>Tracy Manufacturing Co.</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. F. Hodgson Co.</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Truscon Steel Co.</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homestake Co.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Planners, Inc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoosier Industries, Inc.</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>United States Gypsum Co.</td>
<td>48, 49, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horton Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>United States Plywood Corp.</td>
<td>151, 152, 153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ingersoll Steel Div., Borg-Warner Corp.</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>Universal Sanitary Manufacturing Co.</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insullite</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>Universal Zonolite Insulation Co.</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Oil Burner Co.</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>Victor Electric Products, Inc.</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johns-Manville Sales Corp.</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Weatherbest Corp.</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly-Clark Corp.</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>Henry Wals Manufacturing Co., Inc.</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>113</td>
<td>Westernhouse Electric Corp.</td>
<td>27, 28, 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>114</td>
<td>Wheeler, Osborn Co.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>158, 159</td>
<td>White-Rodgers Electric Co.</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35, 90</td>
<td>Zegers, Inc.</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Coming to Chicago?

Be sure to visit the fully-equipped *Cemesto Pre-Engineered Home

ERECTED BY CONTRACTORS
MARTIN H. BRAUN and FELIX NELSON
(Members of the Metropolitan Home Builders Assn. of Chicago)

For

The Celotex Corporation

Members of the National Association of Home Builders attending their annual convention and exposition at Hotel Stevens, February 23-27, 1947, will have an opportunity to inspect one of these attractive, permanent Cemesto Homes which are being erected by progressive builders throughout the United States.

Demonstration Home located immediately adjoining Hotel Stevens on East Seventh Street. Obtain admission tickets at Celotex Booth, N.A.H.B. Exposition. You'll be welcome!

THE CELOTEX CORPORATION
120 So. LaSalle Street, Chicago 3

*Cemesto—one of the famous Celotex Building Products

It's revolutionary... the Garage Door Opener, midget in size, that does a giant size job! ELECTROMATIC SERVICEMAN is simple and compact... a positive-acting threaded screw lifts or lowers any garage door. Far surpasses all other garage door openers yet is priced within easy reach of everyone who has a garage. Installation is easy, winter or summer. Only five screws install door lift unit and electric motor to any garage, out of the way, practically out of sight. The Electromatic Serviceman is always in alignment. Has a foolproof safety feature. The electronic energizing unit installed in your car activates the opener by an entirely new radio wave principle. A button installed in your garage or house... and presto!... your door is open or closed, as you desire!

DISTRIBUTOR FRANCHISES!
Distributor franchises are now being granted for the desirable and profitable Electromatic Serviceman. Complete information will promptly follow your inquiry. Address the National Distributor, noted below:

ELECTROMATIC SERVICEMAN, Inc.
19720 W. Eight Mile Road  •  •  Detroit 19, Michigan
R.O.W. SPRING CUSHION WINDOWS
for HOMES THAT SELL

No Weights, Cords or Pulleys

A definite step forward in the "miracle postwar" home demanded by today's buyers is the R.O.W. Spring Cushion Window. R.O.W. Windows cost no more than conventional double-hung windows, yet they are furnished as a complete, prefabricated, weather-stripped unit. Standard in design and fit all types of construction, frame, brick, stone veneer and solid masonry. May be equipped with standard screens and storm sash. Easy to open and close and remain securely in any desired position. Either or both sash may be instantly removed without removing stops, allowing 100 per cent window opening for summer ventilation.

These Features Sell Homes

1. Both sash are removable instantly—without removing stops or other parts.
2. Sash holds firmly in any position without cords.
3. Non-corrosive steel springs maintain even pressure against sash sides.
7. NO CORDS—NO WEIGHTS—NO PULLEYS.

See the R.O.W. Spring Cushion Window at the N.A.H.B. Show
Whether your contract calls for a new construction job or a modernization project, there's an

ELKAY
Lustertone
CABINET SINK
that will meet every individual requirement.

9 Points of Superiority

1. ELKAY "Lustertone" Cabinet Sinks are built of 18 U.S. standard gauge (extra heavy) genuine solid 18-8 stainless steel.
2. The stainless steel tops are bonded to and reinforced with heavy gauge formed metal.
3. Drainboards, sink bowls, rims, and splasher are welded integral into one sheet of metal.
4. All corners in sink bowls—horizontal, lateral and vertical—are rounded to 1/4 inch radius.
5. Intersections where sink bowls meet drainboards are welded and rounded to a large radius.
6. Intersections where drainboards meet back and return end splasher and where back splasher meet return and splasher have rounded corners.
7. Drainboards have a definite, liberal fan shaped pitched area insuring positive drainage.
8. Front and back surfaces adjacent to the sink bowls are pitch-beveled to provide additional drainage.
9. Entire underside of sink top and bowls is sound deadened.

5 Standard Sizes

ELKAY "Lustertone" Stainless Steel Cabinet Sinks are offered in five standard sizes. The 54 inch and 60 inch sinks are furnished with 18" x 20" single bowls; the 72 inch sinks are furnished with either 18" x 25" single bowls or 18" x 34" double bowls; the 84 inch sinks are furnished with 18" x 34" double bowls. All bowls are 7 1/2 inches deep. ELKAY "Lustertone" Sinks are equipped with stainless steel basket type strainers. They can be supplied with the latest design "Deck type" chrome finished faucets and spray. All standard sinks have 4 inch back splasher.

CUSTOM-BUILT SINKS

In addition to these five standard sizes, ELKAY Stainless Steel Cabinet Sinks can be supplied in any size and shape to meet individual requirements. Send us your specifications.

A new beautifully illustrated Folder giving complete information about the ELKAY "Lustertone" Cabinet Sinks is now ready for you. Send for folder A. B. 147.

ELKAY PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE THROUGH PLUMBING CONTRACTORS

ELKAY MFG. CO., 1874 South 54th Avenue, Chicago 50, Illinois
How to get dry basements by

"WATERPROOFING AS YOU BUILD"

Building dry basements—basements that stay dry at every season of the year—is easy. The answer is to protect as you build with Medusa Waterproofed Gray Portland Cement. It builds waterproofing into concrete.*

WHY BASEMENTS GET DAMP:
Water is absorbed into concrete by capillary action—the same way ink is drawn up into a blotter. This water works through walls and floors to cause damp or wet basements. By well-built construction and by using Medusa Waterproofed Gray Portland Cement for floors, mortar and plaster coats, monolithic walls—you completely eliminate capillary action and water entrance. This cement has a water repelling material ground in during manufacture that repels water at the surface. This means concrete made with Medusa Waterproofed Cement, has a waterproofing locked in the mass for the lifetime of the floor, wall, or plaster coating. Waterproofing can't chip or peel because it's distributed throughout every inch of the concrete. Water can't get started—basements stay dry.

AUTOMATIC WATERPROOFING
There's nothing extra to do when you build waterproofing into concrete with Medusa Waterproofed Gray Portland Cement. No extra time is required—no added supervision. Medusa Waterproofed Cement is mixed and placed exactly as ordinary cement, but you get lifetime waterproofing as a bonus for your client!

LOCKS IN WATERPROOFING
Use Medusa Waterproofed Cement to assure dry basements. Make certain it's in concrete, concrete building units, and in mortar. Build waterproofing into the walls. It's the safe, easy way to get dry basements.

Write for booklets—"How To Waterproof Concrete, Stucco and Masonry" and "Integral Waterproofing Explained". They're free to dealers and builders. You'll find each is full of helpful information and especially useful for training green help.

*Where Medusa Waterproofed Cement is not available use Medusa waterproofing paste or powder.

MEDUSA PORTLAND CEMENT CO.
1002 Midland Building, Dept. "G"
Cleveland 15, Ohio
Ohio builder chooses KIMSUL Insulation above all others for all types of construction

Installing light, flexible KIMSUL in a CAPITOL PROPERTIES, INC. home. It is easy—just cut KIMSUL to desired length, expand it, and staple to ceiling joists.

Like Don M. Casto, important builders, architects, and contractors everywhere are specifying KIMSUL Insulation. With a "k" factor of 0.27, KIMSUL is one of the most efficient insulations ever developed for insuring home comfort. Designed on the scientific principle of many-layer construction, KIMSUL automatically provides uniform insulation coverage. Prefabricated and pre-stitched, it's easy to install. It's pleasant to handle because it's so clean—no dust, no irritating after-effects to skin of workmen. And KIMSUL is resistant to fire, moisture, fungus; it is termite-proof... won't sag, sift, or settle.

These qualities—and many more—account for the outstanding performance of KIMSUL in all types of construction. They are the reasons why it is wise for you to include KIMSUL in any building specification. For complete information, write Kimberly-Clark Corporation, KIMSUL DIVISION, Neenah, Wis.

We are producing all the KIMSUL Insulation we possibly can, but due to the great demand, distributors may have some difficulty in supplying KIMSUL dealers as promptly as usual.
WHEN Douglas fir doors are ordered pre-fit, pre-sealed — or completely machined under Facetri-fit specifications — essential trimming and fitting operations are performed at the door plant by modern, high-speed, precision tools. As a result, these fine doors — manufactured of all-heartwood Douglas fir, the wood made durable by nature — reach the job ready to install. Time and labor are saved; a trimmer, more attractive installation is assured. The slight additional cost is more than offset by on-the-job economies.

MORE FIR DOORS ARE COMING SOON

It is true that the supply of Douglas fir doors will continue critical for a number of months, due to the present shortage of shop lumber. But it is ALSO true that production is increasing substantially as controls are lifted. More Douglas fir doors are coming! Soon warehouse and dealer stocks should reflect this production upswing. Keep in touch with your regular source of supply.

PRE-FIT

Douglas fir doors may be ordered pre-fit to exact size. No finish cutting or fitting — no sawing or planing — is necessary on the job.

PRE-SEALED

Douglas fir doors may be ordered pre-sealed . . . a feature which improves dimensional stability, reduces moisture absorption, and eliminates the need for one prime coat.

FACTRI-FIT

Douglas fir doors may also be ordered completely machined — not only pre-fit, but gained for hinges and mortised or bored for locks as well. Doors will be grade-marked, as in the past, for ease in specification and ordering. They'll be better doors in every way.
It shouldn’t happen to a Home Owner!

- Dependability and low cost make Bituminous Coal the leading home-heating fuel, as every architect and builder well knows.

And as stoker developments and improved local services make coal an “automatic” fuel as well, the advantages of coal heat will be even more pronounced.

So even when a client of yours insists on some other fuel for his new home, make sure his house plans don’t tie him to that choice forever.

This means, make sure his plans provide: (1) A chimney with sufficient flue capacity to burn coal efficiently; (2) Sufficient space adjacent to the heating unit for eventual coal storage and stoker installation.

The cost of such sensible precautions is slight. And they may add greatly to the future value of the home.

Coal supplies uniform, steady warmth throughout every portion of each room. For there’s always a fire in the furnace—no “pop on and pop off” periods that permit accumulated heat to rise to the ceilings and leave floor areas dangerously cold. That, plus its low cost, is why more than 4 out of every 7 homes in the United States now heat with coal!

As you undoubtedly know, the modern research facilities of the Bituminous Coal industry are hard at work not only to make coal a still better fuel, but also to devise new, low-cost automatic equipment that will make coal-heating even cleaner, more comfortable, more convenient and more economical. This makes it all the more important that every new home built today be planned to permit the eventual burning of coal—no matter what fuel may initially be selected.
Last year the Western Pine industry produced five and one-half billion feet of lumber. This is the greatest production and has resulted in the largest volume of lumber shipments made in any peacetime year of the industry's history.

How about 1947 . . . will this record be equaled? Here is the answer . . . The Western Pine timber resources will, under private management, support production at the 1946 level indefinitely and at the same time provide a more than adequate timber reserve.

The manufacturers in this industry constantly recognize the essential role the retail lumber dealer, the wholesaler, the building contractor, the architect, and the industrial buyer play in marketing Western Pine products. It is with this in mind that we have continued to advertise Idaho White Pine, Ponderosa Pine, and Sugar Pine continuously through the war years, as well as during the present period of excessive demand.

We truly value our long standing, cordial business relationship with our many dealer and builder friends. Through a continuation of our combined efforts in producing and marketing Western Pine products, we look with optimism beyond these difficult times to the prospect of bright business years ahead . . . years of business in an economy of peace and free enterprise.

WESTERN PINE ASSOCIATION
YEON BUILDING • PORTLAND 4, OREGON

IDaho WHITE Pine • PONDEROSA Pine • SUGAR Pine • THESE ARE THE WESTERN PINES

SOLD BY RETAIL LUMBER DEALERS
MORE THAN WINDOWS!

Andersen

ANDERSEN COMPLETE WOOD HORIZONTAL GLIDING WINDOW UNITS

- Frame, glazed sash, weatherstripping, hardware, double glazing, screen.
- Factory fitted for easy operation.
- Wood parts chemically treated to prevent decay and termites.
- Leakproof, weatherproof Andersen frame design.

The famous Andersen Window Unit with sash that glide from side to side—yet, when closed, are in the same plane. The Horizontal Gliding Window has sash that can be removed from the frame in one easy operation. Sash move on glides that rest on tracks built into sill. Exceptional weather tightness achieved by special frame design, efficient weatherstripping, exclusive sill construction and double glazing panels.

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO LARGE OPENINGS
Available in sizes up to nearly six feet high and wide so it is an excellent choice for homes designed for a maximum of window area. Units may be combined in expansive WINDOWALLS or in fenestrated corners.

FOR COMPLETE DETAILS, SIZES AND PRICES, SEE YOUR ANDERSEN DISTRIBUTOR, OR WRITE ANDERSEN

ANDERSEN BASEMENT WINDOW UNIT—a prefabricated, packaged unit;
The Andersen Casement Window Unit has been known for 14 years as the “tightest” window on the market. Built for a lifetime of trouble-free service, it employs “refrigerator-type” sash design, weatherstripped and has double-glazing panels on inside—applied easily to the sash. Screen is inside—sash moved by a roto-gear operator that works through the sill, independently of sash.

BAYS, CORNERS, PICTURE WINDOWS—BY COMBINING STOCK UNITS
From the stock layouts and sizes offered, designers may form countless variations in bays, corner windows and picture window combinations. Several combinations with fixed sash are also offered as stock items.

FOR COMPLETE DETAILS, SIZES AND PRICES, SEE YOUR ANDERSEN DISTRIBUTOR.
OR WRITE ANDERSEN

weatherstripped, glazed, sash in place; toxic-treated wood; standard sizes
Good color will sell your houses faster. In every community the buyers' demand has been for good decoration. Today, outdated and poorly thought out color plans lag far behind in the bidding for home buyers' satisfaction and good-will.

With the new, inviting, up-to-the-minute Pratt & Lambert Paint colors, you "give 'em what they want when they want it." There's no need for wasting time on costly mixing and tinting when your painter can use P&L ready-mixed colors.

These distinctive colors satisfy the most discriminating tastes. They were keyed to modern decorative trends by actual test use on over a thousand typical homes. The builder who is thinking not only in terms of present day quick sales, but also when competition arrives, will find that these P&L Paint colors add value and zest to his sales.

Let us help you with the efficient application of these paints, enamels and stains by sending you the new P&L painting specifications for low-cost, medium-priced and high-grade homes. Pratt & Lambert-Inc., 80 Tonawanda St., Buffalo 7, N.Y.
Curtis Woodwork

Cost need not be the enemy of beauty—if you include the new Curtis Woodwork in your house plans. For Curtis entrances—mantels—china closets—stairways and other stock woodwork—will fit into the most moderate building budget. And the great variety of Curtis Woodwork gives you freedom in planning to fit a wide variety of individual needs and tastes. Architecturally correct in design—built like fine furniture—Curtis Woodwork is the answer when beauty and quality, at reasonable cost, are demanded.

Ask your Curtis dealer to show you the new Curtis Woodwork Style Book—an entirely new and different way of presenting the new Curtis woodwork line. Measuring 15 x 19 inches, this book contains 100 pages of beautiful woodwork styles in natural home settings—many photographs in full color.

Mail the coupon for complete, illustrated literature.
NEW AND REVOLUTIONARY PORTABLE SAW

Speeds up home building

NORDBERG-BUDAY Has Everything You Want in a POWER SAW

Has SPEED

Has PORTABILITY

Has CAPACITY

Has VERSATILITY

The table, arbor and power unit rotates instantly to change to cross, rip and miter cuts. With the lumber remaining on the ball bearing roller, extension tables, unnecessary handling of lumber is eliminated in making any change in cutting angle.

Weighs only 340 pounds — light enough to be easily carried by two men. Gasoline powered, it is truly portable and completely independent of power lines, although electric motor drive can be supplied if desired.

Cross-cuts a 4" x 4" or a 3" x 12", rips a 4" x 4" or to a width of 40 inches.

Will make cross and miter cuts, straight and bevel rips, cuts tenons, rabbets and grooves.

If a saw with all these features will reduce your lumber cutting costs, write for Bulletin 132 and the name of your Nordberg-Buday distributor who will demonstrate this saw on his showroom floor.

NORDBERG MFG. CO., Milwaukee 7, Wis.

NORDBERG-BUDAY PORTABLE POWER SAW
Simply turn the Table Then make the Cut
In the light occupancy buildings of tomorrow, speedy, economical erection and greater utility are paramount. Consider why steel joists are ideal for such structures:

1. Easier to install than wood—conceal pipes and conduits within the floor system—eliminate shrinkage, preventing cracking of ceilings and partitions—termite proof—fire resistant. Particulars available from our field engineers.

**WHY SPECIFY CECO JOISTS?**

1. Wide top chords provide exceptional lateral rigidity.
2. Twin chords permit secure attachment of floor and ceiling by wire ties or bolts.
3. Hairline contact of bottom chord with plaster prevents streaking.
4. Bearing plates are securely attached, thus eliminating loose parts.
5. Shielded arc welds withstand three times the designed stress.
6. Ceco steel joists are approved by the Steel Joist Institute.

Ceco catalogs are in Sweet's Architectural File

**CECO STEEL PRODUCTS CORPORATION**

GENERAL OFFICES: 5701 West 26th Street, Chicago 50, Illinois

Offices, warehouses and fabricating plants in principal cities

In construction products CECO ENGINEERING makes the big difference
Another new development for builders—FLOORS THAT INSULATE! By using Zonolite Insulating Concrete for grade level floors in commercial structures or homes, cold and dampness can be eliminated. Heat loss into ground will be avoided.

Zonolite Insulating Concrete floors are made by mixing a specially graded Zonolite brand of vermiculite with Portland cement. This insulating concrete can be placed directly on the ground (vapor seal often placed on ground first) forming a fireproof, rot proof, termite proof, vermin proof floor base.

When radiant heating is specified, these floors are particularly desirable as a base for the coils or ducts. After laying the coils on this highly efficient and permanent base, they should then be covered with ordinary concrete. This enables the room to heat faster and reduces fuel consumption.

Whenever a floor is constructed on grade level, regardless of whether or not it has radiant heat, Zonolite Insulating Concrete should be specified. Because of the low heat capacity of Zonolite Insulating Concrete, condensation on the floor surface on warm, humid summer days is avoided.
Save time and money, increase salability and owner satisfaction of the houses you build by installing "American Home" metal casement windows. They come to the job unit packaged, glazed (if desired), completely prefabricated with wood surround and outside wood trim, ready to install with hammer and nails requiring only five minutes of a semi-skilled workman's time. And they actually cost less, installed, than any other type window available today.

Stocked and sold by better building supply dealers everywhere. Supply is still short, but improving. Write today for descriptive folder. Mesker Brothers, Sales Div. A827, 4342 Geraldine, St. Louis 15, Mo.

SINCE 1879

Mesker Windows

RESIDENTIAL • COMMERCIAL • INDUSTRIAL
Look at the facts! There's no speculation, no wishful thinking when you specify Gas. It is the preferred fuel in 21 million out of 24 million urban homes and the odds are still growing. Naturally there must be a valid reason why people continue to want Gas . . . particularly in this period of change and progress. The answer is conclusive. Gas is progressive! It is modern from every angle, in every way. Gas as a fuel is clean, fast, easy to regulate. Gas service is economical—and even more important—always available. Gas appliances combine the most in satisfaction with the least in work. And that goes for water-heating, refrigeration, house heating and air-conditioning as well as for cooking. Remember, more clients will want your services tomorrow—if you give them what they want with Gas, today!

The kitchen that's 10 years ahead of the times

Even the shape of this latest "New Freedom Gas Kitchen" is new. It introduces the modified semi-circular plan—for greater efficiency in a smaller space. Notice how near the refrigerator is to the range . . . and how few steps need be taken to put the food on the table and then clear the dirty dishes to the sink. Yet for all of its work-saving compactness, this kitchen has so much light and air, it would never make a woman feel “hemmed in.”
Better from your point of view, too!

Feature for feature, modern Gas ranges cost less than any other type. They look smarter, last longer without expensive overhauls, are simpler to install, require no costly utility connections. In fact, you couldn't find a cooking appliance that guarantees more overall satisfaction both from your own and your customers' point of view!

See your local Gas Company for complete technical details on new Gas ranges and all other Gas appliances.

WITH WHAT THEY WANT TODAY!

The range that's 10 ways better for cooking

Look at this list and it's easy to see the new automatic Gas range is more than ever—by more women than ever!

- clock-controlled... Gas comes on... Looks complete oven meal... turns itself off (even when nobody's home).
- faster... burners light instantly to high-boil.
- flexible... flame not limited to 3, 5 or 6 heats—but can be turned to precisely exact heat for every cooking job.
- cleaner... burners set to prevent clogging from spill-overs.
- cooler... no lingering heat long after burners are off.
- economical... "click simmer" on every burner saves fuel and food.
- cooks better... oven is ventilated so heat circulates evenly on every level.
- really broils... meats look and taste better when quick-seared and flavor-sealed real flame.
- "custom-built" for every family... only 6 ranges come in such a wide selection styles (4, 6 or 8 burners—high or low boiler—with or without griddle—and any other "choice" features).
- tagged "CP"... the buying guide that assures every woman of a Gas range built to industry-wide standards of safety, modernity and cooking excellence.

GAS

AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION

THE WONDER FLAME THAT COOLS AS WELL AS HEATS
...Certainly, all these homes have
STEEL DOOR FRAMES!

Home buyers are asking about steel door frames because they understand the advantages of wear-resistant, rigid, permanent steel construction.

And builders are using AETNA STEEL DOOR FRAMES because the one-piece, all-welded construction means that they can be installed in a fraction of the time it takes to erect multiple unit frames. Hinges come welded to the AETNA FRAME, bronze strike plate is furnished and frames are prime coated at the factory.

Send for this descriptive booklet.

AETNA STEEL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
Manufacturers of Quality Hollow Metal Doors, Trim and Elevator Enclosures
EXECUTIVE OFFICES: 61 Broadway, New York 6, N.Y.
In floors, too...

IT'S THE Finish THAT COUNTS!

Bruce Finished Floors Are 8 Ways Better Than On-The-Job Finishes

1. Smooth Sanding—Each strip is sanded to perfect smoothness on precision sanders. No sander marks.
2. Prime Condition—Finishing starts immediately after sanding. No "raised grain". Moisture content is right.
3. Perfect Filling—Highest quality silex filler is rubbed into Bruce Flooring as it moves down the finishing line.
4. Thorough Sealing—Finish penetrates into wood, seals pores against dirt and wear. Beautifies the grain.
5. Infra-red Drying—Applies heat uniformly. Welds finish into tough, even film. No "unfavorable drying weather".
6. Extra Buffing—High-speed brushes burnish finish into wood, provide a harder, smoother surface for waxing.
7. Superior Waxing—Special wear-resistant Bruce Floor Wax is applied evenly, then polished with brushes and buffers.
8. Ready to Use—No waiting around for finishing, no floor jobs ruined by finishes being walked on before dry.

E. L. Bruce Co., Memphis, Tenn. • World's Largest Manufacturer of Hardwood Floors

Bruce Finished Floors
Business and professional men

"By next August (13 months), the entire cost of installation will have been saved by your Servel All-Year Gas Air Conditioner!"
REED CANDY CO.
Rochester, N. Y.

"...has actually enabled our watchmakers to work on many days which, without air conditioning, would have been unbearable."
W. M. WRIGHT,
Silver Springs, Md.

"...Much favorable comment has been received from my patients. I will be happy to recommend your equipment at any time to any one."
D. V. LONGO, M. D.
New Orleans, La.
welcome this "new quality of living"

Servel All-Year Gas Air Conditioning
ideal for stores, offices, clinics, etc.

Here are just a few of the money-making advantages you give your clients when you specify Servel All-Year Gas Air Conditioning for their stores, offices, laboratories and other commercial uses.

More efficient working conditions! Increased store traffic. Less "sick time" lost from work! Better employee relations! Low-cost comfort the year round!

The enthusiastic comments you see at the left are typical of hundreds received from commercial, as well as residential, users in every part of the country. They offer eloquent proof of the ability of the Servel unit to provide the benefits of complete, year-round air conditioning in every climate and under every type of working condition.

This revolutionary new conditioner—complete in one compact unit—cools and dehumidifies the air in summer, heats and humidifies it in winter. The year round it filters dirt, dust and pollen from the air. It assures cleaner, quieter, refreshingly comfortable working conditions through every season, no matter what the climate outdoors.

Get more information today on how you can provide your business and commercial clients with this profit-making "new quality of living." Get in touch with your local gas company, or write direct to Servel, Inc., 1702 Morton Avenue, Evansville 20, Indiana.
With this to work from it looks like a near impossible task to make a modern station. How well Architect J. A. Lippett succeeded is shown in the “After” photograph. Insulux Glass Block is used also in the interior of the remodeled building around the ticket window.

As trim a small community railroad station as you’ll see anywhere is in service at LaPlata, Mo.—thanks to a skillful remodeling job by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad. Notice how Insulux Glass Block frame the doorways and the use of corner panels of Insulux. Insulux improves almost any remodeling.

Out for profitable remodeling?

See how Insulux Glass Block “sparks” a job

Many builders have found Insulux Glass Block an ideal material for remodeling work.

Panels of Insulux can be advantageously used in both interior and exterior of homes, stores, offices, factories—almost every class of building. Insulux provides light with privacy, while reducing heat loss and the transmission of outside noises. Furthermore, Insulux does not rot, rust or corrode and painting is not needed.

This versatile building material is easily and profitably installed. Send the coupon for details.

MAIL COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET

OWENS-ILLINOIS GLASS BLOCK

Insulux Glass Block is a profit-maker for builders. It is available in three sizes, many functional and decorative patterns. Investigate!
Spacers are placed about 30" to 36" centers. A few nails hold the four 8" form boards in place. The boards can be used later as roof sheathing. Concrete will encase ends of beams to provide a fire stop and support for a bearing partition.

Complete form with 1/4" reinforcing rods clipped in place. Sill is clipped to beam and space has been provided for heat duct.

A rigid steel and concrete floor is easy to install — easy to sell.

You will find that you can quickly adapt your plans and methods to provide your houses with J&L Junior Beam steel and concrete floors. The job will move smoothly and money will be saved by eliminating troublesome plaster cracks, sagging doors, stuck windows and creaking floors. At a glance your prospects will see the advantages of the strong non-shrinking, vermin proof, fire resistant, rigid steel and concrete floor.

Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation

Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
how to add
Character to Privacy . . .

More rooms . . . with more doors to close against intrusion! That’s a big point with thousands of families who are tired of living in overcrowded homes. And you can add character—distinction—to privacy by choosing doors of Ponderosa Pine.

With their correct architectural proportions and shadow lines, Ponderosa Pine paneled doors increase your scope in planning because they give you a wide choice of design at moderate cost. Ponderosa Pine windows, too, make it possible for you to plan more beautiful windows without a cost penalty. Remember that Ponderosa Pine is easy to decorate—holds paint firmly and can take hard use with a smile.

You’ll want a copy of “Today’s Idea House”—the 32-page Ponderosa Pine booklet showing how doors, windows and frames of Ponderosa Pine can aid your planning. Mail the coupon for your copy.

These stock design doors of Ponderosa Pine add character to the hallway. Note the two closets flanking the entrance to the living room.

The Best is Yours with...

Ponderosa Pine
WOODWORK

“Today’s Idea House” treats doors and windows functionally—in terms of what they can do to make living more convenient and more comfortable. Send today for this booklet—your copy is waiting.

Ponderosa Pine Woodwork
Dept. PAB 2, 111 West Washington St.
Chicago 6, Illinois
Please send me a free copy of “Today’s Idea House.”

Name
Address
City Zone State
WE HELP WITH YOUR CLIENTS!

Don't miss these articles in our February number:

A Cold-Climate House with a Warm-Climate Plan—basementless house with big glass areas planned by Harold Spitznagel, Sioux Falls, for South Dakota weather.

What You Should Know about Above-Ground Construction—second in a series that helps educate your clients, makes your job easier.

Modern Suits the Southwest—including some original ideas for cutting costs.

It's solid stuff like this, month after month, that's made Better Homes & Gardens America's leading building magazine for your clients.

Circulation Over 5,000,000
They’re Available . . . Easy To Erect And Sell . . . Highest Quality Materials Used . . . Features That Appeal To The Public

Your profits are assured when you erect and sell P&H Pre-Assembled Homes. They’re packed with features that appeal to home buyers. P&H Pre-Assembled Homes assure your prestige, too . . . for only the highest quality materials are used in their construction.

So be sure to find out how profitable the erecting and selling of P&H Pre-Assembled Homes can be. They are the result of 11 years’ experience in the building of Pre-Assembled Homes . . . and over 60 years’ manufacturing experience in building the famous line of P&H Overhead Cranes, Excavators, Hoists, Welders, etc. Send the coupon today for full information.

In the construction of P&H Pre-Assembled Homes only the highest quality materials are used. Listed here are only a few: Johns-Manville Rock Wool Insulation and Balsam-Wool Insulation, Douglas Fir Lumber, Brass Hardware, Weather-stripped Windows, Bronze Screens, etc.

Features
- Conventional design that appeals to the public
- Designed to permit personalized treatment of trim and finishes
- Corner windows
- Attic louvers
- Narrow window trim
- Designed for economy in heating, ease in ventilation
- Extra storage and closet space

Note the attractive variation in the exteriors of these P&H Pre-Assembled Homes.

Quality!

These detailed floor plans, elevations, photographs, and material lists are offered free to operative builders and realtors in Wisconsin, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Ohio, Missouri and Iowa where P&H Pre-Assembled Homes are now available for delivery.

Mail Coupon Today
P&H Pre-Assembled Homes
302 Spring Street
Port Washington, Wisconsin

Please send me without cost or obligation complete information on P&H Pre-Assembled Homes.

Name: _____________________________
Address: ___________________________
City: __________________ State: ___________
handy facts on insulating any type of construction ... BALSAM-WOOL data sheets

Braced frame—balloon frame—platform frame—all can be effectively insulated with Balsam-Wool. These handy Balsam-Wool Data Sheets show just how to do it. Here's authentic information on applying insulation, condensed into "capsule" form—yet authentic and complete. Balsam-Wool Data Sheets cover a wide variety of insulation subjects—and they're yours for the asking. Mail the coupon now for your complete set!

WOOD CONVERSION COMPANY
Dept. 119-2, First National Bank Building
St. Paul 1, Minnesota
Please send me set of Balsam-Wool Application Data Sheets.

Name
Address
City ........................................ State
For new construction or remodeling, you'll find it quick and easy to use Weldwood Plywood with stock sashwork.

Here are four methods selected from those illustrated in the Weldwood Installation Booklet. You'll find a host of other helpful and valuable suggestions for the many interesting structural details possible with this versatile material.

This profusely illustrated booklet is yours for the asking. Write for your free copy today.

Waterproof Weldwood for exterior use is bonded with phenol formaldehyde synthetic resin. Other types of water-resistant Weldwood for interior applications are manufactured with extended urea resins and other approved bonding agents.

WELDWOOD Plywood
Weldwood Plywood and Mengel Flush Doors are products of UNITED STATES PLYWOOD CORPORATION THE MENGEL COMPANY, INCORPORATED New York 18, N. Y. Louisville 1, Ky.

This detail shows a simple but effective method of adapting Weldwood Plywood to an inside door jamb during new construction. Weldwood is brought flush, and covered with stock molding.

Dri-bilt construction, with Weldwood adapted to stock window frame. Note the unique plywood valance, concealing all fixtures. Easily made from Weldwood during construction.

Double-hung window in standard plaster wall construction, with back band casing. Banding must be thick enough to install small molding around opening, to cover fitting imperfections.

You can use Weldwood equally well without any type of casing, as this detail of an interior door opening shows. This method is equally satisfactory for new construction or remodeling.

Plastics and Wood Welded for Good
You don't need special tools to install Marlite plastic-finished wall and ceiling panels. They're EASY to install... go up fast, too, over old walls or new. Sold by leading dealers everywhere, Marlite is available in a wide range of colors and patterns for all types of applications—wherever colorful interiors are wanted. See our Catalog in Sweet's File, Architectural, or write to the factory for details. Marsh Wall Products, Inc., 23 Main Street, Dover, Ohio.

For Creating Beautiful Interiors...
The STRAND Overhead Canopy-Type
ZINC-COATED RUST-RESISTING STEEL
GARAGE DOOR

Ready Now, by the Carload!

The Strongest Door in America...
Built Like a Battleship — of STEEL!

Last year, we couldn't build enough of these STRAND Garage Doors! Now—our production lines are turning them out to meet the demand!

The STRAND Door is, without question, the finest CANOPY-TYPE Garage Door available. ALL STEEL — electrically welded — definitely SAFE. Can be installed in MINUTES—operates with finger-tip touch—assembled at the factory—no problems on the job.

It's a real profit maker, too—the right door to step up your sales volume throughout the year.

SEE YOUR JOBBER NOW!
WRITE OR WIRE FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDERS!

STRAND Building Products Company
1818 Buhl Building
Detroit 26, Michigan
Another big Gold Bond campaign in the Saturday Evening Post starts in February. Full-page ads in full color all during 1947 featuring smartly styled exteriors and interiors done by leading architects and designers.

Remember last year's Gold Bond ads, a few pictures of which are shown at the left? Builders liked that series and they questioned if we could turn out another campaign as good. Well, we've done it. Wait until you see these new ads and you be the judge.

While Gold Bond Products are, of course, mentioned in every ad, the underlying theme is "Pride of Home Ownership." Jim and Mary want to build but they're getting awfully tired waiting. These ads will help to keep the idea still sparking. Actually this campaign is designed to do a job for the whole building industry.

You'll build or remodel better with Gold Bond

National Gypsum Company • Buffalo 2, N. Y.

Over 150 Gold Bond Products including gypsum lath, plaster, lime, wallboards, gypsum sheathing, rock wool insulation, metal lath products and partition systems, wall paint and acoustical materials.
When you think of

You think of

For 6 very good reasons

1 Performance — Bondex has proven its ability to check dampness in every type of climate the world over (in 90 foreign countries besides the U. S. A.).

2 Reputation — Bondex is favorably known by homeowners who have used it and by millions more who have read Bondex advertising.

3 Economy — Bondex is priced to make it practical for all types of structure. It fits every budget from modest homes to mansions and institutions.

4 Ease of Application — Bondex is easy to apply with brush or spray — so simple that it's become a "staple" in the building and construction trade.

5 Color — Bondex provides an effective, inexpensive way for "exterior decorating" buildings after erection to suit individual tastes. Comes in white and 12 colors.

6 Patented Formula — Bondex is manufactured by a patented process which makes its bonding characteristics unique. That’s why it outsells all other cement paints combined.

specify
BONDEX

- For Exteriors, Basements and Foundations
- On Concrete or Cinder Block, Stucco, Brick and Masonry
- For full information and new Bondex color chart, WRITE —

THE REARDON CO.
St. Louis 6 • Chicago 9 • New York 6
Los Angeles 21 • Montreal 1
Swivel Type Cabinet Ironing Board

All Women Want
These Improved Features
Found in the

Built by
L. H. EUBANK AND SON
Inglewood, Calif.

National Sales Representative
HARBOR PLYWOOD CORPORATION
Hoquiam, Wash.

DISTRIBUTORS: Arizona - Arizona Sash & Door Co., Phoenix; Southwestern Sash & Door Co., Phoenix & Tucson
Arkansas - Dyke Bros., Fort Smith, Little Rock & Texarkana
California - L. H. Eubank & Son, Inglewood
Connecticut - Wm. H. Short Lumber Co., West Hartford
District of Columbia - Harbor Sales Co., Inc., Washington
Florida - Harbor Plywood Corp., Jacksonville, Miami & Tampa
Georgia - Harbor Plywood Corp., Atlanta
Illinois - Harbor Plywood Corp., Chicago
Indiana - E. W. Camp Plywood Co., Inc., Indianapolis
Iowa - Tip Top Distributing Co., Cedar Rapids, Des Moines & Storm Lake
Kentucky - E. W. Camp Plywood Co., Inc., Louisville
Louisiana - Davidson Sash & Door Co., Lake Charles; New Orleans Sash & Door Co., New Orleans
Maryland - Harbor Sales Co., Inc., Baltimore
Massachusetts - Kimball Lumber Co., Watertown
Michigan - E. E. Anderson Lumber Co., Detroit; Anderson-Dietrich Lumber Co., Lansing
Missouri - Dyke Bros., Joplin & Kansas City
Nebraska - Omaha Hardwood Lumber Co., Omaha
New Jersey - Jersey Millwork Corp., Jersey City; J. R. Quigley Co., Gloucester City
New Mexico - Southwestern Sash & Door Co., Albuquerque; The New Mexico Co., Albuquerque
New York - Alpert Woodworking Corp., Brooklyn; Davis Plywood Corp., Rochester; Kimball Lumber Corp., Schenectady
Ohio - E. W. Camp Plywood Co., Inc., Cincinnati; Davis Plywood Corp., Cleveland, Columbus & Toledo
Tennessee - Cole Manufacturing Co., Memphis
Texas - Davidson Sash & Door Co., Austin; Houston Sash & Door Co., Houston; Southmost Sash & Door Co., Harlingen, Texas Sash & Door Co., Fort Worth; Geo. C. Vaughan & Son, San Antonio
Washington - Harbord Mercantile, Aberdeen
Lundgren Dealers Supply, Tacoma.
Here's a practical building method that reduces time and costs... produces stronger houses... provides efficient insulation. It combines the structural and insulating advantages of both Temseal Sheathing and Temlok Lath. With this "double-insulated" construction, no other insulation is required to assure a heat-tight building.

Temseal Sheathing insulates efficiently on the outside—and braces the structure strongly. Temlok Lath insulates on the inside—and provides a firm, moisture-resistant surface for rapid plastering.

"Double-insulated" construction reduces labor to a minimum, too. Shiplapped 2' x 8' Temseal Sheathing and 18" x 48" Temlok Lath are lightweight and easy to put up quickly on the job.

Both of these products are rigid boards of compressed wood fiber. Passage of heat and cold is arrested by millions of tiny cells and sealed air spaces. Temlok and Temseal are highly resistant to dry rot, fungus, and vermin.

You may well find that "double-insulated" construction will reduce heating plant costs. A smaller boiler, fewer or smaller radiators are required in a well insulated house.

For more information about Temseal Sheathing or Temlok Lath, write to Armstrong Cork Co., Building Materials Division, 1602 Ross Street, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

Temseal, Temlok, and Monowall are registered trade-marks.

**ARMSTRONG'S BUILDING MATERIALS**

**TEMLOK** • **INSULATING WOOL** • **MONOWALL** • **HARDBOARDS**
It's not the scarcity of glass...

it's the immensity of the demand!

Having trouble getting the glass you need?
Then we think you deserve an explanation.
We're making more glass than ever before—but there's not enough to go around. Why? Because today's homes, stores, factories and cars are all using more glass. The definite trend to larger windows, from the mansion to the temporary home, requires more glass. Add to this the fact that more thousands of new homes are being built and you have an idea why glass may be difficult to get.

We've built new plants...expanded existing ones...installed new equipment...added hundreds of employes. Still the orders pile up. This is especially true of Thermopane*—the original windowpane that insulates.

We suggest that you get your orders in to your L·O·F Distributor as soon as plans are completed and sizes determined. Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company, 1827 Nicholas Building, Toledo 3, Ohio.

**MEN WHO KNOW CHOOSE CELLULITE**

**Flameproof COTTON INSULATION**

Architects, Builders, Building Supply Dealers... men who know... choose CELLULITE Flameproof COTTON INSULATION every time because they know it has no equal. Government tests show that CELLULITE COTTON INSULATION is up to 36% more efficient... keeps any building more comfortable with less fuel than any other commercial insulation. Read for yourself the amazing story of CELLULITE COTTON INSULATION. Simple and easy to install... never packs down... always fluffy... repels vermin... thoroughly flameproofed.

Send for Senator Claghorn's new book -- "It's No Joke, Son", IT'S FREE.


---

**THE GILMAN BROTHERS COMPANY**

GILMAN • Established 1897 • CONNECTICUT
"FORD TRUCKS LAST LONGER!"

ONE big reason:

FORD SPRINGS STAND UP!

Ford spring engineering provides unsurpassed endurance. Ford special alloy spring steel, with tensile strength of 200,000 pounds per square inch, assures high fatigue resistance, while deflection rates scientifically proportioned to each vehicle's gross weight assure good riding with generously ample load capacity. Long-wearing shackle bushings of steel-backed bronze reduce maintenance expense. Ford special, wrapped "safety eyes" on heavy duty front springs (illustrated) reduce stress on main leaves, afford longer life and extra safety. Hydraulic double-acting shock absorbers on light duty models further ease the ride and control the load.

ONLY FORD GIVES YOU ALL THESE LONG-LIFE TRUCK FEATURES: Your choice of two great engines, the 100-H.P. V-8 or the 90-H.P. Six—semi-centrifugal clutch that needs no maintenance lubrication—rear axle design that takes all weight-load off the shafts (¾-floating in half ton units, full-floating in all others)—heavy channel section frames, doubled between springs in heavy duty models—big, easy-action brakes, with heavy, cast drum surfaces, non-warping and score-resistant—extra-thick sheet metal in cabs, cowls, skirts and fenders—all told, more than fifty such examples of Ford endurance-engineering. That's why FORD TRUCKS LAST LONGER... why 7 out of 11 of all Ford Trucks built since 1928 are still in service. No wonder the average age of all Ford Trucks in use is nearly 9 years! Stamina is built into them! See your Ford Dealer NOW!
Percentage-wise, it's quite a dividend. By concentrating all our production on stock size doors and plywood, production can be increased a minimum of one-third.

For instance, the man-hours required to cut three lights, will produce a complete stock door. Odd sizes and other special details further limit production by added labor and material demands. The elimination today of all special doors — and concentration of our manpower and machines on stock sizes is a policy dictated by our customers' needs. It means more Roddiscraft Doors and Plywood for everybody — plus stocks in the warehouses for delivery where and when you want them.
BUILD NOW! BUILD BETTER
—WITH ALUMINUM SIDING

Have you investigated Hoess Aluminum Clapboard Siding? Do you know that each section is made of rolled aluminum sheet, beveled like wood siding and formed to interlock with other sections? Do you know that when it has been applied and painted, it looks exactly like wood siding? And that you can apply it over ordinary sheathing—or that sheathing can be eliminated when a 2" blanket of insulation is used as instructed? Do you realize that this siding is rustproof, rotproof, weatherproof and termite-proof? Do you realize that an aluminum surface reflects 95% of all radiant heat outward in summer—inward in winter? Or that leading builders who have used Hoess Aluminum Clapboard Siding say it is the answer to lifetime durability in low cost housing?

Hoess Aluminum Clapboard Siding is simple, easy and economical to apply. It is in volume production now. It is being distributed through regular building material channels. Send now for descriptive booklet of specifications and prices. Use the convenient coupon below!

METAL BUILDING PRODUCTS, INC.
Pioneer Fabricators of Aluminum Clapboard Siding
Dept. 19, 8825 Grinnell Street, Detroit 13, Michigan
Send me descriptive booklet and prices of Hoess Aluminum Clapboard Siding.
Name
Name of Company
Address
Nature of Business
A BETTER SHEATHING JOB IN \( \frac{1}{3} \) LESS TIME!

That's what you get with

ARKANSAS SOFT PINE

Center and End-Matched Sheathing

Center and end-matched sheathing shows you in these jobs just one of the many better-profit values in Arkansas Soft Pine. New improvements like this, along with extra soft texture, light weight and bright color, qualify Arkansas Soft Pine as the leading all-purpose framing and finishing lumber for every item from foundation to Satin-like Interior Trim.

With OPA controls off and the end of priorities drawing near, Arkansas Soft Pine will resume its normal flow through dealers' hands. While you're waiting, send for free copy of the Arkansas Soft Pine Handbook. It brings you specifications, structural details and much useful information. Write today.

ARKANSAS SOFT PINE BUREAU
988 Boyle Bldg., Little Rock, Arkansas
THE Salter-Glauber LINE
OFFERS QUALITY • SERVICE • PROFITS
Specify Salter Masterpieces in Brass for Your Plumbing Fittings and Trim Requirements

For QUALITY embodying "firsts" in appealing design and superior construction, the plumber and the building trade as a whole can rely on the Salter-Glauber line to furnish complete customer satisfaction, Salter "EZE" CLOSE valve construction, precision machining, individual testing of each fixture and extra lustrous chrome finishing are a few of the inherent qualities of perfection built into all fixtures.

For SERVICE the new mechanized facilities and the production capacities of seven associated plants are coordinated to provide ever-increasing quantities of regular and improved patterns of fixtures needed to meet the urgent requirements of the building industry. During the stress of present conditions, even our expanded production may fall short of your requirements. Nevertheless, you can rest assured that our distribution will be equitable and you will receive your proportionate share of our ever-increasing volume.

For PROFITS today, and for years to come, you will reap the benefits of the quality and service through the accepted superiority and the customer satisfaction every Salter-Glauber fixture provides.

For information on the complete Salter-Glauber line, please consult your plumbing goods supplier or Salter sales representative.

H. B. SALTER MFG. CO.
20 Ninth St. Marysville, Ohio
and Division, THE GLAUBER BRASS MFG. CO., Kinsman, Ohio

The Glauber Brass Mfg. Co. plant at Kinsman, Ohio, is especially equipped for producing the brass goods for which they have enjoyed an enviable national reputation.
THRUSH Forced Circulating
FLOW CONTROL HOT WATER HEATING

FOR Radiant Heating
SYSTEMS

THRUSH Forced Circulating Flow Control System is the best and most economical method of controlling warm water heat. It regulates water temperature to maintain absolutely uniform comfort, night or day, regardless of outdoor weather. It provides constant Radiant Heat. The feeler tube, an integral part of the Thrush Radiant Heat Control, senses the slightest change in water temperature and acts automatically to restore room temperature before it can drop more than a fraction of a degree. Operating cost is low because continuous circulation is not required. The Thrush Circulator normally operates only a few minutes out of each hour and firing unit operating periods are shorter. For more information write Dept. G-2 or ask your Wholesaler.
TIME is MONEY—Save BOTH

Use **Tru-sized** DOORS and JAMBS

**TRU-SIZED AND PERFECTLY SQUARED**... no sawing, no planing, no fitting!

**MACHINED FOR HINGES**... no time lost on the job mortising for hinges! *(Optional!)*

**MACHINED FOR STANDARD TUBULAR LOCK**... no cutting or boring on the job! *(Optional!)*

**RESIN PRIME COATED**... Tru-sized doors are protected from dirt, moisture, hair checking!

**ADJUSTABLE** to variations in door sizes!

**NO NAILING!** Only 3 precision milled pieces to handle on the job!

**SHOCK ABSORBER SPRINGS** assure accurate fit for life of building!

**CUTS INSTALLATION TIME** from 1-1½ hours to 8-10 minutes!

Here's a real team to go to work for you—Tru-sized Doors and Tru-sized Jambs!

Two of the most recent developments of Wheeler Osgood research, Tru-Sized Doors and Tru-sized Jambs together do a better job FASTER! Ordinary door and jamb installations do not compare with this amazing, new combination.

The combined savings of time, work and money—with the additional advantage of a permanently accurate installation—make the Tru-sized Door and Jamb combination a "natural" for building America's much-needed homes!
There’s a Pittsburgh Glass

THERE ARE 2 LINES of Pittco Metal for you to choose from in store front work. Pittco De Luxe, with its rugged strength, beautiful finish, wide selection of carefully styled members, helps you to build store fronts of true distinction. Pittco Premier, lighter in weight and more moderately priced, is noteworthy for its beauty, its modern styling, and its quick, easy installation.

LOTS OF MERCHANTS in your territory want to remodel their stores, inside and out, for better business. Help them do it right ... with Pittsburgh Glass and Pittco Store Front Metal. Your prospects know these products through consistent advertising ... know they are undisputed leaders in the field. They help to attract customers and stimulate sales ... whether used for individual remodeling jobs, or on community projects for group modernization, where you cooperate with local merchants, civic groups, bankers and architects to modernize whole “Main Streets” at one time.

A LITTLE EXTRA GLASS means a lot of extra charm. That’s a good thing to remember when you're trying to build homes with extra appeal. Every nickel spent for glass shows up in a way easily seen and appreciated. A few PC Glass Blocks around an entrance door, for example ... they guard privacy, admit daylight, and add to home beauty.

PEOPLE LIKE MIRRORS. Structural mirrors in living, dining or bedrooms reflect light, color and movement, make rooms seem bigger. “Spruce up” mirrors can be put in entrance halls and kitchens. And every home needs several full-length door mirrors. Your customers want plenty of mirrors. And they help increase your profit.
for every building need

WHEN YOUR CLIENTS want insulated windows, tell them about TWINDOW . . . "Pittsburgh’s" new window with built-in insulation! Completely prefabricated, it consists of two or more pieces of glass with a hermetically sealed air space between, and a stainless steel protecting frame. It reduces heat loss through windows, minimizes downdrafts at windows, adds to comfort the year round, and won’t frost or fog, except under very severe conditions. Installs as easily as a single pane of glass.

For general glazing purposes, Pittsburgh Polished Plate Glass, or Pennvernon Window Glass, will meet any need.

CARRARA STRUCTURAL GLASS is smart, colorful, easy to clean, and lasts a lifetime . . . that’s why you’ll find it the ideal material for walls or wainscots of bathrooms and kitchens. It’s fine, too, for window sills, fireplace surrounds, splash panels, built-in shelves. 10 pleasing colors.

We will gladly send you free our special " Builders Kit" which includes illustrated literature showing how you can use glass effectively on all types of jobs in which you are interested.

*Build it better with

Pittsburgh Glass

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY
CONVENIENT SIZES
Supplied in handy 4' x 8' sheets, in thicknesses of %", %", %".

EASY CUTTING
SAVES TIME
Cutting Apac to size and shape is a cinch—just score with a sharp tool, snap off over a straight-edge.

EASY TO APPLY
Fastens permanently in place with either nails or screws.

GOES UP FAST
32 square feet at a time... saves many man hours. And once up, Apac lasts a lifetime!

This modern two story poultry house—of unit design—has a roof and side-walls of Apac, making it resistant to fire, pecking, weather, termites, rodents.

LOOK at the advantages of K&M "Century" APAC

HERE is the solution to many of your building problems... K&M "Century" Apac, the asbestos board that has as many uses as a building has surfaces. Equally adaptable to buildings for farms, homes or Industry, Apac is a durable, economical material that cannot burn, rot or rust, and never needs painting or other upkeep.

Check the outstanding features shown here... add in Apac's low first cost... and you will see clearly how Apac can help you build more profitably.

Original manufacturers of asbestos-cement roofing shingles in this country.

KEASBEY & MATTISON
COMPANY • AMBLER • PENNSYLVANIA
OVER 30,000,000
CONSUMER SALES MESSAGES THIS SPRING.....

TO BUILD
GREATER PROFITS VOLUME

FOR YOU!

This spring in the nation's best-read magazines—over 30,000,000 sales impelling messages will build consumer acceptance for you, which means greater profits and larger volume. Premier Aluminum Windows give you every desirable feature — competitive price, ease of installation, modern appearance...

See your Sash and Door Jobber Today
For Complete Details, Sizes, Prices

- Easy to Install
- Easy to Service
- No Putty
- No Leakage, Sash Glazed with Everseal
- Weatherproof
- Built-in Stainless Steel Weatherstripping
- Positive Lock
- Spring Sash Balances
- Rustproof
- Double Strength Glass

JOBBERS: Delivery within 30 days of your order!

Premier
ALUMINUM Windows

PREMIER METAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
SKY HARBOR * P. O. BOX 1271
PHOENIX, ARIZONA
Why AQUELLA is a "must" on every concrete masonry unit job!

As everyone in the construction industry knows, the water permeability of light weight concrete masonry units leaves no room for argument! The only possible argument lies in the means and methods of applying an effective water barrier to this excellent construction material.

You are well acquainted with the claims made for the many materials designed to "waterproof" concrete masonry units.

But despite these many materials there must be a reason why Aquella is being so widely used throughout the nation today and acclaimed by home owners, architects, engineers, waterproofing contractors and builders! The answer lies in the simple fact that it works on an entirely new principle!

To Illustrate:

1 Here is an Aquellized concrete masonry unit filled with water. Naturally, there is no leakage.

2 But what happens if the Aquella surface coating is scraped off? To answer that, we scraped away this portion, and there's still no leakage. This may be slightly puzzling until you study the photograph of the third step...

3 The enlargement of a small, sawed-away section of the above block, which shows the way Aquella penetrates to fill and close the microscopic pores of the surface. It is the filling of the pores—not essentially the surface coating—which stops the penetration of water.

Is it any wonder then, that in a cinder concrete block tower test, Aquella withstood the pressure exerted by an 8 ft. hydrostatic head of water, equivalent to approximately 500 lbs. pressure per sq. ft. at the base?

We would like to send you details of this test. It is contained in our booklet, "Aquella and Concrete Masonry Construction." This booklet also contains many illustrations of the uses of Aquella in concrete masonry construction throughout the United States, and should prove very interesting to all in the construction industry. It is yours for the asking.

PRIMA PRODUCTS, INC.
Dept. C, 10 East 40th Street, New York 16, N. Y.
MAINTENANCE MACHINES
Keep floors in tip-top beauty with American Deluxe floor maintenance machines. Can be used for polishing, disc sanding, steel wooling, and scrubbing. Operates either on wheels or as riding-on head. Many other models...10" to 17" discs.

SMALL SANDERS
A handy pair of portable sanders. The Sanderplane, a belt sander or the Speedy Spinner semi-flexible disc sander will eliminate much hand sanding. Hundreds of uses for these machines.

PORTABLE POWER SAW
New Portable Electric Saw by American combines big-power with easy handling... clean-cut modern design... smooth no-jerk starting... simple accurate adjustment of depth and angle... telescoping guard... many advanced features: Motor develops 1 1/2 H.P. 6500 RPM. 8" blade for 2 1/2" straight cut. Efficient, stall-proof for scores of uses.

FLOOR SANDERS
A famous line-up! Four sanders with 8 and 12 inch drum widths, including Little American, Light Eight, Standard Eight and Standard Twelve. American-built for smooth, uniform sanding.

FLOOR EDGERS
American Spinner disc-type sander finishes right up to edges of floors, stairs, closets... eliminates tedious hand scraping. 5 1/2" and 7" discs.

All AMERICAN products built to top standards of Quality, Performance and Dependability. You can be sure of a better job—with less time and lower cost—when you rely on an AMERICAN! Check your needs now!

The American Floor Surfacing Machine Co., Toledo 3, Ohio.

MAIL COUPON FOR MORE DETAILS!
Cutting costs and saving time are mighty important to veterans' housing.

Modular brick and tile go a long way toward accomplishing these ends.

Masonry construction costs have not increased as much as other types of construction. And with the introduction of new modular sizes of brick and tile—it is predicted that savings up to 20% in the cost of masonry construction may be achieved.

These savings will result primarily because modular brick and tile fit together with windows and doors and other building materials of modular dimensions. Costly cutting and alterations on the site are greatly reduced.

Construction time, too, will be saved by reduction of these costly site-operations — formerly unavoidable in many cases. Saving time means saving dollars.

More time and dollars are saved because modular brick and tile speed and simplify estimating and planning.

And as always, brick and tile give homes of durable beauty, great fire-safety and low upkeep and maintenance costs.

Two FREE booklets are available, "8 Small Homes of Brick and Tile," and "Announcing Modular sizes of Brick and Tile." Send 25 cents for our booklet, "Brick and Tile Cavity Walls," of great value in low cost housing. Address Structural Clay Products Institute, Dept. AB-2, 1756 K Street, N. W., Washington 6, D. C.

Climatrol gives your clients "climate control" for the indoor comfort they demand today!

Mueller Climatrol provides True Indoor Comfort by conditioning and handling air in the home...

Comfort is a basic quality all your clients expect in their homes. Climatrol is your assurance of providing home owners with True Indoor Comfort — and winning their lasting good will for a job well done.

Indoor Comfort depends on the condition of the air in the home. When you select a Mueller Climatrol system — basically designed to condition and handle air for "climate control" — you enable your clients to enjoy today's high standards of Indoor Comfort. And you provide a system designed to be adapted easily to future air-conditioning developments.

The Climatrol line is complete, enabling you to select the right equipment for each job. Each Climatrol unit is specially designed for efficient operation with a specific fuel — gas, oil, or coal; each is smart and modern in appearance — and engineered for the utmost comfort, convenience, and economy.

Recommend and specify Mueller-Climatrol—a name backed by 90 years of specialization in home comfort.

Write for Bulletins.

No More Worry on this Job... THREE HINGES.

VISIBLE Mark of Good Construction

STANLEY

HARDWARE - HAND TOOLS - ELECTRIC TOOLS

THE STANLEY WORKS, NEW BRITAIN, CONNECTICUT

REMEMBER... THREE HINGES TO A DOOR
Salute to NAHB

WHEN the 80th Congress convened in January, restrictions on building had been relaxed somewhat; the President apparently had admitted the failure of the so-called Wyatt program; there was a new Housing Expediter, an experienced builder with realistic views; there was a new Housing Administrator, a capable executive who commands the respect of the building industry; and building material production was approaching, and in many cases surpassing, prewar quantities.

On the other hand, there still were rent controls; restrictions on commercial and industrial building; restrictions on the size of house that can be built; set aside percentages for producers and distributors; premium payments and guaranteed markets; the promise by Senator Taft of another omnibus bill or series of housing control bills in place of the late Wagner-Ellender-Taft bill; and left wing elements in and out of government were reported to be inspiring a torrent of new housing control bills.

All in all, the picture is brighter than it was a year ago when the third annual convention of the National Association of Home Builders opened in Chicago. But while the OPA and Wyatt are gone, and the duplicity of NHA finally has been proved by Senators Wherry and Ferguson, the battle against a regimented housing industry is far from being won. Perhaps a turning point has been reached. Whether it has or not, notable victories have been won. Many of them would have been impossible without NAHB.

The association, holding its fourth annual convention in Chicago this month, was born through the desperate need to unite home builders in a common battle for survival, and to gain the right to build postwar homes for Americans. Today, it stands high among the recognized and respected forces in the industry resistance to public housing, and to the inevitable decline in housing quantity and housing standards that results from government control. The end of the battle is not near, but it is in sight. When the day comes on which public housing and government controls are removed as threats to American economy, the NAHB can then assume its greatest and permanent function—the assumption of full and unqualified responsibility for housing in America, as the price of industry freedom.

Great as have been the deeds of NAHB in its short four-year history, its true greatness and its brightest accomplishments lie ahead. Builders have learned through the bitter frustration of their best efforts under government control that the price of paternalistic government aid and direction is the sacrifice of individual economic freedom, with resulting inability to meet housing needs. It is necessary now to recognize that the price of individual economic freedom, and the rights of individual builders to carry housing to new heights, is the collective assumption of complete responsibility for housing quantity and housing standards.

That price can be paid only through the active functioning of hundreds of strong local organizations of builders operating at grass roots levels, and thereby furnishing the collective power that is the indispensable nationwide organization operating at the national level. Failure to develop NAHB and increase its strength, and failure of NAHB to recognize and assume its clear cut responsibility for housing can mean the beginning of the end of free private enterprise in America.

American Builder salutes NAHB, congratulates it on its accomplishments, makes no apologies for its differences of opinion in the past or possible differences in the future, and expresses complete confidence in the association's ability to grow in numbers and in stature, and to fulfill its destiny.
BUILDING PRODUCTS ON REVIEW

A Pictorial Parade
Of New and Improved
Materials and Equipment

PROGRESS in building design as a general rule follows development of new materials and equipment by manufacturers. The host of new materials and equipment created and produced by manufacturers in the last few years, plus refinements in those which were already in use, have changed materially the exterior architectural lines as well as the interior layout of homes being built today.

In the following pages of this issue of American Builder, a large number of these products are presented with a photograph and a brief description of each item. Obviously it is impossible in the limited space allotted to present all the products of all manufacturers or even to list all the merits and outstanding features of those which do appear. Supplementary information will be found in the advertising pages of this and other issues. In addition, each product presented in the pictorial review has a key number and the coupon on page 137 can be used to obtain details.

Many of the products illustrated in this issue will be on display at the National Association of Home Builders Convention and Exposition at the Stevens Hotel in Chicago February 23-27.

Quality Houses in Two Distinctive Builder Projects

The continued high character of the development at Gorge View Park and Homecliff in Lewiston, New York, is assured through the type of houses contemplated for immediate construction.

In the following pages of this issue of American Builder, a large number of these products are presented with a photograph and a brief description of each item. Obviously it is impossible in the limited space allotted to present all the products of all manufacturers or even to list all the merits and outstanding features of those which do appear. Supplementary information will be found in the advertising pages of this and other issues. In addition, each product presented in the pictorial review has a key number and the coupon on page 137 can be used to obtain details.

Many of the products illustrated in this issue will be on display at the National Association of Home Builders Convention and Exposition at the Stevens Hotel in Chicago February 23-27.

BUILDING PRODUCTS ON REVIEW

ATTRACTION marker calling attention to the development.

A82770—Surface Combustion Corp., Toledo, announces its new Janitrol series of gas-fired gravity furnaces in two sizes—75,000 and 100,000 BTU. The combustion chamber and radiator assembly for both sizes is of all-welded 18-gauge special steel. Automatic controls assure maximum efficiency.

A82776—Copperweld Steel Co., Glassport, Pa., is producing nails made of rust-resisting copper molten-welded to a high strength steel core. The copper covering is not damaged by hammering because the sharp points, well-centered heads and stiff steel cores make them easy to drive.

AB2770—Surface Combustion Corp., Toledo, announces its new Janitrol series of gas-fired gravity furnaces in two sizes—75,000 and 100,000 BTU. The combustion chamber and radiator assembly for both sizes is of all-welded 18-gauge special steel. Automatic controls assure maximum efficiency.

AB2776—Copperweld Steel Co., Glassport, Pa., is producing nails made of rust-resisting copper molten-welded to a high strength steel core. The copper covering is not damaged by hammering because the sharp points, well-centered heads and stiff steel cores make them easy to drive.
In the planning of the Gorge View and Homecliff subdivisions, located in Lewiston Heights, N.Y., the Walter S. Johnson Bldg. Co. of Niagara, and John N. Highland, architect, of Buffalo, N.Y., who has been associated with Mr. Johnson in these projects, have kept in mind the thought of constantly improving the character of the houses that are to be erected in each respective development, and to give the prospective purchaser a greater value for his money.

These two developments are distinctly different from each other. Gorge View Park, with its magnificent view of the turbulent waters of the Niagara, has been devoted exclusively to the type of dwelling that would normally be marketed for from twenty to thirty thousand dollars. The rendering of the house shown above is typical of the houses that will soon be under way now that restrictions have been lifted.

Homecliff subdivision, which is located approximately two miles in a northeasterly direction from Gorge View, was intended to be a development of moderate priced homes, particularly available to the veteran, but rising building costs have brought the overall total considerably above the ceiling limitation. This project
THE substantial character of the house shown in the sketch at right presages that the future development of the Homecliff subdivision will be even better than the present. Floor plans of this house are below.

was started about four years ago, at which time five houses had been completed when the advent of the war stopped further activities. With the close of hostilities ten additional houses have been started and completed.

The overall project as developed by Mr. Johnson calls for a total of fifty-five houses to be constructed on lots having a frontage of 100 to 130 feet to 225 feet in depth. Wide, sweeping curves to the streets give each home site full visibility from all sides. Bounded on the rear by Lewiston Heights which lends scenic beauty and protects the development from encroachment by undesirable neighborhoods, Homecliff is assured lasting beauty and value. From the rear lot lines to the front of the development there is a gradual slope of approximately fifty feet, providing ideal drainage and an unobstructed view of the fertile table land that extends to Lake Ontario. In the planning of the subdivision, the lots have been staggered so that each home will be free from any obstructions to this view.

In the construction of the homes completed in these two developments, it has been the policy of the Walter S. Johnson Bldg. Co. to use, wherever possible, products and materials that have proved themselves to be of high caliber. The same consideration is given to the designs of the houses which are constantly being changed to

BUILDING PRODUCTS ON REVIEW

AB2723—Pryne & Co., Los Angeles, have combined the principles of fan and blower in their new Blofan for quick removal of fumes from kitchens. Designed for ceiling installation, they are made in three sizes. Newest addition to the line is a combination fan and light. The recessed light built into the ceiling ventilator provides ample light plus ventilation above the kitchen range.

AB2710—Uni-Form foundation panels, made by Universal Form Clamp Co., Chicago, assure uniform thickness from top to bottom with no necessity for "spacers" or other internal bracing when used with Uni-Form ties. Assembly with ties and tie keys locks the panels into a rigid form which requires alignment at the top and one side only. Stripping may be done by one man.

AB2734—Recently introduced by Emerson Electric Mfg. Co., St. Louis, was this compact, portable combination radiant and fan-type heater. It is equipped with four heating elements that glow in front of concave, chromium-plated, radiant heat reflectors. A slow-speed blower fans forces 150 cubic feet of air per minute over the heating surfaces. It has a capacity of 4275 BTU per hour.

BUILDING PRODUCTS ON REVIEW
THE builder has used to good advantage the sloping terrain of the Homecliff development by building low, rambling, ranch type houses, as shown on this page, on the high side of the street, and two-story houses on the low side, in order to obtain a uniform, level appearance of the roof lines. The plan of house above is shown at left.

A LIVING room terrace or court is formed by the extension of the two wings on the low rambling house shown above.

conform to the public thinking, and the innovations and styling that are setting the pace in home design today.

The design of the low, rambling type dwelling shown above is the product of the Walter S. Johnson Co. organization. The later designs, as exemplified by the rendering of the house shown on the opposite page, have been done by John N. Highland, architect, Buffalo, N. Y. This architect has established an enviable reputation for fine homes in this area, and is being used extensively by developers of large subdivisions because of his vast experience and his clear-cut designs.

BUILDING PRODUCTS ON REVIEW

AB2736—American Floor Surfacing Machine Co., Toledo, announces development of a new portable electric saw powered by a 1/2 H. P. motor with direct power gear drive to an 8-inch blade. It has a free running speed of 6500 R.P.M. Other features include an improved elevating mechanism for accurate adjustment of depth of cut; a telescoping guard easily retracted and locked out of the way.

AB2708—A special display of some new products by U.S. Plywood Corp. Left to right: Flexmetl, paper-thin fine wood veneer bonded to metal backing; Leatherwall, colored lengths of genuine leather for walls and ceilings; Fixeglass, rectangles of mirrored and patterned glass on fabric; Fixwood, flexible wood veneer only 1/85th of an inch thick bonded to a fabric backing.

AB2704—Engineers of the Trane Co., LaCrosse, Wis., developed this new convector-radiator, which may be installed as an exposed floor cabinet or as a semi-recessed unit. A universal header permits either top or bottom connections at each end for any gravity or forced hot water system or two-pipe steam system. The complete line contains 57 sizes in three standard depths and lengths.
A COMBINATION of plywood, bevelled siding, and a balcony rail of woven wood has produced a house of pleasing proportions.

Story and a Half House in Modern Style

The ground floor area of the house shown on these pages was dictated by the fact that the foundations were already poured. This was one of sixty other houses in a development being built by the firm of Kulien and Wollander at Lakewood Center, a suburb of Tacoma, Wash.

W. A. Wollander, who decided to make this place his own home, was plagued by the thought that the existing floor area would not be sufficient for his needs in the event that he followed the overall pattern established for the rest of the development. Thus, to obtain sufficient room he was forced to consider an arrangement involving a second floor.

His first design studies were in the traditional Colonial style, but as he considered many of the new innovations and features of the modern concept of a house, his subsequent studies deviated further away from the traditional each time, with the result that the modern house with an irregular floor plan and an arrangement of the rooms designed to retain as much open space between walls and fixtures as possible is the outcome.

The result is a pleasing combination of modern and traditional elements to produce a house of practicality and beauty.
Designed and built at Lakewood Center, Tacoma, Wash., by W. A. Wollander of the "Wollander Better Builder Plans" service.

The plan arrangement shown at right is adapted to conform to outdoor living. Another view below and at right shows the relation of garage to house with both units tied together by means of the pergola extension. The result that he has obtained a very modern appearing house in addition to retaining the steep roof so necessary to accommodate the space required.

This house has many features that are unusual considering its size. The living room, dining room and entrance hall are one large area without any dividing partitions other than a fabric curtain which can be pulled across on a track to separate the dining room. Built-in units prevail in every room. Sliding doors between bedrooms permit them to be made into one large room if occasion demands.

The enjoyment of the summer in this northwestern area is further enhanced with the aid of the outdoor living room. This area is enclosed with a 6½ foot high fence, which is made of green cedar 2 x 4s, ripped to ¾" thickness, woven like a basket and stained a mahogany red color. Provided with a full basement, oak floors, forced air furnace, sheet rock and papered walls, with Linowall on walls and ceiling of kitchen and bath, it makes an ideal home for a medium sized family.
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AB2712—Stanley Electric Tools, New Britain, Conn., announce the new Stanley-Carter power plane, with the patented one-piece spiral cutter. The plane surfaces up to 2½ inches in width without cutter marks or waves on paper-thin cuts. Each plane is furnished with a grinding attachment which permits sharpening cutter on the job. It operates on ordinary domestic power service.

AB2772—A newcomer in the low temperature insulation field has been announced by Dow Chemical Co., in the form of Styrofoam, which is Styron expanded 40 times. It is a pure white, light weight, cellular mass of foamlike material. It will be available for home construction when production is increased. Pieces shown in photograph above each weigh about 2½ pounds.

AB2715—The low, wide seat rim tub is featured in designs by the Eljer Co., Ford City, Pa., with the entire family of Eljer fixtures being related in design. The firm produces vitreous china as well as cast iron bathroom fixtures and brass fittings. The one-piece and bolted closet combination with the integral china overflow and ground-in valve seat is another of its featured products.
WAR TIME SHORTAGES with their attendant restrictions and regulations were a challenge to Robert Gerholz, past president of the National Association of Home Builders, who handles the home building phase of the business of Gerholz-Healy, Inc., Flint, Mich. G. F. Healy is in charge of sales and financing. Several hundred houses which have been finished, along with an extensive development now under way, stand as visible proof of how well the challenge was met without sacrificing quality, convenience, livability or economy in the houses that were built.

After 25 years of successful home building operation in Flint, Mr. Gerholz knows his market well. His market also knows him well and his reputation for putting quality into economically-priced houses has not been marred in the least. Last year 110 houses were finished to complete the Gerholz-Healy Bassett Park addition and at present work is under way on the Mott Park addition of 300 homes with houses going under roof at the rate of three a week.

The five-room, story and one-half houses with attached garages, many with fireplaces, are priced from $8,350 to $10,000. Standard equipment includes an oil or gas-fired forced warm air furnace, kitchen ventilating fan, built-in package receiver, full-length mirror in each bedroom, two full-size medicine chests in each bathroom, all copper water piping, Carrara splash plate behind all kitchen ranges, weatherstripped doors and windows, built-in stairway to second floor, clothes chute, 30-gallon heavy duty automatic gas-fired water heater, upward-acting door and plastered interior in all garages. Oak flooring is used throughout except in bathrooms where floors and walls are tiled, and in kitchens where floors are covered with linoleum. Practically all houses are of frame construction throughout with asphalt shingle roofs and bevel siding or shingles over insulating board sheathing on the outside. Inside walls are plastered and painted. Special interior treatment also includes cove ceiling in living room and built-in wall alcoves to accommodate telephones.

Of special interest is the wide variation in exterior and interior appearance of the houses, all of which are constructed from three basic floor plans and twelve primary elevations. Mr. Gerholz and his architect, Charles Noble, of Detroit, have achieved some outstandingly attractive effects by clever use of window areas,
GERHOLZ-HEALY spent $54,000 for landscaping in Bassett Park development.

dormers, small porch effects and attached garage treatment. To remove any further appearance of monotony, building lines are staggered so that houses in any one block are never in a straight line.

Mr. Gerholz uses conventional on-site construction methods and by careful cost-keeping has found this to be the most economical for his size and type of opera-

PLAT at left and air view above of new 300-home Mott Park development. Streets are laid to conform with land contour to minimize need for grading. Seward Mott is consultant in land planning.
Incorporating many refinements in design and operation, the new 1947 model Servel gas refrigerators are now being shown. Some of the features include shelves running full width, a trigger release on the ice cube and dessert trays, a flexible cube release plus the big frozen food locker.

Foundations are poured with ready-mixed concrete. Crews of experienced, loyal men, some of whom have been with Mr. Gerholz for 18 years, are highly-trained and very efficient in their work. Power tools used on the job include 20 Speedmatic power hand saws, bench saws for cutting trim, powered Sterling hand sanders, and floor sanders. Mr. Gerholz is confident he could build up to 25 houses per week using his present methods without sacrificing efficiency or economy.

WIDE lots permit expansive front elevations with breezeway and garage.

These forms were used for 150 basements.

BACK yards and access facilities to them are planned as carefully as fronts. Note rear door and large window in house above.
KITCHEN counter and cabinet extension form division between kitchen and dining room. This treatment in several variations is used universally by Gerholz-Healy. The Ilg fan is standard in all kitchens. At right are two more of the numerous varied window treatments which contribute immeasurably to both interior and exterior attractiveness of these well designed houses.
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AB27119—The Winco ventilator shown here installed in glass block to provide light along with privacy and ventilation in a bathroom is designed especially for use in glass block. In addition to its adaptability for new home construction it is also fitted for hospitals, stores, offices, etc.

AB2793—A new base makes the Stanley-Carter hinge butt router easier to adjust for depth. A complete turn of knob on the base releases motor for removal or for quick depth adjustment. A turn of knob to right locks motor firmly in base, and half turn to left permits adjustment for depth of cut.

AB2768—The new Heatilator fireplace units provide a scientifically proportioned form combining damper, firebox, smoke dome and down draft shelf around which masonry can be easily built. No firebrick is needed. Heatilator is designed to save and circulate fireplace heat in the room.
GERHOLZ-HEALY have been fabricating their own kitchen cabinets, shown here, as a stop-gap during the critical shortage period.

ALTHOUGH Mr. Gerholz has expanded glass areas more than one-third in both front and rear of his houses, he plans to use more.

ONE of three basic plans which are varied with 12 elevations.

AL2757—The Frigidaire Division of General Motors is now producing glass-lined automatic electric hot water heaters in both 30 and 50 gallon models. Equipped with either one or two heating units, they are designed especially for soft-water areas. Three inches of glass wool provide insulation.

AL2754—The addition of this complete machined assembly to the popular Little Giant line of concrete block making machines is announced by J. W. Apple & Son, St. Petersburg, Fla. This assembly includes mixer, skip hoist, hopper and block machine that can be fed singly, by twos or by tandem threes.

AL27107—The new all-steel Parsons Pureaire gas kitchen occupies less than eight square feet of floor space yet it is complete with range, sink, oven, refrigerator—all full size. In addition there is ample working and storage space. The patented design makes the kitchen self-ventilating.

AL2761—The Copco Steel and Engineering Company’s new commercial projected sash is being delivered in quantities. These units provide ventilators that swing outward from the bottom and slide down from the top for fast cleaning. The ventilator may be opened to any angle up to 75 degrees.
ANOTHER standard kitchen-dinette combination. Note Thermopane window with glass block sidelights overlooking back yard.

Products Which Are Standard in Gerholz-Healy Houses
- Barrett asphalt shingles
- Celotex and Insulite insulating board sheathing
- Weatherbest shingle siding, double-coursed
- Ren-o-cal two-inch cotton blanket insulation
- USG Rocklath and plaster
- R.O.W. double-hung sash windows
- Andersen casements
- Libbey-Owens-Ford Thermopane windows
- Pittsburgh plate glass Twindow
- Pittsburgh glass block
- Carrara splash back
- Winco ventilators
- Lavon bath and cabinets
- Briggs or Standard plumbing fixtures
- Corbin hardware
- Copco and Donley package receivers
- Donley basement sash
- Adams dome dampers
- Morgan woodwork
- Crane heavy-duty 30 gallon gas-fired automatic hot water heater
- Mueller gas-fired warm air furnaces
- Norge oil-fired warm air furnaces
- Ilg exhaust ventilator fans
- G. E. refrigerators and ranges
- Bendix washers
- Devos house paint (two-coat system)
- Pratt & Lambert interior house paint
- Berry upward-acting garage doors
- Crawford upward-acting garage doors
- Calcium chloride for winter concrete mix

All financing by Michigan National Bank of Flint

THIS bathroom treatment is standard in Gerholz houses. Glass block provides ample light and Winco ventilator fresh air.
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AB2794—Calgon, Inc., has developed a new type Micromet feeder by which the special chemical is fed into domestic water lines to inhibit corrosion, "red water" and scale. Once the feeder is installed, any housewife can fill the feeder with the chemical, which dissolves at a slow rate.

AB2795—This is a modified model of an automatic plug-in connector for portable gas appliances developed by the American Gas Association laboratories. Illustrated above, the model is shown disconnected and connected including a cross-sectional view of working parts. It will be mass produced.

AB2751—This new combined planer and jointer has been developed by Oxford Engineering, Inc., Detroit. Geared power feed rolls and pressure rolls in an unique arrangement assure continuous power feed of stock and simplify both planing and jointing. Adaptable for portable or permanent setup.

AB2796—This shows one of the installations of the new Norge oil-burning forced warm air furnaces being placed in the new houses built by Gerholz-Healy in Flint, Mich. Plans call for the installation of one of these furnaces in each of the 300 new houses in Mott Park.
Daytona Village, a Multiple Garden Apartment Project

A 200-dwelling unit development has demonstrated that individualized heating has resulted in operating economies over central plant heating.

Daytona Village, located in Dayton, Ohio, is one of the first multiple-dwelling projects in the country for medium-income families to have individualized heating for its two hundred rental units of one-and-two-bedroom suites.

The impression obtained of Daytona Village is one of spaciousness—none of the crowding so common in apartment house groups. Instead of tall, close-set buildings facing a common court, fine two-story buildings stand each on its own wide lawn. The roads, instead of being laid out in a straight, monotonous line, follow a long sweeping curve. When this development is completed, it will contain more than fifteen buildings located on eighteen acres of ground.

All buildings (planned and completed) are of Colonial or Georgian design. Fashioned of brick, colors are varied, in some cases painted white. Sufficient uniformity of style preserves the appearance of a unified plan with sufficient variation.
to achieve charm and freshness.

Speaking as an investor and developer, Mr. Lewis says that Daytona Village is one of the most satisfactory types of low-cost housing that he has had occasion to observe. Referring to the planning stage of this development, he says: "We were considering central plant heating with ash handling equipment, chimney, coal storage and piping to fifteen buildings. At this point in our planning, the local gas company stepped in with estimates on individualized gas heating for the project. Although the figures showed the marked economies possible were incontrovertible, we shared the common impression that gas was too expensive for heating this type of project, and it was with some trepidation that we made the plunge."

"It is difficult now to understand, in the light of our experience with this type of heating, why we should have doubted.

"Each Daytona suite is equipped with a 60,000 Btu, forced air Jantrol heating unit. Because of their compactness, these units are installed in closets in the back hall off the kitchen. By standardizing on the size of the heating unit, no excess stock of spare parts is necessary. We carry three extra motors for the entire project and have no maintenance difficulties. It is a simple matter to adjust the units for smaller suites as they occur in the building.

"With gas at 50 cents per 1,000 cubic feet, the average annual cost per suite is $71. This includes cooking, hot water, laundry dryers and heating. Of this total amount, the heating cost alone averages $37 annually. The average cubage is 6500. Halls are heated by transmission through the walls.

"The people in Daytona Village are delighted with the individualized heating arrangement. Each living unit has its own thermostat and can have the temperature desired. They consider this method a modern luxury, even though it actually is an economy from the project management's viewpoint."
THE modest ranch type house shown above with its long, horizontal lines is striking in its simplicity.

Simplicity the Keynote—

PRESENTED on this and the accompanying pages is another in the series of blueprint homes designed by Walter T. Anicka, architect, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Following along in the prevailing trend of the building public, Mr. Anicka has designed another rambling ranch type house which, in spite of its broad ground coverage, can be erected in built-up communities where building lots are limited to fifty feet in width and are serviced by an alley in the rear to accommodate a garage.

The logical location for a house of this character, however, is on a broad, level piece of ground where ample opportunity is available for combining the functions of normal living with out-of-doors facilities.

One of the features of this house is the ease of circulation. The location of the kitchen in relation to the front and side entrance doors is excellent. The house is divided into three definite zones—sleeping, living and cooking—each one separate from the other, yet all functioning as one unit.

Simplicity, both in exterior design and layout, has been the prevailing thought in the mind of the designer. This has been accomplished without any sacrifice in appearance. V-grooved, flush redwood siding on exterior walls, with flush plywood on the gable ends, provides a wide, smooth, unbroken surface, capped with an asphalt shingle roof.

With the exception of the large fixed wood sash in living room, all the windows throughout are steel casements. All the space has been utilized to full advantage. The combination living and dining area provides an overall length of thirty feet. The kitchen is a combination of laundry and breakfast nook, which is separated by a corrugated glass partition. A total of nine closets provide ample storage space throughout the first floor. Heating plant and other facilities are located in the partially excavated basement.
NOTES:
1. FOOTINGS UNDER ALL WALLS & DEP. 2. EXTEND OF ALL WALLS IN EXCAVATIONS TO BE WATERPROOF 3. ENTIRE BASMENT TO HAVE 4 SIDES 4. INSTALL GALL. 1900 BTUS AT ALL SUB. 0
Notes:
1. Footings under all walls & deep 60".
2. Exterior of all walls in excavated part to be waterproofed.
3. ENTIRE BASEMENT to have concrete floor.
4. Install only 150 sq. feet at all levels.
SECTION A

SECTION 5:1

SECTION 5:2

DESIGN NO AB 115
AMERICAN BUILDER BLUEPRINT SERIES
Designed By WALTER T. ANICKA
ARCHITECT Ann Arbor
Michigan

Simmons Boardman Pub Corp. 103 W Adams St. Chicago, Ill.
**FRONT ELEVATION**

- 4' Stone Cap
- Brick Paint White
- Metal Flashing
- Roof Shingles
- 5' Metal Flashing
- V Groove Flush Siding
- 34' Flush Waterproof Plywood
- Window
- Steel Casement

**REAR ELEVATION**

- Roof Shingles
- V Groove Flush Siding
- Metal Flashing
- Window
- V Groove Flush Siding
- Window
- Metal Flashing

**SECTION 6-3**

- Metal Gutter
- 8' 2" Cone Flg
- 12""
Home Can Be Built in Sections

A HOME which can be built in three sections, as the time, money and desires of the owner dictate, has been designed by Maxwell A. Norcross, architect, Cleveland, Ohio.

The center portion is sufficiently complete for immediate comfortable living and has two floors. The garage wing may be omitted temporarily, and the studio may be added at some future time. The design of the home was made to follow a general horizontal line, taking advantage of a slope of the site in Chagrin Valley where it will be built.

Ledge stone, redwood siding stained brown, and shingle-tile roof were planned to harmonize with a rural setting. Glass areas take advantage of the view.

This house is designed for a family of three, with both the man and wife interested in art—hence the studio.
A Six Thousand Dollar House in High Cost Area

Cooperative effort, stimulated by Builder George B. Payne, produces unique results

COMMENDABLE teaming up of private industry and private capital is producing low-cost housing for veterans in an area where costs have always been among the highest in the country. Coming at a time when the term "low-cost housing" has practically lost its meaning in any conversation below five figures, the Painesville Civic Housing, Inc., project, in the Cleveland suburb of Painesville, Ohio, makes refreshing news. It is especially refreshing when there is mention of four rooms, bath, attached garage and utility room, and a 60 x 200 foot lot, all in the same paragraph with a price figure of $6,000 and carrying charges approximating $40 a month.

George B. Payne, Painesville builder, is completing fifty such low-cost veterans' houses under a uniquely practical plan which has proceeded with the realistic and enthusiastic cooperation of the community, and a hard-working triumvirate of architect, real estate agent and branch bank manager. The fortunate veteran buyers, each of whom is being chosen by a special community committee, even face the pleasant prospect that the final price of the house may beat the low estimate of $6,000. If so, the savings will be pro rated to each buyer as a mortgage reduction.

Here's how this it-can-happen-here construction project came about:

As the pressures of reconversion and demobilization mounted early in the spring of 1946, Mr. Payne, Milton J. Ludwig, a Painesville realtor, and Architect J. Wallace Green in company with A. G. Tame, manager of The Cleveland Trust Company's Painesville branch, called on Cleveland Trust's vice-president Harry R. Templeton. They discussed veterans' housing and as they talked it quickly became apparent that houses being built were in most cases too costly for the average veteran's budget. It seemed equally clear that the basic housing need of the typical veteran was, first, for minimum shelter to be made available as quickly and inexpensively as possible, but of such a type that the veteran could add to his property over a period of time and thus protect and enhance his investment.

Following an afternoon's discussion of mutual experience in the low-cost housing field the men went back to Painesville. Mr. Ludwig located a tract of land, well situated in Painesville and adequate to provide 60 x 200 foot plots for fifty low-cost houses. Mr. Payne began to wrestle with construction problems such as shortages of critical materials. Mr. Green, joining with Mr. Payne, worked diligently to design the low-cost house illustrated on these pages. They solved the flooring and heating problems in one swoop by adopting a poured concrete floor with radiant heating pipes laid in the con-

ABOVE, the principals in the Painesville project. Left to right: H. R. Templeton, vice president, Cleveland Trust Co.; George B. Payne, builder; Milton J. Ludwig, realtor; J. Wallace Green, architect; A. G. Tame, manager, Cleveland Trust's Painesville branch.

BUILDING PRODUCTS ON REVIEW

AB2726—The Technical Glass Co., Los Angeles, has announced its new lock set equipped with solid cast, one-piece aluminum door knobs finished in satin or chrome plating. The improved locking mechanism concealed in the rose permits opening without a key from the outside in case of emergency. A firm pull on the outer knob accompanied by a half turn will release the latch.

AB2744—The floor in this kitchen is tiled with colorful Vinyllite plastic floor covering marketed by Baxaltex Corp., New York. The material is resistant to wear and abrasion, fruit acids, oils, greases, and moisture. The firm is also producing Vinyllite resin-coated cloth upholstery material for modern interior decoration where utility must be matched with appearance.

AB2729—A new item with the Swartwout Co., Cleveland, is an attic or under-roof space ventilator for hip or four-sided roofs. Of welded, all-steel construction, the lower part of the ventilator opening is equipped with a baffle to exclude weather and the 36-square-inch free area is covered with insect screen. Integral flashing permits weather-tight installation on any roof pitch.
crete. They evaluated every item of construction to see what final finishing jobs (such as closets) could be left to the buyer without impairing the immediate shelter utility or permanent investment value of the houses. As it became evident that the new enterprise could achieve most of its challenging objectives, a non-profit corporation, Painesville Civic Housing, Inc., was set up with a $500 capital structure. The Cleveland Trust Company then loaned the new corporation, on its notes, the funds necessary to acquire the land and agreed to advance additional sums as construction progressed.

Needless to say, the progress of the whole project has been a day-to-day feature in the Painesville papers. But interest was not confined to local folks. Private builders, realtors and bankers from all over the nation have requested details on this low-cost housing program.

PLAN (upper right) is first floor plan of above house. ARRANGEMENT of houses on lots is shown in above plot plan.
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AB27110—This is the kitchen-laundry side of the factory-fabricated and assembled Ingersoll utility unit core showing the furnace and air filter as well as the blower, fuel pump, thermostatic connections and electrical distribution lines and controls. The water heater is at rear end of furnace. Around this compact "core," the kitchen, bathroom and laundry facilities are built.

AB2722—First mass production of transparent mirrors has been announced by Libbey-Owens-Ford. At left, above, a residence caller looks into a transparent mirror in which she can see only her reflection but the occupant from the other side of the pane (right, above) can see through it without making her presence known before deciding whether to admit the caller.

AB2723—The Norge-Heat division of Borg-Warner Corp., announces this automatic oil-burning forced warm air furnace of 70,000 BTU capacity. The pressure-vaporizing burner with automatic draft is entirely thermostatically controlled. It has the exclusive "permolain" coated steel heat exchanger. Dimensions are 36x24x6 to fit easily in an average basement, closet or utility room.
Sixty-eight Ways to Plan Your Kitchen

First of Westinghouse Better Homes Department's Electric Home Planning Series features fundamentals of kitchen planning and design

HOME BUILDERS and architects will be provided with practical data on space requirements and construction details for accommodating electrical equipment in the home in a new series of manuals planned by Mr. A. Carl Bredahl, manager of the Westinghouse Better Homes Department. The first of these manuals, "Planning the Kitchen Electrically," is just off the press and will be on display and made available for the first time at the National Association of Home Builders Annual Convention and Exposition, in Chicago, this month.

In outlining the series to the editors of American Builder, Mr. Bredahl said, "The original Westinghouse Kitchen Planning Manual was issued in 1937. Since then, continued research and practical applications have been made by our Home Economics Department, Home Building Department and Better Homes Department. As a result of these studies, we have developed an entirely new approach to planning of the electrical kitchens, which is reflected in the first of our electric home planning series. We have also included valuable information on lighting,

ABOVE diagram from the Westinghouse Electric

PLAN at left illustrates a specific application of planning principles.
ventilation, and wiring requirements which should be of inestimable help to the nation's home builders, architects and home designers.

"In preparing a layout of a home, the designer is faced with the cold reality of working into the design the space requirements, clearances and construction details for accommodating the many electrical items of equipment. Lighting, particularly from concealed sources, be it incandescent, fluorescent or black lighting, demands careful study and requires architectural and structural treatment to accommodate it.

"The electric appliances that are so necessary for convenience of living—appliances that make the kitchen, the laundry and the utility rooms—require more than simply 'space allowance'; an entire ensemble, such as the electric kitchen, must be properly fitted into the pattern of the house design. Then, finally, but by no means least, comes the planning of the electrical system of distribution from the local electric company's point of service entrance to each and every location in the home requiring electrical connections.

"It is with this in mind that we have planned the issuing of a series of pamphlets to be used as guides by the designer of homes.

"In connection with these we took into account that there are various levels of design, say from the small area or lower cost home to the home of greater size and cost. Thus these guides to electrical planning have homes divided into four groups, namely: 'Thrift,' 'Budget,' 'Ideal,' 'De Luxe,' starting with a home having the minimum of electrical equipment (but still considered within the realm of 'Electrical Living'), and then three additional homes graded up, each group in the upward move taking advantage of added conveniences for Electrical Living."

In the kitchen manual, Mr. Bredahl applies the principle of dividing the homes into four series and, after discussing the fundamentals of kitchen planning, basic kitchen layouts and design details, shows the application of the rules to four specific house plans, each one having an added number of electrical conveniences. In using the kitchen manual, the designer, after determining the proper "kitchen series," selects one of seventeen layouts from a key plan sheet. Detailed layouts follow the key plans, listing equipment required for the particular arrangement.
Branch Bank for Industrial Neighborhood

J. Lister Holmes & Associates, Architects

Taking the bank to the depositors by the erection of branch banks in outlying neighborhoods is a present-day trend. Such a bank to serve the busy industrial section to the south in Seattle has been erected recently for the Seattle-First National Bank; Paul Carlson, general contractor; J. Lister Holmes & Associates, architects. It is a building 60 by 110 feet of poured concrete and Roman brick veneer construction, the front being faced with squared stone in large units. This bank has its own auto parking lot adjacent for the convenience of its drive-in customers.

The style is a restrained modern, impressive and dignified in its simplicity. The interior has one large general banking room approximately 57 by 74 feet with 22-foot ceiling back to the balcony line where the vaults, rest rooms and work areas are located. Daylighting is from a series of long windows, 4 by 17 feet and glazed with non-glare glass, in both sidewalls. The entrance is of the striking high type and features glass and aluminum. The floor is of green and red terrazzo, counter tops black and gold marble.

Lawrence M. Arnold, chairman of the bank, states that this building will serve as a model for a state-wide expansion program for his banking organization, to be inaugurated as soon as materials and labor become available.

UPPER LEFT: Imposing entrance to bank features glass and aluminum. LEFT: Main banking room has an air of spacious dignity.
AB2752—Alsco, Inc., Akron, Ohio, has developed a new extruded aluminum combination storm window and summer screen. Special features include a channeled frame to prevent heat loss and quick interchangeability from the interior on the same operating principle as ordinary double hung windows.

AB27100—Sargent & Company's new dead lock and newest night latch, both of which are to be available after Mar. 1st. Both have a black wrinkle finish with cast brass, wrought brass and extruded brass for other parts. An extra quarter-turn of the key dead-locks the latch bolt to prevent prying back.

AB2763—The Swartwout Co., Cleveland, is introducing its new ventilating Louver for residence attics, featuring one-piece frame and welded blade construction. One model with baffle flanges is designed for new buildings covered by siding, the louver being fastened outside the sheathing.

AB27105—This 1947 Hotpoint automatic washer performs soaking, washing and rinsing at one setting of dial at right of panel. Dials at left are for water temperature and washing time. The machine, with capacity for nine pounds of clothes, uses the agitator principle and has over-sized rubber wheels.
By establishing a rental unit on the first floor of this building, the architect is assured of income, as well as providing ample space for his own operations.
FLOOR plans of store and architect's office shown above. Lannon stone, terra cotta and metal used effectively on exterior.

and Store Building

A glass block railing to provide space for a table for estimating purposes. Glass blocks have been used extensively both on the exterior and the interior as noted on the photographs to reflect light back into some of the darker areas. One wall of the large private office is entirely paneled with vertical grained oak in a block pattern. The opposite wall is embellished with a large natural fireplace of lannon stone extending the full height of the room and with all joints of stonework well raked. The north wall is entirely of plate glass above the window sill, divided into three V-shaped bays of a sawtooth pattern. This V-shaped glass arrangement provides ample light and clear vision looking out, but obscures the vision of those looking in. It also has a tendency to deflect the sun's rays and to break the monotony of the conventional front.

The roof framing consists of 4 x 10 in. ceiling beams spaced 4 feet on centers over which a 2 in. thick Cemesto board is laid, with wood sheathing and a five-ply prepared roof to cover the entire area.
THE public is becoming realistic about prefabricated or manufactured houses. Erroneous talk by government planners plus the fertile imaginations of Sunday supplement writers previous to the close of World War II had convinced many prospective new home owners that in a matter of months houses would be coming off production lines like automobiles did before the war—and that they would be about as easy to buy and move on a lot in some subdivision.

Much advice and publicity on the part of experienced prefabricated house manufacturers and conventional home builders partially deflated the false impression. Actual experience is putting the whole subject on a practical basis. Changes in the design and methods of house construction and the materials used in them, like changes in our mode of living, have always been evolutionary—not revolutionary. The industry is undergoing changes now, like it always has. How fast they come depends on how well manufacturers and builders adapt new materials and methods to the financial and livability requirements of consumers.

Manufactured houses have been coming on the market regularly. They have appeared in a variety of designs, constructed of many different materials. Those manufacturers who have produced houses with merit at prices in line with what housing costs today have found the market interested and prepared to absorb output.

**Designed for California Climate**

THIS two-bedroom house is being manufactured by Hamill & Jones, Los Angeles. Wall panels are made up of conventional 2 x 4 studs with siding on the exterior and plywood or predecorated wallboard on the interior. Floor and roof sections are also prefabbed. A pilot house was erected in nine and one-fourth hours working time. It is priced at $3,515 without plumbing, wiring, hardwood floors or erection cost. Approximate finished cost is $6,000 in the Los Angeles area.
THIS house can be erected in from six to six and one-half hours.

Traditional Design for the East

**FLOOR PLAN**

ADMIRAL Homes, West Newton, Pa., are now in production on factory-built houses which range in sizes of four, five and six rooms with basic dimensions starting at 24 x 28 and running up to 24 x 44 feet. With 36 standard types of panels they furnish about 50 combinations of floor plans. Exteriors are standard waterproof plywood with one coat of sealer and a white primer applied at the factory. Because of demand adjacent to the plant they are limiting distribution at present to a 200-mile radius. Average erection time by their dealers is six to six and one-half hours. Doors and windows are installed in the panels at the factory. Prices range from $5,800 to $8,500 exclusive of land, but including full basement, heating, plumbing, erection work, etc.

THE new Model 14 story-and-a-half HomeOla now in production.

Adaptable to Any Climate Area

The HomeOla Corporation, Chicago, began production early in February on the Model 14 house shown here. This house, the third model to be announced, is of story-and-a-half design with bath and two bedrooms upstairs. It is the only model announced by this firm to date which must be erected on a full basement. Both first and second floors are supported by steel beams under plywood floor panels four feet square. Roof panels are also completely fabricated at the factory. Sales price for all parts of the Model 14, including all equipment, such as heating, plumbing, wiring, etc., is $3,220 F. O. B. Four additional HomeOla models are to be announced this spring. The Model 11 and Model 21, the latter a one-story house, have been in production for many months, and thousands have been sold and erected by dealers in all parts of the United States and are satisfying veterans' needs.

Building Products on Review — Building Products on Review — Building Products on Review

AB27113 — The new General Electric automatic dishwasher performs all the functions of washing dishes, including pre-rinsing, washing, then double-rinsing and raising the lid for the dishes to air-dry quickly in their own heat. The product is a complete individual appliance for separate installation in any available space 24 x 25 inches. It will take up to 100 pieces of china.

AB27111 — The J. N. Vikre Co., Minneapolis, developed this sash holder. When installed, spring tension adjusted accurately with the screw holds sash at whatever level desired without the use of sash balances or weights and cords. In addition to serving as a sash holder, the product eliminates window rattling. Only one sash holder is required to each sash for satisfactory results.

AB27116 — The Ruberoid Co. has started production of a new asphalt shingle called Dubl-Coverage Tite-Ons. By means of an ingenious locking device each shingle is securely locked to adjacent shingles at four points, in addition to being nailed to the roof deck with four concealed nails. These shingles give double coverage over the entire roof area and triple coverage at the points where they lock.
Today science and architecture are collaborating to produce elements available for better living, by contributing new products and endowing them with usefulness and beauty. The materials with which modern man builds are many and varied. They divide themselves into two basic groups; first, those which are the direct product of nature, such as wood and stone, and second, those that require manipulation by the hands of man before they acquire their finished form.

In this modern age, linoleum, with its allied products, such as asphalt tile, rubber tile, etc., is becoming more widespread and general in its use, as it applies to the average home, commercial and industrial structures than ever before. Its durability, quietness and easy-to-clean properties make it ideal for most installations.

The former drab appearance of floors is now rapidly being changed through the intelligent use of colors and patterns. Tiles are now available in a wide range of attractive colors and sizes which make possible an almost endless number of pleasing designs and floor patterns which can be offered to the building public.
Built-ins with Modern Lighting
Combine Utility with Beauty

Photos by F. S. Lincoln, N. Y.

DECORATIVE lighting in this combination bedroom-den increases the effectiveness of the built-in bed, bookcases and desk.

LIGHT for reading in bed is both adequate and decorative in the combination bedroom-den. The surrounding shelves are lighted.

A LIGHTED valance makes a focal point of the corner picture window.

RECESSED fluorescent lighting strips used throughout the newly remodeled rooms of the Sylvania Lighting Center provide comfortable illumination without an apparent source and make light an integral part of the decorations.

In one corner and on the sidewall of the combination bedroom-den shown on this page are fluorescent strips concealed behind the window valance to dramatize this area and provide sufficient light for moderate seeing tasks, and also adding the same cheerful note as furnished by sun pouring in through the windows.

This room, designated as a combination bedroom-den, can also be used as a hobby room, study or game room, suitable for a college or business man or woman, as well as a teen-age. The wooden panel in the picture at the left becomes a full sized bed at night, and the lighted shelves provide general illumination. As the desk is opened the shielded fluorescent light concealed in it comes on automatically. This same desk can be opened over the bed to provide a serving table in the event of illness. A built-in vanity is concealed in top of cabinet at far left.
The telephone has now been recognized as an integral part of home life. The prospective home owner not only wants his telephones where they will be most convenient to use; he also expects his telephone wiring to be concealed. A new home is not modern throughout unless the telephones are installed at planned locations.

The wiring of modern homes is directly affected by the use of new materials for walls, the omission or reduction of trim around windows and doors, the absence of baseboards, and the inclusion of offset partitions, fire stops, bridging or diagonal bracing, insulation and finished basements. These and other modern building practices increase the difficulty of attaching wiring to wall and ceiling surfaces, and make such wiring more conspicuous. Those who plan and build new homes must see to it, therefore, that sufficient wiring channels and telephone outlets for present and future needs are provided before or during construction. After construction is completed, changes to provide for these needs are costly, and not always satisfactory.

Telephones can, of course, be installed without wiring channels and outlets. When these facilities are lacking, however, the telephone wires must usually be run where they will be plainly seen, along trim or woodwork and sometimes on walls. Exposed wiring in a new home reveals that adequate wiring facilities were not included in the building plans.

Telephone wiring channels are easy and inexpensive to install between walls when provision for them is made before construction starts. The cost of providing sufficient outlets for possible future needs is small if the installation is made during construction. Once a home has been built without proper wiring channels, however, it is generally not practical to conceal the telephone wires. Exposed wiring in a home usually indicates lack of adequate planning.
Preferred locations for telephones vary with the individual home owner's desires, but it is generally agreed that the most desirable locations are those easily accessible to the living and working areas of the home.

In a one-story house the preferred locations are: kitchen, a centrally located spot between the living and dining room, and master bedroom.

On the second floor of a two-story house the preferred locations include: master bedroom and sewing room.

If it appears likely that additional telephones will be needed at a later date, they should be installed at the time of building. Such outlets are particularly useful to plug-in portable instruments. The extra outlets for portable telephones are useful in homes where certain rooms are used only occasionally, such as guest room, sewing room, etc. Thus the instrument may be carried from one location to another as desired.

Telephone outlets are simply metal boxes such as are generally used for supporting electric service switches, but which are installed exclusively for telephone use. Where portable instruments are specified, the telephone company places a jack in the outlet box and provides a suitable cover. The outlets may be placed at any convenient location, but should be protected from mechanical injury and from undue exposure to moisture. While outlets may be placed at any height above the floor, 18 inches is generally considered the most suitable. Quite often the building plans permit the use of a wall space for a constructed recess or niche. In such cases the outlet should be installed there.

The outlets should be connected by a wiring channel to some part of the basement or attic where surface wiring does not affect the appearance of the surroundings. In some cases adequate raceways can be provided by running a few feet of pipe to an unfinished part of the house. In others, the raceway may have to be extended to the point in the basement or utility room where the protector cabinet is located, or to a location outside the house.

Obviously the extent of the arrangements for telephone service will vary with the size and appointments of the home. In some cases a complete installation will be in keeping with the general appearance of the house. In a modest dwelling certain facilities will not be required. In all cases, however, provision should be made for the outlets and for the raceway or channel from these outlets to a point where the wiring does not detract from the appearance of the surroundings.

ACCESSIBILITY to working areas is provided by a telephone in the kitchen where it is convenient for the housewife.

EMERGENCY calls are received conveniently through a plug-in in the bedroom, an outlet not to be overlooked.

A PORTABLE telephone in recreation room saves many steps.

BUILDING PRODUCTS ON REVIEW

AB2724—The Southern Barbeque-Grill Co., Glendale, Calif., offers this model with a cooking area 18x24 inches. The light, removable grill is made of stainless steel for cooking and is easily cleaned. All grills include a hand turned spit with heat control adjustments. An electric powered spit unit is available with stainless steel spit and electric motor which will fit any Southern Barbeque-Grill.

AB2717—The Heating Research Corp., Muncie, Ind., recently announced its new SAF-AIRE gas-fired space heater which vents combustion fumes without pipes, ducts, flues or chimneys. The all-aluminum unit is designed for individual room use. Made in two sizes, 10,000 and 20,000 BTU an hour, it is completely self-contained and operated on natural, manufactured or liquefied petroleum gas.

AB2732—Marsh Wall Products, Inc., Dover, Ohio, has added six new extruded aluminum mouldings to the varied lines already made. From left to right, above, are inside corner or edging; single flange cove, and two designs in counter-nosing. The firm recently announced a new packaging tube which provides easy identification of stocks.
A Doctors’ Clinic, the Modern Trend

FOLLOWING the trend which is so prevalent among those of the medical profession who have an established practice, Dr. R. B. Link and Dr. A. W. Wiley of Tacoma, Wash., have had William Arild Johnson, A.I.A., and Associates, architects and engineers, Everett, Wash., design a private clinic. This building is to be located in a high class residential area. Its design follows in general the pattern established by the homes in this community. The exterior walls are surfaced with face brick and stucco with wood shakes on the roof. The floor is concrete placed on the ground, covered with asphalt tile.

The advantages of this type of building are many. It gets away from the cramped quarters of the typical office building, permitting the doctor to carry on all phases of his work under one roof. Ample parking space is always available. It provides a dignified and ethical form of advertising.
Entertainment in Every Room

With Built-in Home Radio

New device, to be functional part of the home, will be distributed by millwork jobbers through lumber dealers

A NEW type built-in radio and home sound system has been designed and engineered as a functional part of the home and is to be distributed by millwork jobbers through retail lumber dealers. The new radio system, known as Reeves Soundcraft, was developed by Hazard E. Reeves, president of the Reeves Sound Studios, New York.

The Soundcraft system consists of four major parts—a portable tuner or station selector, an amplifier, a record player and a speaker or speakers, plus an antenna and the necessary wiring to connect the various units. The portable tuner, which is about the size of a cradle telephone, is the only part of the system that appears in the room, all other units being built in the walls or other suitable space. The amplifier, which takes up a space 9 x 14 x 8 inches, can be placed in a closet, basement or attic.

Initial production will provide for standard AM reception only, but an FM tuner will be provided later. It will be available with two classes of speakers, both of which can operate off the same amplifier. One will cover the complete range of human hearing from 30 to 15,000 cycles per second. The other will deliver sound quality equal to or better than that of the highest quality console machines.

Home builders and architects will be able to select any combination of types or number of speakers required to suit specifications of the home owner. The manufacturers have given special effort to the simplification of the wiring system so that it can be installed with the general wiring contract by any competent electrician.

The speakers and their connections are mounted on a panel for ease of installation. Special outlets to receive the plug-in jack of the tuner cord can be provided where desired in the rooms that have speakers. An on-and-off switch can be provided at each speaker location.

AB27104—This flush-wall drying cabinet is being made by Mack Products, Chicago. It can be installed in the wall, directly over a hot air register and tapped into hot air flue through a wall at the bottom of the cabinet. It is constructed of heavy sheet metal and finished in baked enamel.

AB2782—A new all-purpose band saw of unusual design for use on plastics and wood has been developed by Livingston Mfg. Co., South Gate, Calif. Although designed for wood it may also be used for metals. The frame and guard are a one-piece casting with vertical cutting clearance of 10 inches.

AB2779—A distinctively styled, stronger screen door latch with cast brass, bronze or aluminum handles is now being produced by the Ideal Brass Works, St. Paul, Minn. The stamped handle, which the firm has been making since 1940, is used now only in their steel screen door latches.

AB2703—This is a cross-section of the new automatic oil-fired boiler-burning heating unit made by Miller Co., Meriden, Conn. Although it is so compact it will fit in an ordinary kitchen cabinet, it has sufficient capacity to provide hot water radiation for heating small homes in addition to heating hot water year 'round. The Miller-developed heat Spiralator provides high efficiency.
SEVEN buildings, each containing six apartments, are being erected on a large rectangular piece of ground on the north side of Chicago by John H. McMahon and Andrew P. Rebori, contractors and engineers of Chicago, Illinois.

This cooperative housing project will provide apartment homes for 42 families of war veterans. McMahon says that some 1,800 applications have already been received. These are in the process of being screened, and the selection of tenant-owners is now under way.

Each building will be three stories high, plus basement which will contain numerous community facilities available for the use of all owners as needed. These include laundry, storage space, locker rooms and children's playrooms. Each apartment will include a large living room, a combination dining room and kitchen, two bedrooms and one bath.

"For the benefit of the veteran buyers, the project is being organized along cooperative lines," said McMahon. "A corporation is to be created for each building; the six veterans whose applications are accepted for each of the buildings will contract to buy an undivided one-sixth interest in the land and the community space of the building, and one-sixth interest in the building, consisting of one of the dwelling units."

"As soon as the buyers receive title to their interest, each will execute the necessary G.I. loan papers and mortgage papers to secure a 25-year loan to pay the balance of the purchase price. The down payment will be $970 for an apartment costing $8850. The
veteran will then convey his interest to his building corporation in exchange for one-sixth of its stock, and for a permanent proprietary lease on his particular apartment," McMahon explained.

"Each buyer's stock will be pledged to the corporation in the usual manner to insure the proper payments as he has agreed," he said. "He will pay his mortgage payments, plus his share of the regular taxes and operating expenses of the building, each month as though it were rent. He will own one-sixth of the corporation which in turn will own the building, and thus he will be owner of his own home in this apartment project," he concluded.

**ARCHITECT'S sketch showing a bird's-eye view of the buildings facing a long center court.**

**OVERALL plot plan, with buildings facing court. Typical apartment plan at right.**
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CONTINUOUS research in the manufacture and use of Portland cement in the past thirty to thirty-five years has brought steady improvement in a great variety of cement and concrete products and applications. Perhaps the most striking advances have been the development of the water-cement ratio theory of a quarter-century ago, and the more recent and probably lesser known discovery that air-entraining Portland cement produces concrete for many uses with properties not possible or not easily possible with ordinary Portland cement.

Air-entraining cement is ordinary Portland cement to which an air-entraining agent has been added for the purpose of introducing air cells in the finished concrete. It was developed originally to produce longer wearing surfaces in concrete pavements by giving the concrete greater resistance to the stresses developed by alternate freezing and thawing, and to cut down surface scaling from the use of de-icing compounds on pavements. Tests conducted on pavements over a period of years have indicated increased durability, and have led to methods for controlling the amount of air entrained, and thus to the predetermination of increased plasticity and workability, and decreased segregation and bleeding.

Tests have shown that cements from different mills require different amounts of air-entraining agent for satisfactory results, and that with the amount of agent determined for the cement produced at a given mill, the amount of air entrained does not vary with mixing time. Other tests show that low mixing temperatures affect air-entrained and non air-entrained cements in the same way; that the use of calcium chloride increases the development of early strength in both kinds of concrete; and that air-entrained cement, with or without calcium chloride, offers increased resistance to scaling.

It was natural that after the new cement had proved itself in paving work and airport runways, builders, concrete block manufacturers, and operators of ready-mix plants would inquire about the feasibility of air-entrained cement for concrete building products. Among the first of these were the block manufacturers, constantly seeking to cut down their breakage percentages, and increase output. Since the cost of air-entrained cement to the user is the same as the cost of ordinary Portland cement, several concrete block manufacturers conducted experiments of their own, producing blocks from both kinds of cement under identical conditions.

Permits Wetter Mix for Block Machines

Air-entraining cement permits the use of more water than ordinary cement without sacrifice of strength, and thus the dry or semi-dry mixes used for cement blocks can be wetter. This permits better feeding through block machines. An ordinary cement mix as wet as this in some block machines would cause the concrete to stick; and fail to feed uniformly into the mold box. It was found that the additional water permitted with air-entrained cement, sometimes as much as a half-gallon a bag, decreased the surface cracks in the blocks. The decrease in surface cracks, aggravated by the least carelessness in handling from block machines to curing racks, improved the quality of the blocks, and decreased the failures. Generally, more uniform products were produced, appearance was improved, resistance to water penetration was heightened, and no additional expenses were incurred in the manufacturing process. One of the recent housing developments employing concrete blocks made with air-entrained cement was that of the Chrysler Homes Corp. in Kansas City, Mo. Some of the houses in the development are shown in an accompanying photograph. The blocks are characterized by an absence of edge tear, by exact edges and corners, and by uniform face texture. Haydite aggregate was used in the blocks for the Kansas City houses, and as improved texture has been observed in blocks with all types of aggregate where air-entrained cement has been used, and without regard to whether the machine used was a vibrator, mechanical tamper or hand tamper. A number of water resistance tests on cured blocks have been made. All of them show superior resistance on the part of blocks made with air-entrained cement. Several of the tests on blocks made in the same plant were per-

Houses in Kansas City, Mo., built with Haydite blocks made with Universal-Atlas Duraplastic air-entraining cement.
formed by inverting a milk bottle full of water on the top surface of blocks made with ordinary cement and air-entrained cement. The water passed through the outer shell of the former in a few minutes, whereas no water passed through the latter in 24 hours.

**Big Advantage with Coarse Aggregates**

Greatest improvement in appearance and decline in breakage was reported particularly in cases where coarse aggregates were used. This was due to compactness resulting from increased plasticity.

Recently, the use of the new cement has been expanded to embrace all types of concrete work in building and engineering construction. Home builders have adapted it to the construction of foundations and driveways. Improved workability, and practical absence of segregation or bleeding have brought it into prominence for repair work on such structures as dams where the concrete is subject to alternate thawing and freezing, and to the continuous abrasive action of flowing water. For foundation work on houses the workability feature produces wall surfaces free from pockets and sand streaks.

A recent outstanding example of the use of air-entrained cement for all structural concrete purposes was the LeTourneau Co. of Georgia at Vicksburg, Miss. An accompanying photograph shows the building, designed by Bryant E. Hadley, architect. In addition to the sidewalks and exterior stairs, the foundations, sills, lintels and floors were formed with concrete made with air-entrained cement.

Reduced bleeding and increased durability are accomplished in concrete made with air-entrained cement through the action of the entraining agent and the small amounts of sodium and potassium compounds that are present in all Portland cements. When water is added to cement containing a small amount of air-entraining agent (animal fats, vegetable oils or resins) the alkalis are dissolved, and small amounts of soap are formed. The soap can be made beforehand and added at the grinding mill or at the concrete mixer. The mixer whips a small amount of air into the concrete. The soap forms, and the air becomes entrapped in uniformly distributed microscopic air bubbles, which repel each other and do not unite to form large bubbles. Numbering billions per cubic foot, the bubbles act as fine aggregate, permit reduction of both sand and water, and reduce or eliminate segregation and bleeding. The bubbles act like ball bearings holding apart the particles of fine and coarse aggregate, and permitting them to roll freely on the bubbles, but not through or around the bubbles. Thus, the particles are not permitted to settle or move from their relative positions. Because of the action of the bubbles there are few or no channels formed by segregation or bleeding, but only small channels formed by the water retained in the cement paste. When water enters these, the expansion of freezing water or of crystallizing salts does no damage to the concrete, partly because of the small volume relative to the surface of the channels, and partly because of the cushioning effect of the air in the small voids left by the bubbles.
Well Styled

The Sax Shoe Store in Gary, Indiana, has been designed to obtain an effect that would take it out of the commonplace. Through the mediums of wood, glass, and a startling color scheme, this aim has been accomplished.

With the completion of the remodeling work, a new high point in retail shoe store development has been established in Gary, Ind. Designed by Frank J. LaPasso, Chicago architect, for A. A. Sax, Gary, Ind., it represents the latest thoughts and innovations in this type of store planning.

The exterior surfaces up to the second floor sills are faced with pink granite on which are placed neon letters. Ample display space is provided by two show windows. Seen on the right upon entering is a large curved window which is used for feature displays. On the opposite side is a smaller box-type window, used for casuals and accessories. An all-glass door and sidelights provide an unobstructed view of the interior of the store.

Within the store, large mirrored panels extending from floor to ceiling tend to increase the spacious appearance of the salesroom. The...
Store Builds Sales

deep egg-plant color used on the walls and ceiling produces a very dramatic effect. The furniture used throughout the store has all been custom-made from the architect's designs. It is upholstered in empire green, fuchsia, and chartreuse colored materials, as well as beige and fuchsia flowered fabrics.

Mirrors have been used effectively in the extension of the oak paneled, curved wall at the rear of the salesroom; the reflection of the sectional divisions which embraces a planting area in each increases its depth. A fireplace of pink Tennessee marble has been placed in the center of the large mirrored panels on the north wall. Above is a concentration of light in a large flat ceiling fixture forming a cap piece for wall treatment.

The interior display of merchandise features four large shadow boxes that are built into the walls and accessory display cases and shelves. Large stock and receiving room is convenient to the salesroom. Cold cathode lighting has been employed throughout and the entire store is completely air conditioned.

AN all-glass door affords a complete view of interior from street.
Private Builders

New addition of 166 low-cost good quality single-family dwellings developed especially for negroes. Five four-family apartment buildings being built to rent exclusively to negroes.

WITHIN the last two years a new subdivision of low-cost good quality housing for negroes has been developed by Oklahoma City home builders. Carverdale Addition was platted into 188 building sites exclusively for Negroes in May 1944, and by the end of 1946, 166 single-family two-bedroom houses had been erected and sold for prices in the $5,500 to $7,000 range.

Building restrictions in the addition specify that all lots are for occupancy by members of the negro race for residential purposes only. Restrictions also prohibit the use of any trailer, basement, tent, shack, barn or other outbuilding for residence, either temporarily or permanently. No residential structure is permitted on a lot with an area of less than 4,750 square feet or a width of less than 50 feet at the front building line.

The one-story houses in this addition which are restricted to a minimum floor area of 700 square feet, are all constructed according to Federal Housing Administration standards and will meet requirements for a 100 per cent G.I. loan. The present average purchase price on the houses in Carverdale Addition is $6,800. All assessments for pavement and utilities are paid.

Practically all the houses are basementless with brick veneer exterior up to gable ends, built over several basic floor plans but with sufficient variation in front elevation to eliminate the appearance of row housing. Floors are oak and heat is provided by floor furnaces. Bathrooms are finished with tile and are equipped with quality plumbing fixtures.

Several Oklahoma City home builders assumed the job of constructing these attractive, low-cost homes for negroes. Each builder took over a group of lots and with his own crews and methods completed his portion of the addition. Definite standards were established and adhered to so that the finished

---

THE two-bedroom brick veneer home below was built by Roger Givens and sold to a negro family in July 1945 for $5,850. Front entrance and window reversed on plan.

THE house above was built by John Martin in the new Carverdale Addition for negroes. Completed in 1945 the sale price was $8,250. Floor plan is at left.
Provide Better Negro Housing in Oklahoma City

The project is a credit to everyone who participated in its completion in addition to relieving a housing problem for the Negro race in Oklahoma City.

In constructing homes for sale in Carverdale Addition, Roger Givens, Oklahoma City builder, encountered a number of Negro families with means who did not desire to purchase a home but were interested in renting good housing. He proceeded to acquire a plot at 1404-1420 East Ninth St. with 250 feet of frontage 150 feet deep. Last year the Givens firm completed construction of five four-family apartment units on this site. Each building has a 48-foot frontage and is 36 feet deep, placed in a semi-circle around a court to be landscaped facing the street. The buildings have two units on the first floor and two on the second, each of approximately 800 square feet, consisting of two bedrooms, living room, kitchen with built-in dining space and tiled bath, with a shower over the tub.

Oak flooring is used throughout with floor furnaces providing heat on the first floor and wall panel heaters on the second floor. The kitchens in these units are especially well planned and constructed. Good quality kitchen cabinets with ample storage space cover one wall above and below a tiled work counter. The built-in leatherette dinette set with round table provides ample dining facilities in roomy surroundings. Kitchen floor is covered with asphalt tile and all windows are equipped with venetian blinds. A large expanse of glass block in the upper half of the exterior wall enclosing the stairway to the second floor provides plenty of daylight in the hallway.

These four-family apartment units, planned and constructed for rent to Negroes, have been designated as the "Modern Air" apartments. They will rent at $50 per month unfurnished, including water, and garbage removal. The quality of construction and attractive appearance of these apartment units have improved the appearance of the street on which they are built, and when completed and landscaped will add immeasurably to the value of surrounding property.

In carrying out this program of housing for Negroes, Mr. Givens, along with other Oklahoma City home builders, is definitely planning to discourage any possibility of developing blighted or slum areas in the city. In doing this they are not only assuring that such property will remain definitely on the active tax producing rolls of the municipality, but they are making a definite contribution toward better standards of living.

Below is a partial view of the five four-family apartment units to rent for $50 per month. Floor plan is at right.
How to Make an Emergency Brick Carrier

W. A. Woodard, Volga, S.D., submits the following: For carrying brick up a ladder when building chimneys, twist a 1" eye on both ends of a piece of smooth wire through center holes of brick. Slip a wood dowel rod through eyes and carry by one end as shown.

How to Make a Guide Block for Window Pulleys

Cecil J. Walters, Newton, Kan., submits the following: A block as shown will make easy the job of boring holes for pulley mortises in window jamb. Make block as shown and place screws through the wood according to measurements. The block should be laid flush with outside edge or against blind stop. Tap lightly and bore the spotted marks with a 5/8 inch bit.

How to Tighten Loose Stud in Metal Seat

Geo. T. Mann, Fort Meyers, Fla., submits the following: To tighten a loose stud without marring the threads with wrench or pliers, start it into the seat with fingers. Then run a nut part way down the stud. Then pull a second nut down on the first one and tighten, until the stud is as tight as desired. Then hold the bottom nut firmly and loosen the top one. Both can then be easily removed and the stud is ready for use.

How to Make a Drill That Will Not Break

John Menkveld, Grand Rapids, Mich., in submitting this idea, says: When drilling hardwood for nail holes, instead of using drills which break very easily, I use a nail of the same size and flatten the point by laying on top of another hammer. Then I pinch off head and file the sides of the flattened part to a sharp edge like a drill point. This will last for a long time.
BEWARE

'Word of Mouth' Agreements When Building Joint Driveways

In this era of building booms, materials and labor permitting, the question of the importance of proper driveways should not be overlooked. Of course, where the ground area involved is ample, with perhaps room to spare, this may present no difficulty.

But where a building site is scant, the construction of a joint driveway may halve the expense, and result in the saving of valuable space. However, since such an agreement will concern an interest in real estate it should be in writing; otherwise, it may amount to no more than a mere license, revocable by either party at any time, perhaps to the injury of the other party. Danger here! For example:

Owners Construct Joint Driveway

In one case, the plaintiffs and the defendants were adjoining home owners. They agreed, "word of mouth," to build a joint driveway on the dividing property line. Each of the parties set aside four feet, making a driveway eight feet in width that ran to the back of their lots to their garages. The cost of the work was shared between them.

All went well for a number of years. The plaintiffs landscaped their lot, built concrete steps, and made other improvements assuming the driveway was to be permanent. Then one day, for reasons not given in the report, the defendants announced they intended to build a fence on the line that would run down the middle of the driveway; that they had decided, to build a driveway entirely on their property.

The plaintiffs objected to this destruction of the driveway, and claimed an easement in that part of it contributed by the defendants. This claim was based upon their verbal, word of mouth, agreement when the driveway was built as a joint passageway. Plaintiffs thereupon filed suit for an injunction to prevent the defendants from interfering with their use of the driveway.

Plaintiffs won in the lower court. On appeal, the higher court in reversing the decree reasoned:

What the Court Decided

"The agreement by which the plaintiffs claim an easement to use a four-foot strip of the defendants' land was a verbal agreement. It is fundamental that as easement in lands cannot be created by parol, but only by grant or by prescription, which presumes a grant."

But the plaintiffs pointed to the expense they had incurred in improving their lot, in contemplation of the driveway being a permanent fixture. Contending that these facts should take the case out of the general rule, and perforce entitle them to an easement as claimed. In denying this contention, the court had this to say:

"In the pending case no showing is made that the defendants either directly or indirectly urged, persuaded, or induced the plaintiffs to make the landscaping and improvements upon their property. These improvements were all made by the plaintiffs on their own lot and were not for the benefit of the defendants or their land.

"From the record it appears that the agreement between the litigants is nothing more than a parol license with reciprocal features, and at the time the verbal agreement was made, nothing was said or done which made the license perpetual or indicated that it would persist for a definite period. It was therefore revocable by either party at any time."

"Simply because the plaintiffs improvidently made improvements and will be put to expense in revamping their lot and constructing their own driveway does not present a situation where the exception to the general rule will apply. The Statute of Frauds clearly acts as a prohibition to relief. Decree reversed." (172 N.E. 820)

Conclusion

The foregoing case was decided upon its facts, as all cases of this kind must necessarily be decided. And too, under facts wherein the enforcement of a legal right would constitute a fraud, the courts may base a right of easement upon a parol agreement that involves an interest in land.

However, generally speaking, such an easement may only be predicated upon an instrument in writing. So in the absence of exceptional circumstances, that creates an exception to the general rule, a parol, verbal, or word of mouth, agreement will not support such a claim.

In the light of which, where an easement is sought, as opposed to a mere license, in land, the grant should be reduced to black and white. Writing. And, as an illustration of the possible danger in overlooking this rule, when entering into joint driveway agreements, the case reviewed may well be had in mind by home owners and builders.
Users get more in an overhead type door when you specify **Rö-Way**

**OVERHEAD TYPE DOORS**

See our catalog in Sweet's

Sales and installation service is available all over America

**ROWE MANUFACTURING COMPANY**

718 HOLTON STREET - GALESBURG, ILL., U.S.A.

There's a RollWay for every Doorway!
SPECIFY PRACTICAL BEAUTY FOR HOMES

Include Modernfold Doors in your plans. These strong, durable doors are fabric-covered for beauty—metal-framed for rigidity and strength.

ELIMINATES SWING AREA. Because Modernfold is accordion-like in its opening and closing action, it does not require the area conventional doors consume for their swing. Modernfold makes accessible and usable every inch of floor and wall space.

EASY, ECONOMICAL ROOM DIVISION. Rooms can be changed to suit the occasion. For instance, with the doors closed, two smaller rooms are available. Fold the closure to the walls, and the entire area is consolidated.

FABRICS IN A WIDE VARIETY OF COLORS. Modernfold Doors can be selected to match any color scheme. They can be made to fit any opening—small or large.

WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS. Modernfold Doors can be used in any room in the house—in existing or new construction. They are also applicable to commercial buildings.

Doors can be shipped in 30 to 45 days after order is accepted at factory.

NEW CASTLE PRODUCTS
NEW CASTLE, INDIANA
Dealers in all principal cities in the United States and many foreign countries.

THE home of today, built to the requirements of modern living, demands a heating unit that will provide dependable, economic comfort. That’s why so many home-owners, architects and industrial builders insist on the quick-heating KOVEN WATERFILM BOILER, whose patented construction gives you the most in heating satisfaction—and an abundance of domestic hot water.

The WATERFILM is a special favorite with homemakers because its attractive design adds to a finished basement and blends smartly with any surroundings. For large or small homes, apartment houses and industrial plants, the KOVEN WATERFILM BOILER offers the ultimate in economical heating comfort.

WATERFILM BOILERS, Inc.
154 Ogden Avenue, Jersey City 7, N.J.
Plants: Jersey City, N.J. • Dover, N.J.
In Babylon, N.Y., buyers all sang the same song!

It's plain as day to Frank Swanson, president of Swanson, Inc., Timken dealers in Babylon, N. Y.—Buyers prefer to wait for Timken Oil Heat, rather than accept immediate delivery of any other make.

Here's Timkeneer Swanson's experience:

Six homeowners in one city block had placed orders for Timken Wall-Flame Oil Burners. Naturally, all of them wanted installation at once.

Timkeneer Swanson was installing Timken Wall-Flame Oil Burners as rapidly as received, and in sequence of orders. But to help these six homeowners, special arrangements were made for installation of a few pressure burners of a well-known make.

And what happened when Frank Swanson suggested this scheme? He got a flat "NO" for an answer. Every one of the six said, "No thanks! I'd rather wait for a Timken."

Exceptional? No, not at all! It's a story that has been repeated time and time again across the country. Timken Dealers find cancellations as scarce as the proverbial hens' teeth. The more burners Timken Dealers receive (and they're receiving them at a record rate), the longer their waiting lists grow!

There's one simple reason: Homeowners are convinced that Timken quality is the best possible buy.

Brand preference for Timken grows more marked every day, and that's a song Timken Dealers enjoy!
Many things help put “SELL” in Builders Hardware... easy application, strength and permanence, smooth operation, charm of appearance, correctness of design. To these vital qualities Barrows adds more: Completeness of line, trustworthy craftsmanship, and a name which has stood high in excellence and builder-acceptance for over a half century. The Barrows Line of builders hardware is a trusted and protected line of feature-ful beauty combined with utility... and assures authorized dealers of increasingly profitable sales.

BANK ON BARROWS
NORTH CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Motor and saw arbor are one unit. Pivot it 90°, the finder locks the blade parallel to the fence and you're ready to rip. You get full power with no transmission loss.

You can make birds' mouth cuts in five rafters at a time with one pull of the carriage. Perfect cuts at any pitch, all uniform and accurate.

THEY GO UP FASTER

when there's a WILSON on the job!

Here's a rugged, rigid, precision engineered radial saw that two men can handle with ease and take from job to job! It's a real worker, accurate, speedy and safe, with many features exclusive to the Wilson.

Tapered finding pins, wide column and widely spaced tracks assure absolute rigidity and precision work. Column and arm are aluminum. Any job goes faster and easier with a Wilson. You save time and make money!

Current delivery on the Wilson Speedcutter is 30 days. Write to the address nearest you for a catalog, or to request a demonstration.

The model illustrated is the SPEEDCUTTER—weighs only 298 lbs.

Available in: 2 hp single phase — 110 and 220 volts — 60 cycle
3 hp single phase — 220 — 440 and 550 volts — 60 cycle

There is also a WILSON master model 5 hp and 7½ hp.

Manufactured by FRANKLIN MACHINE COMPANY, Providence, R. I.

Timberline, Inc.
104 South 21st Street
BUILDERS: Here it is...the first really portable shop...designed and made for home builders.

- The Mobil-Shop goes places and does things—it rolls to the job—goes to work easily—no heavy lifting.
- The Mobil-Shop has a built-in New Nall Radial Woodworker—powerful, versatile and rugged.
- The Mobil-Shop works inside as well as outside—rolls through any standard door.
- The Nall in the Mobil-Shop gets its power through an electric cable on a reel—for other power tools, too.
- The Mobil-Shop has easily attached extension tables for simple, fast, multiple cutting.
- The Mobil-Shop is a rugged weatherproof storage place for tools, hardware, etc.—Lock it up and leave it on the job.

Get all the details of the new Mobil-Shop, Mister Builder, and figure the time and labor savings you can have.

Wire...phone...write us—or ask Your Equipment Engineer to call
SEE IT AT THE HOME BUILDER'S SHOW CHICAGO - FEB. 23-29
MORE BUILDING per man, per hour...

...from foundation to interior trim!

EQUIPMENT ENGINEERING Co.

Representatives Division of The NALL Corporation ST. CHARLES, ILL. Everywhere
SENATOR TAFT—It is possible that
the Senator's views on housing need not
be taken too seriously in spite of the fact
that he lent his name to the Wagner-
Ellender bill in its revised form, and de-
spite his promise to come up with a suc-
cessor to W-E-T.

SOCIAL ISSUE—It begins to appear
that Mr. Taft is not really so intent on
getting slum clearance and other housing
legislation as he is on getting a social
issue to champion as a supposedly neces-
sary element in his expected campaign
for the Presidency.

THE TECHNIQUE—Even Mr. Roose-
velt's bitterest critics admit that he knew
more about getting elected than any man
yet to appear on the political scene. His
 technique was to have at least one, and
preferably a dozen hot social issues with
which to campaign. With the example
of the master vote getter to guide him,
and considering the fact that Mr. Taft's
close association with national politics
parallels Mr. Roosevelt's tenure in the
White House, it is not unnatural that
Mr. Taft and other aspirants to Mr.
Truman's job should borrow the tech-
nique of the master.

INCONSISTENT—It has been noted
by many close observers of Mr. Taft's
behavior in the Senate that with the
single exception of public housing he
has been a forthright champion of pri-
et enterprise. Mr. Taft with the left
wing on housing and with the right
wing on everything else has been an
enigma. There is another reason for
believing that he looked upon a little
socialized housing as not very dangerous,
and having the elements of a good hot
campaign issue.

SOCIALIZED HOUSING—Throughout
1946 it certainly looked like a great
social issue. Everybody but the builders,
who know better, tried hard enough to
make it a social issue. Even Wilson
Wyatt, whose obvious intelligence makes
his gullibility as a Housing Expediter
difficult to understand, had to learn the
hard way, and went down learning.

SIGN OF THE TIMES—Could be that
when Mr. Taft saw what happened to
Mr. Wyatt as a champion of socialized
housing he decided that the issue was
not so hot after all, or that Mr. Wyatt's
downfall was a sign of the times, and
that by 1948, regardless of what housing
looks like now as an issue, it would be
deader as a social issue in 1948 than a
Grand Banks mackerel is after it is
salted and boxed for shipment.

RED LIGHT—Then, too, maybe Mr.
Taft saw in the events of Nov. 5 a red
light against socialistic proclivities, and
the assumption by government of per-
manent authority over private enter-
prise.

INTEREST IN LABOR—Anyway, it
was notable, and possibly significant,
that he requested the chairmanship of
the Senate labor committee. Labor al-
ways has been at least a warm issue.
Right now, as an issue, it has a tempera-
ture of about 211 degrees, and while it
probably will cool somewhat, it hardly
can be expected to cool much below 160
degrees before 1948, and that is still a
good temperature for a hot issue.

UNIVERSAL APPEAL—Making up a
good campaign issue based on labor re-
quires no departure from a firm and
consistent belief in free private enter-
prise. Quite the contrary. Free labor
is the basis of free enterprise. Further-
more, everybody is interested in labor,
and nobody in his right mind wants to
see labor hurt. An intelligent political
approach to the labor problem would be
a great service to the entire nation, and
one that could sweep the leader of such
an approach into the White House.

168,000 VETERANS—That is the
number of vets of World War II who
applied to the Chicago Housing Center
for housing accommodations. Of the
168,000, 97.2 per cent wanted to rent,
and the remaining 2.8 per cent wanted
to buy. Of those who wanted to rent,
88.3 per cent wanted apartments, and
only 8.9 per cent wanted to rent houses.
American Builder said substantially that
a year ago, but so great was the desire
to corral vets' votes, rather than find
out what kind of housing vets wanted,
that nobody in Washington paid any
attention.

THE RESULT—The increase in rental
apartments over a year ago is substan-
tially nothing. The maintenance of fixed
rental ceilings has kept all available
apartments tied up in the hands of war-
time occupants, and denied them to vets.
And even the votes did not turn up in
the places where they were expected.
GROWING UP!—
(Continued from page 41)

in 1946 it reached the total of 23 members. In addition, a Chicago office operates all-year round to assure a smooth-functioning convention. The increasingly heavy demands of the membership for information and services as well as the membership growth were the causes of the staff expansion. The year saw the Association established in new offices at 1028 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., but six months after its move to larger quarters the Association found itself once again straining at its seams.

Now, in its sixth year, NAHB has successfully weathered its formative years. Its voice is recognized as the voice of the home building industry and its officers as the chief defenders of the industry when it is attacked by the exponents of public housing and controlled economy.

NAHB is also recognized as one of the chief sources of information on the home building industry. The Washington Letter, issued weekly, has become famous as a source of industry news. Written and edited by Frank Cortright, the Washington Letter is read widely by Congressmen and government officials as well as by home builders; it is known as a news letter and an expression of the real opinions of home builders rather than as an organizational "puffsheet."

NAHB committees study the problems of the industry and suggest solutions. They inquire into new building methods and materials, study the best methods to clear slums and rebuild blighted areas, strive for the bettering of relations between labor and the industry, investigate possible ways to improve the financing methods of the industry.

"It took a war to get the home builders together," says a member. "But peace hasn't lessened the necessity for NAHB. Home builders had to learn the value of cooperation the hard way—and it's a lesson they are not forgetting."

Among the continuing aims of NAHB:
To assure the observance of ethical practices and high standards of construction by the industry.
To aid the industry to increase the efficiency of its techniques, decrease its building costs.
To see that the needs of the home building industry are recognized by government officials.
To defend the industry from attacks by the proponents of a socialized home building industry.
To secure for the home building industry the recognition by the public that home building is one of the great American industries and that on the activities of the home builders depends a large share of the economic well-being of the nation.

New Paint Factory at Toronto

Construction of a new $1,000,000 factory at Long Branch, on the outskirts of Toronto, Ontario, Canada, has been announced by E. D. Griffin, vice-president in charge of the paint division of the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. The new plant will produce a complete line of paint, varnish and enamel products.
It's no longer necessary for the contractor or builder to take a whole truckload of single purpose wood working machinery out to the job. The MULTIPLEX will handle practically anything that comes up, and efficiently too. The rugged, yet precision, construction of the exclusive Versatile Elbow or center pivot track arm means accurate cuts at any angle. Greater mitering capacity -- difficult left hand as well as conventional right hand miters up to 90° handled with ease. No idle travel of cutting head. The carefully calibrated eye-level scales permit quick set ups for any operation.

As optional equipment for Model 30A and 40A saws only, a radial arm drill press, quickly attached, makes possible many other wood working operations.

Write for full information and name of nearest dealer.
Motor Operation

Kinnear Motor Operators offer extra convenience, save time, and encourage prompt door closure that cuts heating and air-conditioning costs. Push-button controls can be placed at any number of convenient points, and any number of doors may be centrally operated.

KINNEAR

Rolling Doors

The efficiency and economy of Kinnear Rolling Doors are proved—by performance records, cost records and maintenance records on thousands of installations. That's why you are sure of a sound investment when you refer your door problems to Kinnear!

Many operating advantages are built into Kinnear's famous interlocking-steel-slat curtain. By rising vertically into a compact space above the lintel, they save floor, wall and ceiling space...open out of reach of damage by wind or vehicles...require no "clearance" area for operation...clear the entire doorway when opened. They also assure extra protection against fire, intrusion, accidental damage, and the elements. Kinnear Rolling Doors are built any size, for old or new construction. Write for details!

THE KINNEAR MANUFACTURING CO.
1560-80 Fields Ave., Columbus 16, Ohio
1742 Yosemite Ave., San Francisco 24, Calif.
Offices and Agents in all Principal Cities


Building Products on Review
(Continued from page 137)

AB27121—Westinghouse has announced a new merchantiser store lighting system assembled from matched fluorescent and spotlight units. These can be combined into an illumination system planned to fit the lighting problem of any particular kind or size of store. Spotlights can be aimed to high-light displays located anywhere within large areas under the actual fixtures. Both the fluorescent and the spotlight units are available for surface and pendant mounting.

AB2721—A new simple, positive and inexpensive anchor bolt has been developed by the Molly Corp., Detroit. The bolt forms its own socket which will not disengage or drop down when bolt is removed. The four-way spider anchor conforms to any condition to provide good anchorage, even in lightest construction. Practical use proves it works equally well in any type of wall or floor from solid masonry to pulp board, and installation is simple and speedy for anyone with a screwdriver. It is especially adapted for securing bath fixtures, lighting fixtures, etc. The bolts are made in a full range of sizes, both in length and body diameter.

AB2751—The National Life Insurance Company offers specialized financing service for builders, contractors and lumber dealers in its novel "Packaged Mortgage." This permits the sale of a complete, fully-equipped home financed under one low-cost loan. Under this plan new kitchen appliances, such as gas or electric ranges, refrigerators and other major kitchen appliances, are considered part of the real estate. All financing is covered by the single "Packaged Mortgage" instead of a house mortgage plus the customary installment financing. Payments remain uniform throughout the life of the loan instead of being heavy during the first few years as with installment buying. This plan is more economical because costs of installment financing are avoided.

AB27120—The Wiremold Co., Hartford, Conn., announces a new line of single and multiple 15-watt fluorescent units, low power factor, 110-125 volts, 60 cycles. These compact units come, without the lamp, wired and ready to install. Most of the single
Kelvinator's

NEW

"SPACE SAVER"

6 cubic feet
in the floor space
of a 4!

SEE IT AT THE BUILDER'S SHOW
HOTEL STEVENS, CHICAGO,
BOOTH NO. 1

Only 3½ inches higher and with almost the identical floor space, yet has a full six cubic foot capacity instead of four! It's the answer to the prayer of every architect, builder and home owner who ever struggled with the problem of getting a big family-sized refrigerator into a modern small kitchen. Whether your problem is small kitchens in new homes or the replacements of inadequate refrigerators anywhere, Kelvinator has your solution—the new "Space Saver."

Kelvinator quality throughout... with these great features

High Speed Freezer of stainless steel for permanence and faster concentrated cold... ample room for frozen foods, too.

Handy Chilling Tray of unbreakable drawn aluminum.

Extra Room for tall bottles on both sides of freezer. You can remove any shelf for storage of bulky foods.

Sturdy Plated Shelves of closely spaced welded bars—dishes slide easily, but won't tip over.

Beautiful Exterior of welded steel with a lustrous long-wearing Permalux finish that's stain-resistant.

Polarsphere Power Unit... the famous trouble-free, money-saving, cold-making mechanism, sealed in steel and permanently lubricated.
What's A Home Without A Kitchen?

Modern Plan includes Appliances as Real Estate

Now your clients and prospects can include the cost of their major new household appliances in one convenient mortgage contract, along with house and land. Ranges, refrigerators, home freezers, dishwashers, garbage-disposing sinks, and home laundry equipment all come under the lien of National Life's "Packaged Mortgage." Home-buyers deal with only one lender, have no extra bills right at the start, actually save money over conventional installment financing. Get the facts on this new plan that makes houses easier to buy... easier to sell. Send coupon below now.

NATIONAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
HOME OFFICE—VERMONT

A Mutual Company, founded in 1850, "Solid as the granite hills of Vermont"

(Continued from page 156)

units are 21 in. long overall, and the longest is 21 1/4 in. Cross section measurements are 1 1/4 in. wide by 1 3/4 in. deep. Finished in white enamel, the units are furnished in a number of variations for different types of installation.

AB27118—This is the new Nall Mobil-Shop developed by the Equipment Engineering Co., division of the Nall Corporation. The simplified Nall Radial Woodworker, which was announced in December, has been mounted on a specially designed trailer for easy transportation to job sites. The trailer unit is 12 inches wide and approximately 54 inches in height, permitting it to be moved easily by two men in and out of houses under construction. The Mobil-Shop, in addition to being equipped with the new Nall Radial Woodworker, also houses and transports the extension table, 100 feet of electric cable on a reel, along with necessary adjustment tools, extra saw blades, etc. When the saw is set for use, built-in jacks take the weight off the wheels and springs.

AB2716—The R. O. W. Sales Co. spring cushion window sash employs no weights, cords or pulleys. Small steel springs press the sash guides against the sash permitting it to be raised or lowered easily. Complete weather-tightness is assured by weather-stripping while its special design permits instant and easy removal and replacement by merely pressing the sash toward the springs.

(Continued to page 160)
HERE'S a quick preview of coming attractions . . . some of the things you'll want to be sure to look for in the Janitrol gas-heating display at the Convention and Exposition, National Association of Home Builders, Chicago.

NEW RADIANT PANEL HEATING SYSTEMS. Models, plans, and photographs show forced warm air applications for ceiling heat . . . forced hot water systems for ceiling, floor, or wall installations. Complete with information on duct or piping arrangements, engineering methods, and installation practices.

NEW JANITROL GAS-FIRED HEATING EQUIPMENT. Newly styled for the big postwar housebuilding market. Actual cutaway sections of Janitrol's unique operating principles will be shown. A scale model lucite house, detailing the newest types of heating systems will also be exhibited.

You can expect a warm welcome from the Janitrol organization. We hope you will make the Janitrol display one of your important stops . . . for a chat, or an interesting explanation of the latest engineering advancements incorporated in the new Janitrol gas heating equipment.

SURFACE COMBUSTION CORPORATION • TOLEDO 1, OHIO
MORE THAN 5 OUT OF EVERY 10 FAMILIES PLANNING TO BUILD WANT SEPARATE SHOWERS

Of 11,428 families with building plans now under way well over half will have separate showers (not just a shower over the tub) in their new homes. This answer was given in a recent survey made by Better Homes & Gardens. Names for the survey were supplied by F. W. Dodge Corporation. In the $5,000 price group 45% said their plans include a separate shower. As the home price increased the percentage rose—to 65% in the $15,000 class. These figures check with other carefully made surveys. They all reflect the rapidly growing demand for the full enjoyment and convenience of shower bathing which only the separate shower affords.

The quality of Weisway Cabinet Showers has been a big factor in winning this acceptance of Cabinet Showers as standard bath equipment.

INSTALL

Weisway

CABINET SHOWERS

Product of the pioneer manufacturer in this field.

Quality-proved, service-tested through years of actual use.

Vitreous porcelain receptor, with exclusive “footgrip, no-slip floor.”

Precision built, leakproof, easy to install.

Models for homes in every price class.

Write now for detailed information, without obligation to you.

HENRY WEIS MFG. CO., INC., 201 Weisway Bldg., Elkhart, Indiana
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AB2735—A new type foundation ventilator has been developed by E. L. Bruce Co., Memphis, titled Terminix ventilator. It is made of cast aluminum, with a built-in screen and adjustable glass shutter which can be opened or closed from outside to eliminate the need for temporary ventilator covers in cold weather. Even when the shutter is closed light penetrates beneath the structure.

AB2719—The Letterite Co., Fort Washington, Pa., has developed a device for drawing perspectives quickly and easily. The kit consists of a “perspectiscale,” with units diminishing in uniform progression instead of remaining constant as in an ordinary scale; a “perspectivedge,” for making all lines in the perspective drawing; two “vanishing arcs” with edges synchronized with other scales against which the “perspectivedge” bears; and a vertical line “baseedge.”

N. A. Holmer Heads Mineral Wool Association

N. A. HOLMER of Minneapolis was elected president of the Industrial Mineral Wool Institute of New York at the organization’s annual meeting held in Cleveland. Mr. Holmer is vice president in charge of sales for The Carney Co., Inc., of Mankato, with Minneapolis offices at 125 South Fifth Street.
Saw with the saw that's easy to use in any position

DON'T JUST SAW IT...

SKILSAW IT!

A wonderful combination of perfect balance, compactness, minimum weight and ample power makes SKILSAW the handiest saw you can own. It's the result of a quarter century of pioneering in the portable saw field. Ask your distributor today about a demonstration.

SKILSAW, INC.
5333 Halton Ave., Chicago 30, Ill.
The BAR-BROOK FAN Exhibit

SPACE 79

NATIONAL HOME BUILDERS EXPOSITION

STEVENS HOTEL  CHICAGO

Feb. 23 - 27, 1947

Cool, refreshing breezes will be exhibited at Space 79 of the NAHB Exposition—cool, refreshing breezes made by the BAR-BROOK BREEZEBUILDER Attic Fan and the BAR-BROOK WINDO-WIND Window Fan. Both these efficient cooling appliances will be shown, and colorful, animated displays will demonstrate the basic "how's" and "why's" of BAR-BROOK cooling. So plan now to visit the BAR-BROOK Fan Exhibit, and learn about inexpensive dependable cooling for homes, schools, offices, apartments, and other buildings. . . . Or if you can't attend the exposition, write us today for information about BAR-BROOK FANS!

BAR-BROOK MFG. CO., INC.
Formerly Shreveport Engineering Company
1553 Texas Avenue . . . Shreveport, La., U.S.A.

Kitchen Designers To Serve Builders

A N actual demonstration of how the Hotpoint Institute plans its kitchens will be staged at the National Association of Home Builders Convention and Exposition at the Stevens Hotel, Chicago, February 23-27.

A specially designed display manned by kitchen designers who will make actual plans for visitors will highlight the Hotpoint display. Also included will be a complete all-electric kitchen and a home laundry.

Asserting that planned kitchens for a majority of new homes are the greatest new product for home builders in postwar, an official predicted that most builders would work in cooperation with local electric utilities and appliance specialists to provide modern complete kitchens in their houses. The trend is to make appliances a part of the building, just as some kitchen cabinets were before the war and are today.

Hotpoint's 1947 automatic electric sink that encloses a Disposall and automatic dishwasher will be shown in the display kitchen at the show. This unit does its entire job after one small button is pressed—an operation that consists of spraying, rinsing, washing and heat-drying the dishes with no further attention from the housewife. Its construction with front opening that affords a work surface top, and permits the spray and rinse to originate from above the dishes, has overcome the objections that housewives sometimes express to older models.

Officials of Hotpoint announced that visitors will be presented with a package of kitchen planning information to assist builders or dealers in setting up planning departments in their offices or stores.
The designers and engineers at Norge are practical men. As a result, the products they build are both artistically and functionally successful... meeting the exacting requirements of architects and builders.

A BORG-WARNER INDUSTRY

Norge is the trade-mark of Norge Division, Borg-Warner Corporation, Detroit 26, Michigan. In Canada: Addison Industries, Ltd., Toronto, Ontario.

SEE

NORGE

BEFORE YOU BUY
Let a good worker up off his knees and onto his feet. Give him a fast-cutting Stanley W8 Safety Saw... and stand back. See the job that was just crawling along really get going.


Briggs Purchases Republic Brass

THE Briggs Manufacturing Company of Detroit, Mich., producer of the Briggs Beautyware plumbing fixtures, has announced the purchase of the Republic Brass Company of Cleveland, Ohio. Republic is well known in the plumbing industry, having been a manufacturer of outstanding reputation for thirty years.

The acquisition of Republic Brass, together with the recent purchase of the John Douglas Company of Cincinnati, enables Briggs to manufacture and supply a complete line of bathroom fixtures of its own make and design, as well as kitchen sinks and laundry trays.

W. D. Robinson, president of Briggs, in announcing the purchase of the Republic Brass Company, stated, "There will be no change in the management of the Republic Brass Company nor in its sales and distribution policies. Richard Blywise will continue as general manager and Robert Blywise will continue as assistant general manager."

Devlin Becomes Plywood Chief

APPOINTMENT of Charles E. Devlin as managing director of the Douglas Fir Plywood Association, Tacoma, Wash., has been announced by E. W. Daniels, chairman of the industry management committee and president of the Harbor Plywood Corporation.

Devlin, former Spokane newspaperman, succeeds W. E. Difford, who resigned to enter private business. Harrison Clark of Tacoma continues as assistant manager, and Winston H. McCallum becomes the new publicity director. McCallum has been assistant to Devlin since 1941 and formerly handled publicity for the Rainier National Park Co. and the National Park Service at Mount Rainier.

Aluminum Now Ranks As Second Metal of Industry in Volume

In a year-end statement to the press, George R. Gibbons, senior vice president of Aluminum Company of America, revealed that phenomenal wartime demand and the resulting post-war acceptance of aluminum have boosted this product to the position of second-ranking metal, in terms of volume produced, of peacetime industry. Iron (steel) alone is produced in larger volume today, according to Mr. Gibbons.

Also significant, he says, was the marked shift of emphasis in demand for aluminum from transportation to architectural and building as the fields requiring the largest percentage of this lightweight metal.

The fact that the nation's capacity for producing new aluminum is at present four times as great as in the highest pre-war year and amounts to well over one billion pounds per year accounts for aluminum's rapid growth to maturity in the peacetime family of metals. During (Continued to page 166)
In homes you build with modern "built-in" kitchens, include a kitchen-installed Square D Multi-breaker to control the electrical "built-in" appliances.*

The Square D Multi-breaker provides the necessary disconnecting means required by the National Electrical Code, in addition to furnishing separate automatic overload protection for the wiring serving each major appliance. A Multi-breaker providing this added convenience and protection, installed in the kitchen, costs your customers no more (sometimes less) than the old-fashioned method of running long circuit wires from a remote point.

Multi-breakers eliminate fuses completely. Current is cut off automatically when a short circuit or overload occurs. A simple movement of the lever restores current after the cause of the overload has been removed. There are no delays, nothing to replace.

*Permanently built-in electrical appliances now may be included in house-financing plans in many states.

Protect major appliance circuits with a MULTI-BREAKER

Top illustration shows Square D Multi-breaker located in kitchen and arranged to control general lighting and these major kitchen appliance circuits:

1. Range
2. Garbage Disposal Unit
3. Dishwasher
4. Refrigerator
5. Food Freezer Unit
A NEW
FORD-V-NEER

... with base of Fiberglas*

... an improvement in siding so sensational that it makes conventional sidings out-of-date!

By using Fiberglas in place of the usual organic fiber base, Ford has developed a new and revolutionary type of siding. It marks the greatest advance in years in the use of structural materials for the manufacture of siding.

The Fiberglas base cannot absorb moisture, will not rot or decay, will not burn, and is termite-proof. These are only a few of many outstanding features that make this new Ford-V-Neer a leader in a new era of greatly improved sidings.

This new Ford siding made with Fiberglas retains every advantage of the old type base, and adds new desirable qualities that other bases do not have. Indeed, it is hard to imagine any important quality that Ford-V-Neer does not now bring to the modernizing and weather-proofing of buildings.

Fiberglas Brings These Advantages To Famous Ford-V-Neer:

1. Because it is made from inorganic material it cannot rot or decay.
2. It is fireproof.
3. It cannot absorb moisture.
4. Its fibers of inorganic glass are vermin and termite proof.
5. Though light weight, it is extremely strong and durable.
6. It combines high insulating qualities with excellent sound absorption.
7. It cannot shrink — it is easy to cut.

FORD ROOFING PRODUCTS CO.
111 WEST WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO 2, ILL.


(Continued from page 164)

1946, nearly all of the war-built, government-owned aluminum plants capable of economical peacetime operations were leased or sold to private industry. There are now three major producers serving the nation as sources of new aluminum. In addition, hundreds of manufacturers throughout the country became fabricators of aluminum products during and since the war.

A recent estimate by the Civilian Production Administration indicated that 1946 production of new aluminum in the United States will total about 836 million pounds. While this is almost three times as much as was produced by the nation in 1938, it represents only about two-thirds of the rated annual capacity which is now approaching full production. The lag was caused primarily by reconversion problems incident to disposal of government-owned plants and readying these facilities for peacetime operation. Actual production in 1947, according to an estimate by CPA, should approximate 1,260,000,000 pounds.

Basic aluminum prices, reduced by 25 per cent since the start of World War II, are now relatively lower than ever before in the face of general price rises for competitive metals. The price advantage, plus the widely expanded familiarity of thousands of artisans with the handling of aluminum as the result of war work, offer firm indication that aluminum's future position is strong and that the industry will find even broader markets for its products. This indication is further bolstered by the many new techniques and versatile new alloys of aluminum which have been developed within the last six years.

Among the outstanding applications, new and old, which are creating the present tremendous demand for aluminum in the architectural and building fields are: corrugated aluminum sheet for farm and industrial roofing and siding; metal clad buildings; prefabricated residential and other buildings; residential garage doors; heating and ventilating ducts; architectural trim and fixtures; lightning rods and conductors; windows, storm sash and screens; venetian blinds; metal awnings; nails; hardware; and numerous other uses. The greatest increase has been in the use of aluminum for residential windows. During 1946 more than 500,000 such windows were manufactured; it is estimated that well over 2,000,000 will be manufactured in 1947.

** **

Concrete Industries' Exposition February 17-20
At Chicago

The National Concrete Masonry Association will hold its annual convention at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, Feb. 17, 18, 19, and 20. Highlights of the session will be open forum meetings where fundamental issues may be discussed with leaders of the industry and a huge display of machines available for the manufacture of concrete products.
Why the WILSON EASY-LIFT
Is "America's Finest Garage Door"

It's aluminum. It operates on FLOATING TENSION! Only garage door made with wholly concealed dual lifting mechanisms (pat. applied for). Easiest operating garage door ever built! Only all-welded aluminum door operating on ball bearings, available today! For details of our Profit Plan, ask your distributor or—

MAIL THIS COUPON!

WILSON Easy-Lift
15 Wilson Avenue, Pontiac, Michigan
Please send me literature on the Wilson Easy-Lift and details of your Profit Plan.

(name)

(name of company)

(address)

(nature of business)
The REEL-LINE Disappearing Clothesline

This magical clothesline is a natural accessory for the modern home... and now, with more new families building their ideal modern home than ever before, the Reel-Line Disappearing Clothesline is an extremely sellable article. Housewives need and want this streamlined item... for its utmost utility makes washday tasks easier... and backyards more attractive. With the receptive market opening before the Reel-Line Disappearing Clothesline, distributors, jobbers and wholesalers should be ready to sell this useful new appliance.

Easy to use.
Assembled on 2½" diameter steel pole. Six feet high, after being set in concrete.
Three 65-foot strands of non-corrosive wire.
All aluminum castings. Disengaging handle at 4' height for easy rewinding.

THE REEL-LINE CORPORATION
TERRELL, TEXAS

Low-Cost, Fire-Resistant Factory Building

Modern steel frame, fire-resistant factory built at cost of $3.00 a square foot

THE H. K. Ferguson Co., industrial engineers and builders, has developed a modern, steel frame, fire-resistant factory building which can be erected at a cost of three dollars a square foot on the present market.

Although the building is not a specialized structure for a heavy industry, the design represents minimum requirements and is directed primarily toward a goal of low first cost without sacrificing any desirable features required for low-cost maintenance or satisfactory production layouts.

Ferguson engineers maintain the three dollar per square foot cost could be achieved in any application of the new design in quantities of 250,000 or more square feet of floor space. The three dollar price assumes ideal site conditions in either a metropolitan or rural area. The low cost construction figure is also predicated on two principal factors—simplicity of building design and simplicity of erection.

The design of the building is based on the use of standardized components throughout. An example is the structural steel frame, which requires only 5.2 pounds of steel per square foot of floor space.

The building is such that every beam, every column and every purlin in the structure is identical. This reduces steel fabrication costs and simplifies erection.

The mass production principle is also carried out in other building units. All interior footings are identical and all wall footings are the same, a technique which permits reuse of concrete forms over and over again. The same principles apply to heating, general lighting, plumbing, sprinkler and sewer systems. Other economies include special roof design and the elimination of masonry above the window sash line. Exterior of the modern building is painted concrete block. Floor is five-inch reinforced concrete with a monolithic finish and ceiling height is 16 feet or less. The structure contains its own projection type heating system, complete with boilers, firing equipment and other boiler house auxiliaries.
How Features That Increase Coleman Floor Furnace Popularity

ALSO HELP CUT BUILDING COSTS

Exclusive Coleman features: Cut-away view, above, shows how Coleman features draw cold air off floor, re-warm it and circulate it 35% faster than obsolete designs, provide unusually even warmth, from ceiling down to well-warmed floors. (Gas or oil models.)

Easy installation, with or without basement: In new house, saves basement cost; saves furnace space in utility room. A complete, packaged unit. Saves cost of ducts. Yet—Coleman engineering often makes it give more efficient heating than many basement furnaces.

Coleman "Moves-the-Heat": Cut-away house shows how Coleman Floor Furnace is installed—set in the floor; not above it, not in the basement. Easily hooked to gas or oil lines and to chimney vent. A quick, clean, satisfactory installation in 3 to 4 hours average time.

The Coleman Co., Inc., Dept. AB-652, Wichita 1, Kas.; Philadelphia 8, Pa. (Terminal Commerce Bldg.); Los Angeles 54, Calif.

AUTOMATIC Coleman HEATING
On the boards...

1,500,000
New Customers for
Lo-K

...Because Cotton
Out-Insulates All Others!

On the architects' drawing boards, in the minds of progressive builders, and in the dreams of home-hungry Americans, the plans are now being formed for the 1,500,000 new homes that will be built in the next three years. Estimated cost: $12,000,000,000.

When people spend that much money for anything, they expect and deserve the best. That's why architects, contractors and building supply dealers everywhere are recommending Lo-K flameproofed Cotton Insulation. They've checked the facts. They know that dollar for dollar, inch for inch, cotton out-insulates all others and Lo-K is the finest of cotton insulation.

Check these 7 points of Lo-K Superiority

- Greater insulating efficiency proven by thermal conductivity rate of only 0.24.
- Lighter in weight, only .875 lbs. per cubic inch.
- Easy to handle. Blanket roll cut installation time and costs.
- Economical, pays for itself through greater fuel savings.
- Flameproofed. Resists blow-torch temperature of 1800° F.
- Lasts indefinitely. Highly resistant to moisture, rot and vermin.
- Non-irritating to the skin.

Mail this coupon today for the complete story of America's #1 Insulation!

Lockport Cotton Batting Co.
Lockport, New York Dept. AB-2

Gentlemen,
Please send full details on Lo-K flameproofed Cotton Insulation to:
Name:
Address:
City:
State:
Architect
Dealer
Contractor


BILCO OFFERS
All the advantages...
none of the drawbacks of
OUTSIDE CELLAR DOORS

Automatic Safety Catch... doors can't blow shut

Complete accessibility to the basement makes an outside cellar entrance a major convenience for any home owner. Bilco coppersteel cellar bulkhead doors last as long as the house itself. An automatic safety catch on the lower hinge of each door keeps it from being blown or knocked shut but is easily released by hand or foot. Their flange construction and sliding bolt lock keep Bilco doors weather and tamperproof.

Whether you are building to sell or on contract, you can count on it — your prospective owner will applaud a Bilco installation. Nationally advertised — thousands in use. Available at leading building supply houses, Bilco bulkheads are compactly packaged with all bolts for assembly... can be installed in less than an hour in either masonry or frame construction by any semi-skilled workman.

Complete literature free on request, plus names of Bilco dealers in your locality. The Bilco Company, 165 Hallock Avenue, New Haven, Connecticut. Also makers of Bilco roof scuttles, sidewalk and elevator doors and vault covers. Visit our booth at the annual convention and exposition of the National Association of Home Builders.
FOR COMFORTABLE LIVING

Modern construction methods for today's modern comfortable living demand modern material—Arketex Ceramic Glazed Structural Tile combining three-fold requirements of beauty, permanency, and economy.

Arketex is beautiful! Available in a range of bright colors from delicate tints through bold, full-bodied tones.

Arketex is permanent! The lustrous, non-fading colors keep their original freshness forever... will not craze, crack, scar, or mar.

Arketex is economical! Unlike ordinary building materials, it is a permanent wall and finish all in one—the first cost is the only cost. No periodic painting or refinishing necessary.

Practical architects and builders know their clients will recognize and appreciate good judgment in construction materials. That's why it pays to—Always specify Arketex—first with the finest!
AMERICA'S
Finest
HOME SHOWS

Building America's finest Home Shows is the EXCLUSIVE business of the Curry National Home Show organization, one of the few such institutions in the U.S. Trained experts in their field. Specialists in showmanship.

An established annual Home Show in your city would be an outstanding civic event. Everyone interested in the building industry will join hands with you—your local business and civic leaders, your manufacturers and distributors. An established Home Show will strengthen your Association in many ways. New interest from your members—more support and recognition from all.

Curry National Home Shows:
... have their own booths, complete properties and set pieces; handle ALL DETAILS such as advertising, selling, special designing, public relations and financing.

On Deck at the Chicago Convention
Representatives of Curry National Home Shows will be at the Stevens Hotel during the convention. Ask the Stevens Hotel telephone operator to connect you with our president, Ira W. Curry.

CURRY NATIONAL HOME SHOWS
Address all inquiries to GROVER A. GODFREY, Secretary-Treasurer
Chamber of Commerce Building DALLAS, TEXAS

Monsanto Chemical Announces Formation of Western Division
THE Monsanto Chemical Company of St. Louis, Mo., has announced the formation in Seattle of a Western Division to supervise continually expanding operations centered on the Pacific Coast.

The new operating division consists of four plants which were formerly the principal units of I. F. Laucks, Inc., but which have been operated by Monsanto as a subsidiary since 1944. Prominent in the manufacture of plywood glues, paint and wood preservatives, the plants are located at Los Angeles, Calif., Lockport, N.Y., Portsmouth, Va., and Seattle, Wash., where a $2,000,000 three-year construction program is scheduled to start this spring.

Harry P. Banks, president of the Laucks organization, has been elected vice president of Monsanto and general manager of the Western Division.

HARRY P. BANKS

Ingersoll Exhibit to Be Held at Congress
THE Casino room of the Congress hotel, Chicago, will be the scene of the 1947 exhibit of the Ingersoll Steel units during the week of Feb. 23. Coinciding with the convention days of the National Association of Home Builders, the exhibit will open officially Monday morning, Feb. 24, to all NAHB members. A private preview for NAHB directors will be given Sunday afternoon, Feb. 23.

The 1947 exhibit, arranged as a logical working sequence to the 1946 show by Roland D. Doane, chief executive of Ingersoll Steel's sales department, requires more than 8,000 square feet of space. Superb showmanship, color, and animation will feature the exhibit which extends the Ingersoll unit education into three new departments: production, distribution, and installation.
Did You Get Your Copy?

Send the Coupon...


Never before has the story of Hot Water and Steam Heating been presented to home planners in so colorful and adequate a manner. Sponsored by the Institute of Boiler and Radiator Manufacturers, this booklet is the keynote of a sustained advertising program to drive home the outstanding advantages of Radiant Heating in all its forms.

Here in twenty-four pages is a world of interesting, practical heating information for home planners ... alive with illustrations in brilliant color ... non-technical ... a pleasure to read. "Enjoy Better Living" pictures all the reasons why today's builder gets more for his money when he installs Radiant Heat—whether a Radiator, Baseboard, Panel or Convective system! Its story is authoritative—based on scientific investigation of heating methods in the I-B-R Research Home at the University of Illinois.

A valuable help to Builders

"Enjoy Better Living" brings you up-to-date on the many amazing things modern heating science has devised to make a home supremely comfortable. It is interesting, instructive reading—send the coupon for your copy.

The Institute of Boiler and Radiator Manufacturers

60 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
No Other Planbook Like It!

Here is a practical plan book for every Home Builder and Home Seeker. Instead of merely pictures with miniature "plans," as in the ordinary "planbooks," American Builder's New Blueprint Planbook actually shows large, accurately drawn blueprints. All homes in this book have been designed by nationally famous architects and it contains 12 complete blueprints suitable for accurately estimating construction costs of these attractive homes and garages.

Wide Selection of Architectural Styles

To give as wide a selection of architectural styles as possible, Cape Cod, Modern, Ranch and Colonial Homes are illustrated. All are exceedingly well planned and are adaptable to any climate both as to style and construction.

Valuable Handbook for Builders

American Builder's New Blueprint Planbook will be a valuable sales aid to you. Colorful plastic binding permits it to open and stay flat while in use. The blueprints open up to 16½ inches by 11½ inches. You can help your customers visualize the house from all sides, as all four elevations are shown. Furthermore, the large size plans assist your customers to obtain a better idea of the relative sizes of rooms than is possible with ordinary "planbooks." In addition, important details are shown, and each plan is illustrated with a large, clear photograph of the house.

In fact, no customer can fail to be impressed with the splendid material in this book.
BLUEPRINT PLANBOOK

Other Valuable Features

Other pages contain valuable suggestions for interior treatments together with several built-ins. Many excellent garage designs are included, indicating exterior treatments to conform to architectural style of the home.

Orders are being filled in the order of their receipt. It is suggested that you place your order promptly. First edition is limited owing to paper shortages.

★

- Use this new Blueprint Planbook as a sales tool—Use it to accurately estimate building costs—Use it for ideas on Built-Ins and ideas on garage styles that will harmonize with the exterior design treatment of the house.

12 Complete Blueprints
21 House Designs
Garages — Built-Ins

ORDER TODAY

American Builder and Building Age,
Book Service Department
30 Church Street, New York 7, N. Y.

Gentlemen:
Enclosed is a check or money order for $2.50 for which please send a copy of your Blue Print Planbook to:

Name
Street
City
State
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Here's Why DEALERS PREFER 

Nu-Art 
ALACRONE 
MOULDING 

Check these facts

BIG PROFITS You make a higher percentage of profit per dollar of sales on Nu-Art Mouldings than on almost any other item you handle.

WE PAY FREIGHT even on orders as small as $10 net.

PACKED BETTER Nu-Art Mouldings are shipped in strong wooden boxes instead of weak paper shipping tubes. This is more expensive for us but insures delivery to you in perfect condition.

SCREWS FURNISHED Nu-Art Mouldings come with the nail or screw holes drilled, and the necessary nails or screws furnished.

BEAUTIFULLY POLISHED Nu-Art Mouldings are polished to a beautiful luster. Each length is placed in a protective Kraft tubing.

These are a few of our 200 standard sections

FREE!
Write today for our new 1947 catalog showing complete line of Nu-Art Mouldings and Edgings, with price list.

Macklanburg • Duncan Co.
Oklahoma City 1, Oklahoma

“If It’s Lumber, Call Our Number”

MRS. Peggy Wunsch, left, and Mrs. Alene Beckford, of Oklahoma City, who started a lumber yard last May and now have a going, profitable concern.

WOMEN have always confessed a fascination for the retail lumber and building material business, but three Oklahoma City women have become interested in it as a means of livelihood.

Despite acute material shortages, Mrs. Arlene Beckford, a former social worker, Mrs. Peggy Wunsch, a lawyer, and Mrs. Estelle Parker started business last May 3 on a tract waist-high with weeds, and have compiled an amazing record for accomplishment. They have erected a store and office building, lumber sheds, etc., and stocked them with materials. Today the firm is a going, profitable enterprise.

“Realizing our lack of knowledge, we set about to learn everything we could about building materials, how they are used and how they are sold. Right from the start, our idea is to know the lines so well we will not have to take our bonnets off to any men in the industry,” says Mrs. Wunsch. “Thoroughness is our keynote and we believe it entirely responsible for the progress we have made.”

An example of how they carry out the thoroughness idea was several days spent in the laboratories and factory of the Seidlitz Paint and Varnish Co., Kansas City, to gain first-hand information on the processing, grinding and merchandising of paints.

Fourteen New Plants for Wood Preserving Industry

THE largest expansion in the history of the nation’s wood-preserving industry can be expected to occur in 1947, according to J. F. Linthicum, Chicago. (Continued to page 178)
YOUR CUSTOMERS EXPECT YOU TO RECOMMEND AND FURNISH THE BEST

Compare the Heatform with any other fireplace and you'll be convinced that it delivers more heat and gives more years of service.

MORE HEAT because: larger air chambers surround firebox and throat thus more heating surface over which the air passes.

MORE HEAT, AND GREATER AIR VELOCITY, because: lower and upper heating chambers are connected by air passages at each side and also thru the throat.

MORE YEARS OF SERVICE, because: of the RIBBED construction of the boiler plate firebox.

MORE YEARS OF SERVICE, because: dead-air pockets in the rear-heating chamber are eliminated by the round air flues thru the throat which draw a large portion of the air over the hottest heating surface (the lower rear sloping back wall where the most heat is generated). This prevents deterioration of metal.

MORE YEARS OF SERVICE, because: there are no exposed metal parts beneath the chimney to rust out.

Heatforms are designed and manufactured by the pioneer of the industry and are proven by 25 years of use.

Write for complete information today—and prepare to serve your customers who see our national advertising in leading home building magazines.

SUPERIOR FIREPLACE COMPANY
Manufacturers of
HEATFORMS, Form Dampers, Blade Dampers, Fuel Grates, Ash Dumps, Cleanout Doors, and Drape Screens.
1708 E. 15th St. Los Angeles 21, Calif.

TYLAC is the name of the finest in permanent wall paneling. It is the Trade Mark, the escutcheon, the guarantee which only the finest in prefabricated wall coverings symbolizes.

Today, TYLAC is a household word for quality—earned through an experience of 20 years of Quality fabrication—20 years of unceasing research to make this better product—BEST.

Craftsmen make TYLAC. Men and women whose pride in their skill, and their product, have made it possible for everyone, everywhere to enjoy the many advantages of superiority that TYLAC provides.

Jobbers and Dealers are building liberal profits by offering this fine wall covering, with confidence, to a discriminating public everywhere. Demand for TYLAC is terrific—unprecedented. This causes some delay in our otherwise prompt delivery. We can, however, make immediate shipments of TYLAC Metal Mouldings, TYLAC Adhesive Cement and other accessories. Remember, TYLAC is worth waiting for.
OIL BURNING FURNACE...
derived especially for basement-less homes

Thousands of installations in basementless homes during the past seven years have made possible this new development in home heating that offers builders for the first time the advantage of a compact automatic furnace that distributes the heat over the floors—where it is needed, and at the same time provides low cost installation and economical operation.

Only 4.1 square feet of floor space required
Fits into a 23" x 27" closet. The flue outlet connects directly from top of furnace, saving long chimney runs. Handsome furniture styling permits appropriate placement in a hall or niche.

Warm Floors
Offers a wide variety of installations—the warm air can be circulated down through underfloor ducts connected to baseboard grills or directed over the floors from grills connected at sides, front or back of furnace just above the floor level. Especially ideal for cement slab construction as ducts can be cast into the floor.

Quiet—Economical—100,000 BTU Capacity
Designed especially for homes up to 7 rooms—100,000 B.T.U. outlet capacity. Fully automatic. Luxurious quietness in operation is provided by our exclusive high capacity, heavy-duty floating blower which is completely spring mounted. Assures maximum heating comfort throughout the home as well as utilization of all heated air for greatest efficiency and economy.

Order through your heating contractor

---

(Continued from page 176)

president of the American Lumber and Treating Co. Composed now of more than 180 plants, the industry expects to add at least 14 plants during 1947.

Mr. Linthicum's own organization, which operates 10 plants throughout the country, will put two of the largest new units into production—one at Baltimore, Md., and the other at Everett, Wash. The greatest previous growth of the industry occurred in 1928 when 11 wood-preserving plants were opened.

If lumber production continues upward and treating chemicals, principally creosote, become more plentiful, the output of treated forest products in 1947 will probably top the preceding year, Mr. Linthicum stated. Final figures for 1946 are expected to show that more than 3½ billion board feet of wood was chemically-alloyed to resist fire, rot and insects.

He cautioned, however, that unless the nation's coal situation is stabilized, railroads and public utilities may be unable to carry out long deferred maintenance and badly needed expansion for lack of vital creosoted cross ties and electrical transmission poles.

The normal flow of creosote, a by-product of coke manufacture, from the steel industry to wood-preserving plants has been crippled by past coal strikes, he explained. In addition, foreign imports, usually accounting for approximately 27 per cent of the U.S. creosote consumption, have fallen far below prewar levels.

---

On display at the National Home Builders Show in Chicago—February 23 to 27. Space #160.

---

"USE YOUR ATTIC"

For free information, see your building material dealer or write—

MARCO STAIRWAYS
BOX 7A, LUCCA, N. DAK.
BUILDERS JUST CAN'T BELIEVE IT!

Less Than 2\(\frac{3}{4}\)c Per Square ft. for Concrete Form Labor

Yes, until they do it themselves, builders just can't believe they can get a foundation every day at less than 2\(\frac{3}{4}\)c per sq. ft. of contact surface, but Atlas Speed Forms are making this stupendous record on thousands of houses. The 2\(\frac{3}{4}\)c includes cost of erection, installing chases, doors and windows, inserts, pouring, stripping and moving.

Steel Forms, good for indefinite use, go together easily and quickly with wedge bolts. No studs or joists needed. Concrete finish is uniform and smooth.

A Contractor writes—
"As one of the largest contractors of foundation work in this area, we have tried every variety of form we ever heard of and find you really have something in Atlas speed forms. These forms are easy to handle, easy to work, easy to strip. They give us straight walls and especially save us concrete. That is all anyone can ask.

We, as you know, are getting a foundation every day with one set of forms. We used them 128 times on one job alone."

Very truly yours,
(signed) LOUIS BELLI,
69-11 165th St., Flushing, L. I.

ATLAS Labor-Saving SPEED FORMS

New Answer to an Old Problem!

At one low material and labor cost, reflective Sisalation takes care of two of your most important building needs:

1. LOW COST INSULATION
SISALATION reflects radiant heat very much as a mirror reflects light. In frame or brick construction, Sisalation creates two reflective air spaces which offer amazing resistance to heat loss through the wall. Reenforcing insures speedy, intact application.

The SISALKRAFT Co., 205 W. WACKER DRIVE, CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS
Truly fitting today's needs, this new Niagara, Model 10-75VAC, is a compact unit that brings modern automatic winter air conditioning to small homes at a low initial cost and low operating cost.

Designed especially for installation in utility rooms and apartments, Model 10-75VAC is only 21" wide and 32½" deep at the base (draft hood extends 7¾" at right, making over-all width 28¾"). Combustion chamber, side radiator and flue pipe are made of heavy gauge Toncan iron. Blower, filter and enclosed controls are readily accessible through removable front panels. Air inlet may be located at back, either side or bottom. Output at bonnet 60,000 BTU. Burners for natural, manufactured or mixed gases. The unit is shipped as a package unit, completely assembled.

The complete Niagara line includes both gas-fired and coal-fired furnaces for any domestic installation—backed by 55 years' experience in building residential heating equipment. See your Niagara dealer or write for descriptive literature.

NIAGARA FURNACE DIVISION
THE FOREST CITY FOUNDRIES COMPANY
2500 WEST 27TH STREET • CLEVELAND 13, OHIO

ALUMINUM is used here for re-siding job.

In the photo above workmen are shown applying aluminum bevel siding over old siding to give the house a new exterior covering. There is considerable potential for use of this product for residing, providing the first jobs are completed in the correct manner.

Aluminum's vulnerability to damage by galvanic action dictates that a substantial barrier of some type be applied between the new siding and (Continued to page 182).
HI-SPEED OPERATION IS NORMAL FOR COMETS

Their very name implies speed above average. And for Comet Radial Power Saws hi-speed operation is but a normal function. Comets are powered to cut fast; to cut smoothly and with precision. And today Comet Saws are known for their endurance as much as for their blazing cutting speed. To builders all this means more profit per job. Order Comets from your dealer or write direct.

CONSOLIDATED MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO., LTD.
2029-33 Santa Fe Avenue, Los Angeles 21, California

COMETS cut quicker

Automatic CONTROLS...

Buy the Package

GENERAL CONTROLS presents four of their convenient packaged sets for compact inventory and simple installation. Here are four of many precision built, field proved package sets most frequently desired by gas heating contractors and engineers. Buyers can select complete sets in compact cartons, each set includes essential units required. Get improved performance at lower costs through ENGINEERED adaptability.

T-90 STANDARD THERMOMETER SET
Set combines improved B-60 gas valve, flush mounting Thermometer Thermostat and Pilot Generator. Positive remote temperature control for gas-fired furnaces.

T-30 GAS HEATING SET
This set includes silent K-38 two-wire gas valve, T-70 two-wire metatherm, and 115-24 volt transformer. Ideally adaptable to gas-fired boilers, wall and floor furnaces, conversion burners and warm air furnaces.

RX-230 STANDARD THERMOSTAT SET
RX-230 includes B-60-68 diaphragm gas valve, PG-6 Pilot Generator, and T-80-4 Thermometer type Thermostat with night cut-off. For wall and floor furnaces, circulators, etc.

T-40 GAS HEATING SET
This set includes two stage Thermostat, dual solenoid valve and Transformer. Provides fully automatic, hi-low firing, maintaining ideal temperature control and lower fuel cost.

For complete specifications covering the GENERAL CONTROLS broad line of Automatic Pressure, Temperature and Flow Controls see the new 1946 Catalog 52C. For Gas Heating Controls, request Service and Instruction Manuals.

CONSOLIDATED MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO., LTD.
2029-33 Santa Fe Avenue, Los Angeles 21, California
We've put 2 IDEAS in your Clients' Heads...for BETTER LIVING

**Idea 1**

**KITCHEN VENTILATION**

No longer need Mrs. Housewife swelter in a stuffy kitchen! She's convinced that Emerson-Electric is tops in kitchen ventilating equipment.

**Idea 2**

**HOME COOLING**

No more sleepless summer nights! Mr. Home-owner now knows a house can be cooled after sundown by pushing the hot air OUT!

---

W. R. Wilkinson Appointed Vice-President of Johns-Manville

W. R. WILKINSON has been appointed vice president of Johns-Manville Sales Corporation, it was announced by R. W. Lea, president of Johns-Manville Corp.

Mr. Wilkinson will continue as merchandise manager of the Building Products Division. He was formerly assistant manager of the Milwaukee district and manager of the Philadelphia district, and came to New York in 1945 as manager of the Dealer Building Material Department.

Mr. Wilkinson is a native of St. Louis, Mo., and attended St. Louis University. He lives at 2 Winslow Place, Larchmont, N. Y.
THE RIGHT "SPOTS" TO SAY "FRANTZ"

FOR DOORS
The Frantz line of Guaranteed Builders' Hardware includes hundreds of hinge styles and sizes of durable wrought steel construction... available in all standard finishes. Illustrated are Ball Tip Butt Hinge No. 441 and Half Surface Butt Hinge No. 365.

FOR WINDOWS
Attractiveness in sash hardware is a "must" and Frantz offers the latest in modern design... the finest finishes. Illustrated are Sash Lock No. 320, Beveled Sash Lift No. 310 and Bar Sash Lift No. 315.

FOR CABINETS
Smartly-styled cabinet hardware is in great demand. Frantz offers some distinctive items in this line. Illustrated are No. 120 Door or Drawer Pull and No. 491 Hinge.

FOR BARS
Handling heavy barn doors with ease, is simple with Frantz "Glide" Door Hanger and Track... the original water-shed type. Illustrated are No. 111 Track and No. 1 reinforced Hanger, which cannot be derailed... will fit any thickness door.

FOR GARAGES
Garage doors open quickly, effortlessly with Frantz "Over-the-Top" Door Equipment. Doors can harmonize with building architecture because "Over-the-Top" can take custom-built, one-piece doors up to 18' wide, 12' high and up to 720 lbs. weight.

Among the modern conveniences going into the Germ-holz-Healy, Inc., project homes featured in this issue.... are hundreds of WINCO VENTILATORS

For offices, stores, and home baths and kitchens.
Exterior glass block construction is not complete without Winco Ventilators.
Admits light and ventilates like a window—will not admit rain, flies or insects when open. Entire unit in enameled frame sets in mortar—complete with interior "vaned" glass panel and exterior bronze screen which are removed during construction. 6 sizes: for 6" blocks and 8" blocks.

Winco VENTILATING FANS

Beautiful-Efficient
For home kitchens and offices. Metal frame easily installed in 6" or 8" glass blocks, in openings of 1 or 4 block displacement or in standard frame walls. Others for 9" to 13" brick walls. Complete with fan, motor and automatic door switch.

Detailed specifications, illustrated literature and prices on these modern Winco installations sent upon request.
A Practical Working Manual on Frame Building Layout, Materials and Construction

DWELLING HOUSE CONSTRUCTION

by Albert G. H. Dietz, Sc. D.
Assistant Professor of Building Engineering and Construction, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

DWELLING HOUSE CONSTRUCTION is a comprehensive guide to frame building construction, explaining all of the steps involved in the complete erection of a house, from the original inspection of the site to the final coats of paint.

- Full information is given about the problems of excavation and soils.
- Foundations and the design of footings are emphasized.
- Chimneys and fireplaces are analyzed in detail.
- Roofing and flashing are carefully considered.
- Insulation is discussed in full.

Interior and exterior finishes are given close attention, as are hardware, painting, and many other parts of the dwelling house.

Of immediate use to Architects, contractors, builders, manufacturers, and to all those people who have waited patiently for the opportunity of building their own homes, this authoritative encyclopedia of home-building fundamentals is heavily illustrated, with accurate and functional directions for each process described.

Just Published $6.00

AT ALL BOOKSTORES

With the publication of DWELLING HOUSE CONSTRUCTION, Van Nostrand initiates an integrated and thoroughly practical series of works on the principal types of modern building construction and servicing prepared under the editorship of Walter C. Voss, head of the Building Engineering and Construction Department of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. If you are interested in receiving information about new titles as they appear, address letter or postcard to Department B, the

D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc.
250 Fourth Avenue, New York 3, N. Y.

Upson Fund Helps USO

THE "Keep 'Em Smiling" committee of The Upson Company, Lockport, N. Y., has been honorably discharged. Throughout the war the committee kept in close touch with the scores of Upson people in the armed services and forwarded to them contributions both of money and gifts from their fellow-workers. When James J. Upson of the sales division (center, below) was named chairman of the Lockport Junior Chamber of Commerce committee in charge of residential solicitation for the USO campaign in Lockport, it was decided to liquidate the committee by donating the balance of the committee's funds to the USO campaign. H. M. Kinzley, export sales manager (at right below), is shown giving the committee's check to L. E. Broeffle, chairman of the Industrial division of the Lockport USO campaign fund.

Stainless Steel Sinkbowls

Legion sinkbowls are seamless drawn from one piece of solid or single clad stainless steel...No welds, rough edges, ridges or grooves to cause leaks, corrosion or cracks where dirt may lodge...Light in weight, yet rigid and long-wearing...Oblong, square, round or oval shapes.

Write for catalog sheet.

LEGION STAINLESS SINK CORP.
21-12 40th Avenue, Long Island City 1, N. Y.

**BILT-WELL WOODWORK**

...is the choice of discriminating builders everywhere. It is produced from Ponderosa Pine by master craftsmen, and is a leader in the building field.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CABINETS</th>
<th>BREAKFAST NOOKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China, Corner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ironing Board</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitchen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCREENS</th>
<th>STAIR PARTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Door</td>
<td>Window</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOORS</th>
<th>STORM SASH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Combination</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exterior</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ENTRANCES</th>
<th>WINDOWS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Barn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Basement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GABLE SASH</td>
<td>Casement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOUVRES</td>
<td>Double-Hung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANTELS</td>
<td>Garage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Any House is a Better House with CONCRETE FLOORS**

Any house, whether built of concrete, brick or frame, can have the advantages of a firesafe, sag-proof concrete subfloor. And nothing that a contractor can build into a house of any material will give the owner more in firesafety, structural stability and security or contribute more to durability, low maintenance expense, low annual cost.

**Requirements are Simple**

Concrete residence floors offer no construction difficulties to the average builder. The essential requirements are an approved floor design, ordinary skill in form building and a knowledge of the fundamentals of concreting.

**Tell Your Customers**

Tell your customers how concrete subfloors may be covered with hardwood strip or parquet flooring; rugs or all-over carpets; linoleum, rubber or cork tile; concrete, ceramic or asphalt tile, any finish they wish—different in every room if need be to fit all purposes.

Write for literature on how to build concrete subfloors for residences. Free on request. Distributed only in the United States and Canada.

**PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION**

Dept. A2-3, 33 W. Grand Ave., Chicago 10, Ill.

A national organization to improve and extend the uses of concrete through scientific research and engineering field work.
Sav-U-time push button control, side-arm heater and boiler can all be installed for much less than the usual automatic hot water heater. Yet the result is practically identical!

Sav-U-time helps owner pay for home because cost of operation is up to 50%, less than that of an automatic hot water heater. This saving helps him meet amortization payments.

Sav-U-time is simple, inexpensive to install; only ordinary doorbell type wiring is required.

Leading builders in Philadelphia, Detroit, Rochester and other cities have been specifying Sav-U-time regularly for years in new home developments and home modernizations. Why not you?

Available Now! While automatic gas water heaters are still in short supply, side-arm heaters and boilers can be had. And we can supply Sav-U-time immediately!

How Sav-U-time works: At the touch of a button in bath, kitchen or laundry, Sav-U-time starts or shuts off gas water heater. Red light above button glows while gas is on. Should user forget to shut it off, thermostatic feature turns gas off automatically.

See Sav-U-time at the National Association of Home Builders Show in Chicago... write for details (use coupon below). You'll find many other reasons beside those listed above for installing Sav-U-time in every home you build or remodel.

Price Readjustment in 1947, Business Editors Predict

PRESSURE from management for higher prices and from labor for higher wages will continue, but consumer resistance will turn the price spiral down and most labor will finally decide to give production a chance to help their standard of living rather than strike for higher wages," is the consensus of 130 business, trade, and technical magazine editors.

"Much will depend on buyers' backlog of savings, which have been overestimated," the editors state. "There has been an increase in everything which touches on living and, in spite of higher salaries, there are not many consumers with money in the bank to pay outrageous prices."

Expressing their opinions in a survey conducted by the National Conference of Business Paper Editors, the editors, all recognized authorities in their respective fields, warn that failure to halt the wage-price spiral, prolonged strikes for higher pay, and failure to maintain a high rate of man-hour production may result in a serious business recession. This shaking down in the price structure may be nothing more than a mild readjustment of an overgrown buyers' market and will be most noticeable in consumer goods, except heavy durables, and less noticeable in industrial raw materials and supplies. These fields, it is predicted, will be bolstered by the requirements of the building industry.

SECOND EDITION

SIMPLIFIED CARPENTRY ESTIMATING

By J. DOUGLAS WILSON

Head of the Building Trades Department, Frank Wiggins Trade School, Los Angeles, California

and CLELL M. ROGERS

Mathematics Instructor, Venice High School, Venice, California

A practical text on carpentry estimating, covering rough lumber, finish lumber and hardware, in which the parts of a house are analyzed under six main divisions. Material lists, short cut rules and tables supplement the text and guard against anything being overlooked in making up the final estimate. Valuable information is given for making labor time estimates.

While designed as a beginner's text the Second Edition is complete enough for the use of builders and lumber dealers. Simple arithmetical methods for accurate estimating, are given. Helpful tables that save much time in figuring and a full index make the book suitable for quick reference in the shop or on the job.

Contents


Book Department

AMERICAN BUILDER and BUILDING AGE

30 Church Street New York 7, N.Y.
RENTAL HOUSING

THE BUILDER'S 1947 ANSWER TO THE NATION!

CRAWFORDS

FABRICATED MULTIPLE UNITS

FHA LEADS THE WAY

Processing Requirements Simplified
Authority Decentralized
Short Cut Cost Estimate Procedure
32 Year Amortization Period
Commitments Amended During Construction
Pre-arranged Release Clause in Mortgage
Insured Construction Advances.

VETERAN GROUPS ENDORSE RENTAL PROGRAM

+ + +

MANY MULTIPLE UNIT COMBINATIONS POSSIBLE WITH CRAWFORD STANDARD UNITS

+ + +

WRITE FOR DISTRIBUTORSHIP NOW

CRAWFORD COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS—HOUSES, BUILDINGS—LUMBER, RELATED PRODUCTS
BATON ROUGE 1, LOUISIANA

FOR STRONGER CAVITY WALLS

...ALWAYS USE NON-RUSTING Copperweld WALL TIES

- You can be sure of permanent strength and safety in cavity wall construction when you use Copperweld Wall Ties to bond the walls together.

Copperweld Wall Ties give you the high strength of alloy steel—made permanent by a heavy protective covering of non-rusting copper. The two metals, inseparably united by our exclusive Molten-Welding Process, provide a breaking strength of about 2 tons—a breaking strength that remains constant since these ties cannot rust and will not deteriorate in the wall.

These cavity wall ties are available for immediate shipment. They are made in two sizes—6" and 8"—and are packed 500 of one size to a box.

Specification Bulletin mailed on request.

COPPERWELD STEEL COMPANY
GLASSPORT, PA.
SALES OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

Time-Tested Copperweld Nails will help you do a better job!
THE KITCHEN IS
THE HEART OF THE HOME

Plan a kitchen that has all the modern conveniences of gas even though you are building beyond the gas mains.

Specified "PYROFAX"
GAS SERVICE

"Pyrofax" gas burns just like city gas—it operates the same appliances such as a Magic Chef gas range, a silent Servel refrigerator, and an automatic water heater. "Pyrofax" gas brings new economy, convenience and cleanliness to country homes—with modern automatic "Pyrofax" gas service your clients will have no service interruptions, no dirt or odor. "Pyrofax" gas is distributed in most states east of the Rockies. Write to Dept. B3, "PYROFAX" GAS DIVISION, 30 EAST 42nd ST., NEW YORK 17, N. Y. for complete information and the name of the nearest distributor.

MORE HEAT
because

Four exclusive features in the Donley Heatsaver fireplace result in extra heat output—output that approaches the heating ability of a small furnace. These plus-heat features are:

FIRST—Convection sheets inside the Heatsaver warm air chamber prevent hot spots, keep the air moving close to all the heated surfaces, eliminate the need for an insulating blanket and increase heat output of the fireplace—an exclusive in the Donley Heatsaver.

SECOND—The Heatsaver makes the greatest use of the hottest surface in the fireplace—the sloping back wall above the fire. A central heat passage starting just above the surface carries the hot air to the outlets. This Donley exclusive feature increases speed of air flow, insures no "lazy air", reduces heat wastage and makes for much greater heating efficiency.

THIRD—Heatsaver's warm air chamber takes heat not only from the fire box walls, but also from the hot surfaces surrounding the hot flue gases in the smoke chamber above the fire—another exclusive Donley feature.

FOURTH—The heat-trapping, non-reflecting, square-end firebox of the Heatsaver changes skin-toasting, radiant heat into efficient, circulating, room-heating air—one more Donley exclusive.

MORE FLEXIBILITY because the extra heat from a Donley Heatsaver gives you more freedom in placement of the fireplace and more capacity for heating extra rooms. The increased stack effect of the Heatsaver lets you draw cold air from across the room (in under-floor ducts): has been used to heat a distant room on the same floor level. Another flexibility feature of Heatsaver is the fact that you can install it with the fireplace front flush with the wall, fully projecting into the room or only partially projecting.

MORE FACTS FOR MORE PROFITS—Get the complete story on sizes and installation of Donley Heatsaver fireplaces. This information is in the illustrated book "Donley Devices for Home Builders and Owners". A free copy of this helpful book will be sent on request—write for yours today.
"Here's another Prestile ad... Their advertising is sure clicking!"

"Easy to understand why! Prestile tileboard has many advantages people want... low cost... smart colors... and very important, an oven-baked finish that lasts. Prestile national advertising is a real help!"

Right now, demand for this quality tileboard exceeds supply. Prestile national advertising is designed to keep demand at a high level... for the day when ample supply is available.

The Grand Rapids invisible Sash Balance is popular with dealers and builders because it is simple and easy to order and maintain a balanced stock. Ten sizes meet 95% of the usual residential requirements and the complete easily understood instructions printed on every carton make them easy to install. Then, too, they are easily adjusted. A tension chart is included with the instructions and builders know that it is unnecessary to remove screws or trim to make a tension adjustment.

Home owners like the Grand Rapids Invisible because it is smooth in performance, trouble-free and dependable in all climates and under varying conditions.

Send for SASH BALANCE CATALOG which contains complete information on sash balances, sizes, directions for installing, etc. All fully illustrated.

GRAND RAPIDS HARDWARE COMPANY
GRAND RAPIDS • • MICHIGAN

GRAND RAPIDS INVISIBLE
SASH BALANCE

10 Sizes Meet 95% of all Home Requirements
TWO independent national surveys disclose that 65% of the people who expect to build houses soon plan to install electric exhaust fans! And

**Blo-Fan**  
**CEILING VENTILATORS!**

rate high on the popularity list! For Blo-Fan is more than a fan—more than a blower. It combines the advantages of both, giving volume plus power. Blo-Fans are installed in the ceiling—directly over the source of unwanted air. In kitchens, gamerooms, laundries, bathrooms, these powerful exhaust fans capture cooking grease, smog and odors, as they rise—before they can spread to soil interior decorations.

Contractors the country over are cashing in on the public preference for the exclusive features of Blo-Fans. You’ll find Blo-Fan Ceiling Ventilators in both the correct sizes and prices for all types of homes.

*Distributed by Franchised Electrical and Ventilating Wholesalers*

---

**Good News for Busy Builders**

Here are two new ways to cut construction costs—the Model 70 and Model 86 MallSaws. Designed for the building field, these new MallSaws have capacities of $2\frac{1}{4}''$ and $2\frac{3}{8}''$, respectively, on straight cuts in rough or dressed lumber . . . $2''$ and $2\frac{5}{16}''$, respectively, on 45 degree angle cuts. They crosscut, rip, bevel cut, dado, groove and multiple cut with speed and accuracy. Perfect balance keeps the weight of the saw on the long end of the board to allow one-hand operation, and an automatic blade guard protects the operator. Special blades equip each saw for grooving asbestos board, tile and concrete and for cutting light gauge metals. Available in two voltages—110-volt AC-DC or 220-volt AC-DC.

Visit our Exhibit at the Home Builders’ Convention, Space 109—or write for literature and prices

**MALL TOOL COMPANY**

7737 South Chicago Ave., Chicago 19, Ill.

*25 Years of “Better Tools for Better Work”*
Select THE ALUMINUM WINDOW
with a 35-year background

In selecting stock aluminum windows, there are two outstanding qualifications that you should consider. One is the basic design of the window, the other, its construction.

ALWINTITE windows have been designed and manufactured by experts in the field of quality windows — experts with more than 35 years’ experience in window manufacture. These windows embody many exclusive, patented features formerly found only in expensive, custom-built windows.

When you select and install ALWINTITE aluminum windows you can be sure of a truly fine window—a window that will satisfy your most exacting customers—a window that will give years of satisfactory service.

ALWINTITE aluminum double-hung windows are available in 12 stock sizes, with 4 muntin arrangements to select from. Use them in the new houses you build. They will add to your reputation as a “quality” builder.

For the complete story on ALWINTITE aluminum windows and name of your nearest distributor, see our exhibit at Booth 68-69 National Homebuilders Show or write direct to The Aluminum Window Corporation (A subsidiary of General Bronze Corporation), 34-20 Tenth Street, Long Island City 1, N. Y.
Harborite is Harbor Plywood's time-proven, resin-impregnated, plastic-faced plywood. The smooth, grainless, weatherproof surfaces—of a pleasing brown color—are of phenol-type resin-impregnated plastic, permanently bonded to the Douglas fir core body. Two types of core body are available—single-ply, with the plastic faces applied to both sides of a single sheet of veneer as shown above. Multi-ply—shown at the right—is made with a cross-banded plywood core body.

HARBORITE PANELS—Single or Multi-Ply

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock Panels</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Thickness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single-Ply</td>
<td>36&quot;</td>
<td>96&quot;</td>
<td>1/8&quot; &amp; 3/16&quot; Nominal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Ply</td>
<td>36&quot;</td>
<td>96&quot;</td>
<td>1/4&quot; to 1-3/16&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A check list of proven uses include siding for railway refrigerator cars, buses, trucks and trailers; cabinet work, table tops, concrete forms, signs, toys, sports equipment, and a wide range of utility items.

HARBOR OFFERS DOORS PRECISION-MADE OF DOUGLAS FIR AND OTHER WOODS UNDER THE TRADE NAME HARBORD

Durable, attractive Harbord Sag-Nott entrance and interior doors may be ordered pre-fit to exact opening size, mortised and gained, pre-primed as well. Save time and labor on the job, assure better installations.

HARBOR PLYWOOD CORPORATION
General Offices . . . Hoquiam, Washington
These Products... through Retail Dealers

**SUPER-Harbord**

**WATERPROOF TYPE**

**DOUGLAS FIR PLYWOOD**

SUPER-Harbord is the original exterior or waterproof type of Douglas fir plywood. Its world-wide reputation for quality was firmly established before it added an unmatched war service record. In manufacturing the product the component veneers are bonded with a unique process employing a phenol-aldehyde type synthetic resin set in a hot press under normal plywood pressures. The resin was developed on the Harbor premises and is manufactured from chemicals purchased in bulk.

Harbord

**MOISTURE-RESISTANT TYPE**

**DOUGLAS FIR PLYWOOD**

Harbord is the regular moisture-resistant type Douglas fir plywood of Commercial Standard quality. It is manufactured by the latest improved hot-plate method. This type is the type of panel material popularly used for wallboard, cabinet work, sheathing and other home construction and for utility purposes.

**HARBOR DISTRIBUTES THE NEW EUBANK PATENTED, SWIVEL-TYPE CABINET IRONING BOARD**

The Eubank patented swivel support allows board to swing through a wide arc for flexibility... holds it rigidly upright in cabinet when not in use. Can be installed wherever space is limited.

**DISTRIBUTING WAREHOUSES AND SALES OFFICES IN FOLLOWING CITIES:**


Nationwide distributing offices now offer a number of related products. Look to Harbor for the newest and most useful items.
A Sensational New Stride in Heating!

THE Coroaire HI-BOY GAS FIRED WINTER AIR CONDITIONER

NOW! A brand new basement-installed gas heating unit—with the same remarkable efficiency and economy as the COROAIRE console heater—and the same profit advantages! That's the COROAIRE HI-BOY! It heats, cleans, humidifies and filters for complete winter air conditioning.

Here's the answer

The heart of the COROAIRE HI-BOY is the famous patented Venturi tube heat exchanger, made of cast iron. That means greater efficiency, greater distribution of heat, greater heating capacity. You get it because of a 5 sq. in. to 1 sq. in. wiping surface on the exterior and a 28-foot flue travel—against 6 to 8 foot flue travel on other conventional types of heat exchangers. It's the dream of every heating engineer, builder, distributor, dealer and user!

The COROAIRE HI-BOY is sturdily built—finished in Blue Hammerloid enamel. A.G.A.-approved controls—quiet operation—complete safety features. Write today for Booklet C-802 for full information and specifications. The Coroaire Heater Corporation, Cleveland 15, O.

SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COROAIRE HI-BOY—Model 85-S-HB</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>width overall</td>
<td>26&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>depth overall</td>
<td>28&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>height overall</td>
<td>59¾&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intake (cold air)</td>
<td>16&quot; x 25&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discharge</td>
<td>8&quot; x 25&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weight</td>
<td>566 lbs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The COROAIRE HI-BOY is so completely a self-contained package unit that it will fit into any basement decorative scheme.
Universal
LEVEL-TRANSIT

MOST PRACTICAL
ALL-AROUND BUILDER'S
INSTRUMENT
EVER DESIGNED!

Highly accurate, amazingly rugged, the Universal Level-Transit does all survey and check-up operations in building and road construction!

Quickly convertible from level to transit, its novel type of design protects parts which were formerly exposed to damage and inaccuracies. Other features include: a patented ball-bearing race, lock and release lever system, and perfect alignment adjustments.

12" Telescope, 25 power, horizontal guarded circle, Verniers to 5 minutes, Vertical arc, 3°.

Write today for full details and free booklet "How to lay out building lots."

DAVID WHITE COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF
INSTRUMENTS FOR ENGINEERS,
SURVEYORS AND BUILDERS.
301 West Court St., Milwaukee 12, Wis.

FIREPLACE UNITS

for ALL Your Customers!

More sales—better profits for you—because you carry the Bennett line—fireplace units to fit every customer's requirement. Only BENNETT builds two types of fireplace units, to meet all building needs.

For tightly constructed, fully insulated, weather stripped homes . . .

BENNETT
Fresh-Aire
FIREPLACE UNIT

Fresh air, from outdoors, is heated and circulated throughout the room. No loss of expensive furnace heat up the chimney... no cold, unhealthy draft...and no smoke!

The unit cannot interfere with the traditional beauty of the fireplace—it's hidden within the masonry. Mantel may be designed with complete freedom. . . . Easier and quicker to build.

For camps, cottages, southern homes, playrooms . . .

BENNETT
Warm-Aire
FIREPLACE UNIT

Draws cool air from floor level, heats and recirculates it... throughout the whole room! Keeps air fresher. Furnishes a complete form for the mason—saves your customers' construction and operation costs... No smoke. Adaptable to any mantel design.

For ANY Fireplace . . .

BENNETT IRELAND INC.
Chartered in 1906
NORWICH, NEW YORK

Write us at
247 Market Street
Your customers need triple-reinforced Fulton tarps on every job to protect material and tools from weather. Offer them this tough, all-weather tarp when they come in for building supplies.

Fulton’s triple-strength rope holes are lined with metal grommets that won’t rust... the strong, high-count canvas is permanently pressure impregnated with Fulton’s exclusive weather and mildew treatment.

These new, stronger Fulton tarps, backed by 75 years’ reputation for value, are sold through appointed dealers. Eight Fulton factories are strategically placed to give you quick service.

Rolscreens in a house are a “trademark” of good planning. They are a year ‘round advertisement for the builder who puts them in. They help to keep a house up-to-date and protect its salability over the years. A big part of your business is selling convenience. Rolscreens help you to do it easier and better than any other window accessories. 10-year guarantee.

Convenience of Rolscreens Sells on Sight

Once in place... always in place. That’s Rolscreens! No putting up! No taking down! No storing! No painting! No seasonal repairs! Installed and operated on the inside. For all types of windows—both old and new construction.

Dealers Wanted

A number of choice territories are open for Building Specialty Dealers with facilities to sell and install Rolscreens. If interested, WRITE TODAY for details.

Pella Rolscreens
ROLSCREEN COMPANY, 527 Main Street, Pella, Iowa
Made by Makers of Famous Pella Venetian Blinds and Casement Windows
You can use the KA electric weatherstrip tool to groove window sash for any type of weatherstripping. Cutters for \( \frac{1}{2}'' \) to \( \frac{3}{8}'' \) width grooves are available for use with the tool. Operates on 110 volts, from regular house current. Motor is \( \frac{7}{8} \) H.P. with speed of 18,000 R.P.M.

The same motor used in KA Weatherstrip Groover fits into a special base with guide for grooving door bottoms to take weatherstripping.

With these tools you can handle more weatherstripping jobs at greater profit. Write for full information. Stanley Electric Tools, Stanley-Carter Sales Dept., 133 Elm Street, New Britain, Connecticut.

-NARROW MULLIONS AND TRIM-

Both Inexpensively Attained With

DUPLEX FLAT SASH BALANCE

Narrow mullions and narrow trim—the modern styling that helps sell homes—are economically achieved with DUPLEX—the only Adjustable Flat Sash Balance.

Duplex Adjustable Flat Sash Balances...

1. require no special framing for overhead balance space.
2. require no stud mortises at sides.
3. are installed in virtually the pulley stile thickness about halfway between sill and head jamb.
4. entirely eliminate cords, weights and weight boxes.
5. and just two sizes meet 98% of all residential building needs, which simplifies ordering, stocking and installing.

Consult Sweet's Files—Builders or Architects
(Sold through jobbers and dealers only)

628 North LaPeer Drive
Los Angeles 46, California
For Remodeling and New Construction

FIREDAIRE
FIREPLACE AND FURNACE
Means Extra Profits for YOU

No need to sublet the heating contract for that remodeling job or for those homes you are building for veterans. Install Firedaire and keep the extra profit.

Connect it to any 8”x8” flue without alteration to brick work or damage to interior walls. Set up the heating unit with warm air registers to adjoining rooms if desired; bolt the handsome, all-steel, cabinet mantel in place. Any handy man can do it in a jiffy.

The place is transformed! The cheer of an open fireplace—the mellow comfort of recirculated air—no drafts, no smoke, no smell, no exposed smoke pipes and no wasted floor space.

For winter comfort, attach the doors to Firedaire. The fireplace becomes a furnace, capable of heating from 3 to 7 rooms on 1 or 2 floors. Burns any fuel. Holds fire overnight.

Firedaire is available in complete range of sizes and models. Moderate prices and immediate deliveries. Write today for Contractor’s proposition.

THE EDWARDS MANUFACTURING CO.
912-942 BUTLER ST.
CINCINNATI 2, O.

CONTRACTORS and BUILDERS
Start the New Year right
with
THOROSEAL

THOROSEAL fills and seals cracks and all other defects in the surface, equalizes the absorption of each individual unit comprising the surface without checking or cracking.

The surface of any type of old or new stucco walls, manufactured block, brick or tile can be waterproofed and protected with THOROSEAL.

Contractors, homeowners and every type building owner have water problems, wet basements and defective exterior walls, which need sealing and protection.

An example of disintegrated stucco surface on an otherwise well-built home and how the stucco was sealed, waterproofed and interior of home made dry with one heavy application of THOROSEAL.

The above photograph shows the same stucco home after it received one heavy application of THOROSEAL, which, after being applied for one year, shows no leakage or dampness on the interior of the building.

Finish coat of SNOW WHITE QUICKSEAL will be applied during 1947.

Have your local lumber or building supply dealer order for you.

Standard Dry Wall Products, Inc.
BOX X
NEW EAGLE, PENNA.
This is it!

THE PUMP THAT'S
The Talk of the Trade

BARNES NEW UNIVERSAL
DRIVE 1 1/2-INCH AUTOMATIC
CENTRIFUGAL PUMP...

It's feather-weight and midget-sized—but as rugged and as potent as the atom when it comes to delivering a pressure-packed torrent of water—is this brand new 3MU Universal Drive 1 1/2-inch Automatic Centrifugal Pump. And it's designed to utilize any power source—belt driven from tractor, jeep or any gasoline engine or direct shaft-coupled to electric motor.

So light (35 lbs.) it can be carried with one hand, its powerful non-clogging impeller will cascade a torrent of water up to 5700 gallons an hour with pressure up to 35 pounds per square inch. The same Automatic Prime, Barnes Superseal, Direct Flow Suction, Non-Clogging Impeller and all other special features found in Barnes' famous "33,000 for 1" Pumps are in the new 3MU Automatic Centrifugal. It's the handiest implement on the place for contractors, industrial plants, municipalities, farmers and gardeners or wherever a power source is available.

You get all these in Barnes' New 3MU Automatic Centrifugal Pumps, plus the fact that they are now ready for delivery. If you order now, there'll be no waiting.

GREAT NEWS for Interested In

HOME BUILDING PROJECTS

Strathmoor of Detroit Offers This
24X34 "Factory-Bilt" Sectional
5-ROOM HOME

Choice of 4 Elevations and 16 Variations of Floor Plan Size
Includes Oil Heating Unit and Kitchen Appliances

To Sell for
$44.00 PER MONTH
Approx. FHA Terms

Write or Wire At Once for Information
ADDRESS: R. B. RANDALL, GEN. SALES MGR.

THE STRATHMOOR COMPANY
14000 GRAND RIVER AVE.
DETOIT 27, MICH.
Residential Construction Contracts Establish New Record in 1946

INVESTMENT commitments for residential construction reached an all-time high in the thirty-seven states east of the Rocky Mountains during 1946, it was reported today by F. W. Dodge Corporation. The total valuation of contracts awarded was $3,142,102,000 which compares with $2,788,318,000 for 1928, the last record-breaking year.

On the basis of floor area of residential building called for in contracts awarded, however, 1946 stood fourth with a total of 516,256,000 square feet as against 568,362,000 in 1928 and 597,499,000 in 1925. The 1946 figure reflects the current higher building costs, the Dodge corporation reports.

Last year’s residential contracts called for the construction of 446,625 dwelling units of which 76,372 were apartment buildings; 50,459 one-family dwellings for owners’ occupancy; 21,794 two-family dwellings; and 3,509 combination projects such as stores and apartments.

Austin K. Thomas Named Sales Manager by Chain Belt

AUSTIN K. THOMAS has been appointed sales manager of its Construction Machinery Division, the Chain Belt Company of Milwaukee, Wis., has announced.

Mr. Thomas has a background of over 20 years’ association with the construction machinery industry. After graduating from the College of Civil Engineering of Cornell University, he spent several years in active construction work. Next, he entered the employment of a large eastern manufacturer of construction machinery, working first as a service engineer, then as a member of the sales department, and lastly as manager of a district sales office. He then joined the organization of a construction machinery distributor.

After becoming affiliated with Chain Belt Company, Mr. Thomas was named eastern district manager, with offices in Philadelphia. During the war years, his office was located in Washington, D. C.
Efficient weather protection and wide selection to meet individual conditions are provided by the extruded metal weatherstrip shapes illustrated herein. Each shape is available in either brass or white metal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brass</th>
<th>White Metal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. 190 1/2</td>
<td>No. 196 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 191 1/2</td>
<td>No. 196-2 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 192 4/5</td>
<td>No. 192-2 4/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 193 5/8</td>
<td>No. 186 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 197 7/8</td>
<td>No. 186-2 7/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 188 8</td>
<td>No. 188-2 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 247 9</td>
<td>No. 247-2 9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These shapes are cut to size required, drilled and countersunk. Screws are furnished. Interlocking shapes are provided with an appropriate hook for installing on bottom of door. Write for prices and catalogue of complete weatherstrip line.

ALLMETAL WEATHERSTRIP CO., 2248 North Knox Ave., Chicago 39, Ill.
Model "RS"

Eliminate slow, back-breaking work with

Whiteman RODDING MACHINES

The Lightweight Rodding Machine produces better concrete... saves time and money. Rods the slab to a perfect level, compacted... ready for floating and finishing. For slabs 3 to 10 feet wide. Also in Model 44, for slabs 10 to 20 feet wide.

Write or wire for details of Rodding Machines and Floating-Finishing Machines.

Whiteman MANUFACTURING COMPANY
3249 Casitas Avenue Los Angeles 26, California

ASSURE LASTING BEAUTY with Lustro-Ware
BUILT-IN BATHROOM FIXTURES

These glistening recessed fixtures in white and colors are unsurpassed for modern design and sparkling beauty. And when it comes to easy installation and service, Lustro-Ware is "tops" — no chipping, checking, or breaking like porcelain. Lustro-Ware always looks like new, since this material is resistant to stains, acids and alkalies. Write today for literature and prices.

The Lustro-Ware built-in line includes soap dishes, paper holders, toothbrush and tumbler holders, towel bars and robe hooks. Screw fastened type also available.

Monthly Carrying Charges Reduced by FHA

A REDUCTION in carrying charges on financing of new multiple housing projects has been announced by FHA Commissioner Raymond M. Foley. The lower carrying charges will result from extension of mortgage maturities by five years or more under a new amortization formula.

The action reduces the monthly principal curtailment on mortgages insured under Section 608 of Title VI by changing the minimum required initial principal payment on a level annuity basis from 2 per cent to 1 1/2 per cent of the original face amount of the mortgage.

Applying the 1 1/2 per cent initial amortization rate with interest at 4 per cent on a level annuity basis will mature a loan in 32 years and 7 months, payable in 391 monthly payments. In the event the interest rate is less than 4 per cent a year, the monthly payment will be reduced and the maturity of the mortgage extended by a somewhat further amount. The average mortgage insured under Section 608 previously has had a maturity of 27 years and 7 months, or slightly longer.

Minimum Standards for Design And Fabrication of Glued Laminated Structural Lumber Covered in Folio

The West Coast Lumbermens Association, Portland, Oregon, will send upon request its recently published folio dealing with the recommended minimum standards for design and fabrication of glued laminated structural lumber.

Part I of the booklet covers the special factors to be considered in designing laminated structural members, the grades of lumber demanded, and appropriate working stresses.

Part II contains recommended specifications for the materials (lumber and glue), and their preparation for use. Proper stress transferring joints are covered, as are specifications for workmanship.

Architects, engineers, building officials will find the booklet a valuable reference piece.

Ideal "Dual Purpose" Hinges ENABLE YOU TO REDUCE YOUR INVENTORY!

For Storm and Screen Doors, Casement Sash, etc, Size 3" x 2 3/4" only

No. 323 can be used as either full surface or half surface by reversing one leaf.

No. 323CD (Dull Cadmium) $4.14 List Dos. Pr.
No. 323US4 (Dull Brass Plated) $5.82 List Dos. Pr.
Solid Brass Pins Slightly Extra

Packed one pair per envelope with screws — one dos. pair per box

We also make a hinge No. 324 which can be used as either full mortise or half surface by reversing one leaf.

Sold Only Through Hardware Distributors

"Satisfaction Guaranteed"

Columbus PLASTIC PRODUCTS, INC.
COLUMBUS, OHIO, U.S.A.

St. Paul, Minn.
250 E. Fifth St.

Manufacturers of Builders Hardware Specialties, such as Ideal Screen Door Latches, Barn Door Latches, Storm Sash Adjusters, Screen Door Hinges, Casement Sash Friction Stays and Other Popular Items
WAGNER

DOOR HANGERS AND TRACKS FOR INDUSTRIAL USE!

HEAVY DUTY

Can be furnished with Ball Bearing, Roller Bearing or Hyatt Roller Bearing Trolley for doors up to 1,000 lbs.—2\(\frac{3}{4}\)-\(\frac{3}{4}\)" thick.

WAGNER HANGERS also available for doors up to 2,000 lbs.
Ask your Jobber or Dealer.

WAGNER MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Dept. AM-247
CEDAR FALLS, IOWA

WAGNER MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Sells Kitchens Sells Homes

Builders say an easy, low-cost installation of a modern Vent-A-Hood Kitchen Ventilator works magic in selling kitchens to women—and SELLS HOMES FASTER.

Designed for beauty with gleaming white baked enamel finish, all-chrome trim, splash panel to protect walls and utility light. Engineered for efficiency with patented centrifugal exhaust unit and grease-trap to remove food odors and greasy vapors. Venting is direct to flue or through simple metal ducts.

Investigate Vent-A-Hood for homes you’re building or planning.

Write for descriptive literature, quotations.

VENT-A-HOOD
THE MODERN KITCHEN VENTILATOR
The Vent-A-Hood Co., Plantation Drive-Hines Boulevard, Dallas, Texas

FORD CEMENT BLOCK MACHINE CO.
CEDAR FALLS, IOWA

YOU SHOULD BE MAKING MONEY WITH FORD CEMENT BLOCK MACHINES

Match These Qualities!
Ford machines are rugged—made to stand the gaff—can turn out four 8 x 8 x 16 blocks a minute—handle so easily, three men alone can make 1500 to 1600 blocks a day...manufacture 30 different types of cement blocks—are one of the lowest priced tamping machines on the market...write today for complete information.

MAIL NOW

Send me Tamblyn System on 10 day trial. I will pay $5 per month until $30 is paid if I keep it. If not, I will return it.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
SEND NO MONEY! TRY IT BEFORE YOU BUY!
Use the Sterling Sander for all types of jobs on wood, metal and plastics. Excellent for sanding dry wall construction, undercoats, primers and finished coats of paint. The Sterling 1000 is many times faster than hand sanding... it's simple to operate, vibration-less, light weight.

Write for descriptive folder now! Sterling Tool Products Co., 370 East Ohio Street, Chicago 11, Illinois.

The Certigrade Label Protects You and Your Customers

The Certigrade label on a bundle of Red Cedar Shingles means that the grade is up to specifications—guaranteed by inspection. Specify "Certigrade" on your orders for Red Cedar Shingles.

RED CEDAR SHINGLE BUREAU

5008 White Building • Seattle 1, Washington
509 Metropolitan Building • Vancouver, B. C., Canada

Red Cedar SHINGLES

SOLD BY RETAIL LUMBER DEALERS

Wall Paper Institute Opens New Offices in New York City

The new and attractive offices just opened by the Wall Paper Institute at 400 Madison Ave., New York, are an excellent example of how wall paper can be applied in good taste to any business organization.

Using wall paper as their motif, the decorators, Intramural, Inc., have tied the individual offices together by having complementary colorings lead the eye from one room to another.

The individual papers, selected from regular stock lines, were chosen as being most appropriate for office use. A green floral on white background was selected for the reception room, while the work room, pictured above, features a blue-green woven stripe paper and blending woodwork as suitable background for its blond furniture. The more traditional patterns were used for the executive offices, and a geometric design of Greek key influence was picked for the area occupied by clerical workers so there would be no distracting patterns to catch their eyes.
All of these shares having been sold, this announcement appears as a matter of record only.

NEW ISSUE

300,000 Shares

WILLIAM H. HARMAN CORPORATION

Class A Stock
(Without Par Value)

This is under no circumstances to be construed as an offering of these shares for sale, or as an offer to buy, or as a solicitation of an offer to buy, any of such shares.

SMITH, BARNEY & CO.

January 20, 1947
Expansion to Mark Automatic Control Industry in 1947

The year ahead will see further expansion on the part of the automatic controls industry, according to Harold W. Sweatt, president, Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company. This will follow a record year which saw production and sales at new peacetime highs despite the difficulties of production, shortages of raw material and scarcities of trained manpower.

Although the industry as a whole was unable to make any substantial reduction in its backlog of orders and thus enters 1947 with almost a full year's orders already on the books, it is generally expected that the close of the year will witness the return of the type of market which will require intensified selling, Mr. Sweatt stated.

Basically the concept of automatic control has broadened on all fronts with home owners and industry alike seeking new means of achieving comfort, economy and efficiency in the home, office or factory. Automatic heating alone, for example, will be included in approximately 30 per cent of all new houses built during 1947. This compares with about 10 per cent in prewar years.

In anticipation of the return of a buyers' market, Mr. Sweatt reports, sales forces are being greatly expanded. Since automatic control salesmen must be engineers as well as salesmen, such expansion is a comparatively slow process. Also at least a year's training is required before a man may assume the full responsibilities of a salesman.

Production schedules for 1947 are larger than in 1946 and manufacturing facilities are being expanded throughout the entire industry, Mr. Sweatt reports.

“Basically, the people in the automatic controls industry are in agreement that we are today in the beginning of a long term expansion period which will witness not only a greater diversity of products made, but also a greater use of all automatic control products in the home and in industry at large.”

SAWS

RAFTERS WITHOUT MARKING!

Here's the most practical contractor's saw on the market today—the Wallace No. 1 Radial Saw. With the exclusive Wallace Angulator, it cuts rafters complete with only ONE handling and without marking.

It's a real money-maker on framing work, saving $75 to $200 on average homes. Handles every kind of sawing operation, and also does first-class shaping, dadoing, ploughing, grooving, fluting, beveling, routing, etc.

We make a complete line of machines for every woodworking operation. Write today for full information.

J. D. WALLACE & CO.
136 So. California Ave., Chicago

Sawing, Caulking Guns

Immediate Delivery

For Cartridge or Bulk Compound

Precision made for longer life and better results. • All working parts accurately machined. • Extra heavy gauge barrels. • Uses all caulking materials—handles light oils. • Positive ratchet drive. • Threaded nozzles—no extra parts to come off. • Lifetime guarantee. • Sizes: 1/8", 1/4", 1/2", 10" and 15". List prices—$4.50, $7.50, $8.50. Write for discounts.

WESTERN RESERVE MFG.
3708 E. 93rd St. Cleveland 5, Ohio
The Dignity And Versatility of WOOD

A beautiful wood door that doesn’t warp, open at joints, stick — paint doesn’t peel and no surface checks. WOODLIFE — The Original Toxic Water Repellent adds immeasurably to life, serviceability and wood beauty. Ask your dealer.

Protection Products Mfg. Co.

Mfrs. of CHEMICAL PRESERVATIVES Since 1921
Research Laboratory and Plant KALAMAZOO, MICH.
UNI-FORM PANELS HAVE THE LOWEST FORMING COST OF ANY METHOD

Because they are lightweight (one man can handle them), prefabricated, ready-to-use units, which lock together into a rigid, accurately spaced concrete form, UNI-FORM Panels provide faster erection, ease of alignment and require alignment on one side only. You can erect, strip, clean and move a set of these forms for less than 4c per square foot of form area. No other method is so economical.

WRITE for the new UNI-FORM Circular.

UNIVERSAL FORM CLAMP CO.
Founded 1912 Concrete Form Specialists for 35 years
12 Kostner, Chicago 51

BETTER SERVICE WHEREVER YOU BUILD

STEEL CASEMENT WINDOWS
Immediate Deliveries

Our 30 years of experience and new production methods enable us to offer immediate shipments. See our catalog in Sweet's or write today for your copy.

GROFF STEEL PRODUCTS, Inc.
370 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
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NEW CALIFORNIA DIVISION REPORT

AMERICAN ROOF TRUSSES SPECIFIED FOR 21 WEST COAST BUILDINGS

Our new California Division, recently established to better serve the entire West Coast with special earthquake-resistant roof trusses, reports a big demand by West Coast Contractors and Builders for American Roof Trusses.

American serves Contractors and Builders throughout the nation with roof trusses for many types of buildings. Write to our nearest office today for complete information.

Shows photographs of Factories, Bowling Alleys, Garages, and other buildings constructed with American Roof Trusses.

25th Anniversary 1922-1947

AMERICAN ROOF TRUSS CO.
CHICAGO, 49
6852 Stony Island Ave.
Phone PLaza 1772

Glasow with one hand. Efficient from EVERY position and angle. Secures hold of 100 DIAMOND POINTS which won't bend or corrade. Drives any hardness wood. Diamond Points for No. 11, package of 50 each of 100 mesh (2,000 pounds); for No. 21, package of 60 points of 100 mesh (4,000 points).

RED DEVIL TOOLS. Irvington, N.J., U.S.A.

Glaziers and Painters Tools and Machines Since 1872

When you need construction equipment
Think first of

CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY CO.
WATERLOO, IOWA

MIXERS • PUMPS • HOISTS
BATCHING & PLACING EQUIP.
SAWS • ELECTRIC GENERATORS

LESLEE LOUTERS

LESLEE Louvers for every type roof or wall provide ventilation against summer heat and winter condensation. More advanced design, easier installation and exclusive features which avoid leaks and increase efficiency are found in LESLEE Louvers. Roof (Universal) Type Louvers have improved baffle angle which permits condensation to drain off; deeper baffle to create air pocket and separate driven rain from air stream. Addition of a drip cap prevents water from running under the shingles. LESLEE Vertical Wall Louvers are available in Flush Flange Type—4 sizes.

Write for descriptive circular.

LESLEE WELDING CO.
2527 W. Carroll Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Chicago Housing Project used Duraplastic in Structural Frames

Second unit, Princeton Park Housing Project, Chicago; Holsman & Holsman & Klekamp, architects, Chicago

ON THIS HOUSING UNIT of 107 buildings, concrete was made with Atlas Duraplastic air-entraining portland cement.

The superintendent reports that concrete “was very plastic and workable ... flowed easily, aiding placement ... showed no segregation or bleeding ... well pleased with final results.”

Duraplastic cement complies with ASTM specifications and sells at the same price as regular cement. It provides the proper amount of entrained air by intergrinding with the cement the precise amount of air-entraining material needed for satisfactory field performance.

Send for further information. Write to Universal Atlas Cement Company (United States Steel Corporation Subsidiary), Chrysler Building, New York 17, New York.

OFFICES: Albany, Birmingham, Boston, Cleveland, Chicago, Dayton, Des Moines, Duluth, Kansas City, Minneapolis, New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Waco.

ATLAS DURAPLASTIC
AIR-ENTRAINING PORTLAND CEMENT

MAKES BETTER CONCRETE AT NO EXTRA COST

"THE THEATRE GUILD ON THE AIR"—Sponsored by U. S. Steel—Sunday Evenings—ABC Network
The "OVERHEAD DOOR" with the Miracle Wedge is the product of sound, experienced engineering applied to finest materials. Instant operation and uninterrupted service are assured year in and year out, in all weathers. The "OVERHEAD DOOR" blends with any style of architecture—which is yet another quality responsible for its selection by millions of users. It is the all-purpose door to install for complete satisfaction.

- Any "OVERHEAD DOOR" may be manually or electrically operated. Sold and installed by Nation-Wide Sales—Installation—Service.
National Builders' Hardware is distinguished by four and a half decades of experience and established quality. Greater quantities are on the way. Keep in touch with your National dealer.